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ABSTRACT

The work documented in this thesis concentrates on the modeling, design, and control

of a partial ice-storage air-conditioning system. Mathematical models are presented for

each component of an air-conditioning system. These models are useful for simulating

the performance of an air-conditioning system over time. An original model of

particular interest is the ice-storage model, which is based on fundamental principles.

Solution procedures for each model are given, where necessary.

Two air conditioning systems were evaluated: the partial ice-storage system and the

conventional system. Both systems were designed to meet the same cooling load

requirements. The components of each of these systems were selected based on

design-day ambient weather conditions, a design-day space-cooling-load profile, and

common design specifications. An outline of the equipment selection procedure is



iii

presented, and detailed design specifications are given for both systems. The

fundamental design differences between these two systems are discussed.

These systems were evaluated under various operating conditions. The controlled

variables which significantly affect the performance of the ice-storage system during the

discharging period and during the charging period are identified. The algorithms

necessary to control a model of an air-conditioning system are presented.

Methodologies for determining near-optimal control strategies for both the ice-storage

system and the conventional system are presented. Static optimization methods are

used to determine the near-optimal control strategies for the conventional system.

Dynamic optimization methods are used to determine the near-optimal control strategies

for the ice-storage system. Several strategies were investigated using system

simulation, and the ice-storage system was compared to the conventional system over a

typical cooling season, where both systems were operated under near-optimal control.

CHAPTER OUTLINE Chapter 1 describes the various ice and chilled-water storage

systems currently in use, presents the basic storage strategies for controlling air-

conditioning systems which use either ice or chilled-water storage, and illustrates the

economic considerations necessary to begin a detailed design process. Chapter 2

presents the mathematical models for each component in an air-conditioning system.

Chapter 3 covers equipment selection, presents detailed design specifications for each

system, and discusses the design differences between the two systems. Chapter 4

presents algorithms for controlling a model of an air-conditioning system, develops

near-optimal control strategies for each system, and examines the effects of these

strategies using system simulation. Chapter 5 summarizes the significant findings and

the resulting conclusions and presents recommendations for future work.
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Days End in Madison: Picnic point to the West, Memorial Union to the East, Lake
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this man. Jim has a trenchant understanding of all aspects of the research process. He

was a constant source of information and ideas. He has been my role model.

Sandy and Jack are also a great pair to work for; however, their style is a bit more

intense than that of the aforementioned duo. These two men gave this work purpose in

its incipient stages. Sandy is so sharp that it is sometimes painful to be in the same

room with him. He piqued my interest and challenged my intellect. His high personal
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tremendous respect for this man. Jack is the nicest man one could hope to meet. He is
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motivation.
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motivation. Her many comments, criticisms, and corrections have greatly enhanced

this work. In addition, special thanks goes to Diane for her careful corrections of
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Michael J. Fairchild.

Many people made Madison a great place to go to school: Frank D. Drake (tennis

animal, and cultural guru), Florian L. F. Pape (jack-of-all trades), Doug T. Reindl

(barefoot beast, and Johnny driver), Tim U. Townsend (cycling king, and Johnny of

all Johnnies), Diane L. Kozlowski (mom) and her husband Ken (party animal), Ken
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION TO
COOL STORAGE SYSTEMS

As an introduction to the concept of comfort cooling using ice storage and chilled-water

storage, the importance and nature of the American ice harvests are first discussed

followed by two interesting accounts of the development of mechanical refrigeration

and the birth of commercial comfort cooling. Two men were instrumental in these

developments: Dr. John Gorrie, the father of both air conditioning and commercial ice

manufacturing [1], and Dr. Willis Carrier, the definitive leader in the development of air

conditioning [2].

These first applications of cool storage (a general term embodying ice storage,

chilled water storage, and eutectic storage) are then related to current applications with

emphasis placed on the utilities' role in the advancement of these systems. This is

followed by a general description of the various types of cool storage techniques

currently in use. Next, the utilities are shown to play a significant role in the promotion



of cool-storage systems and also to significantly influence the manner in which these

systems operate. The chapter concludes by demonstrating the economic link between

the electric utility and the process of selecting a cool-storage system.

1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Although ice storage and chilled-water storage systems are currently burgeoning in the

air conditioning industry, the basic technologies were developed long ago. From a

historical perspective, this section introduces the concept of comfort cooling using

either ice storage or chilled-water storage.

1.1.1 The American Ice Harvests

The use of natural ice, or ice made without the aid of mechanical refrigeration, goes

back to far distant times; however, it began to be used extensively in the early years of

the nineteenth century. In the winter months, ice was harvested from a number of

sources-such as rivers, lakes, ponds, and mountains-in the colder regions of the

United States [1].

This process was quite elaborate. Ice was first cut into a manageable size, usually

by a manually-operated ice saw, which sometimes took three men to operate if the ice

was sufficiently thick, or by a horse-drawn cutting mechanism; then, the ice-block was

lifted to a horse-drawn sleigh and, subsequently, transported to the ice house for

storage. There, ice-blocks were laid on 8 inches of saw dust and stacked several

blocks high with a layer of saw dust between each adjacent block; a thick layer of
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sawdust (typically 1 to 2 feet) covered the top and perimeter of the resulting stack of ice

blocks.

Ice was essential for preserving especially perishable foods, such as butter, milk,

and meats, and it was also used to chill drinks and aid in the manufacture of high

quality beers. Most farmers throughout the country made their own ice houses. On the

other hand, people from large urban areas-such as New York, Chicago, and New

Orleans-had to rely on local ice factories. These factories stored large quantities of ice

and distributed it to neighboring customers via horse drawn ice-wagons.

1.1.2 The Development of Mechanical Refrigeration

Besides preserving man's goods, ice was also used for other reasons. In the middle of

the nineteenth century, ice storage, in its most primitive form, made its fledgling debut.

Dr. John Gorrie, an American physician, hung buckets filled with ice in hospital rooms

and directed an air stream over the ice to cool malaria and yellow fever patients.

Gorrie's Invention In 1844, Dr. Gorrie, director of the U.S. Marine Hospital in

Apalachicola, Florida, recognized the need for a continuous supply of ice to cool his

patients. In those days, natural ice was supplied, via steamship, from ice factories in

the northern states, such as Maine and New York; in summer months the ice would

often arrive irregularly. Accordingly, the ingenious Dr. Gorrie, aware that a sudden

expansion of compressed air cooled itself, invented and subsequently patented the first

compressed-air ice making machine [1]. This was the first commercial machine in the

world built and used for refrigeration and air conditioning and the forerunner to today's

compressed-air refrigerating machine [3].



Gorrie's machine and the ammonia absorption refrigerating machine invented in

1851 by Ferdinand P. E. Carre of France gave America the power to do, as described

in the words of the time, "only what God Almighty could": make perfectly clear ice.

(An interesting depiction of the times may be noted from Gorrie's apprehension to

publicly ascribe his invention to himself. After just completing his air cycle

refrigerating machine, Gorrie published an account of his work in a local newspaper

under the pseudonym Jenner since he was circumspect with regard to the religious

ramifications of his undertakings. His fears were indeed well founded as a well-known

newspaper in New York The Globe wrote, "there is a crank, down in Apalachicola,

Florida, that thinks that he can make ice by his machine as good as God Almighty."

[1].)

The Need for Refrigeration Natural ice was easily obtained in the northern and

central states; however, it was more difficult to obtain in the southern states because

transportation costs and losses-by ship, by horse-draw wagon, or by rail-were

high. Consequently, in several southern states, ice making plants were established.

By 1869, six artificial-ice making plants were operating in America-all in the

southern states, such as Louisiana, Texas, and Tennessee. Most ice manufacturers

used Carre's ammonia absorption refrigeration machines for which 30 tons was

considered to be a large-capacity unit at that time. By 1899, the number of artificial ice

plants in operation was 790, and by 1915, when the annual production of artificial ice

surpassed that of natural ice, the number of plants was 5000 [ 1].

Additionally, during the period from 1860 to 1900, mechanical refrigeration began

to be applied to more than just ice making. In fact, the primary driving forces behind



the development of mechanical refrigeration were a) the need for artificial ice, b) the

need for brewing and storing beer at low temperatures, c) the need to preserve meat

over extended periods of time by chilling or freezing, d) the need to preserve milk and

dairy produce, fruits and vegetables, and other foodstuffs (such as, ice cream, eggs,

poultry, fish, chocolate, margarine and fats, wines, gassy drinks and fruit juices, and

baked goods), and e) the need to satisfy the requirements of industrial process

applications, such as those experienced in the slaughter and subsequent treatment of

meat by packers, and those experienced in the immediate cooling of fresh milk after

pasteurization by dairymen [1].

1.1.3 The Birth of Modern Air Conditioning

Although mechanical refrigeration was firmly established as a means to preserve goods,

it was not until after 1890 that the first practical applications of industrial air

conditioning emerged. This type of air conditioning was directed toward facilitating

process applications or controlling the environment for certain materials or equipment.

It was to these applications which mechanical refrigeration was primarily applied for the

next thirty years. And it was ice that would lead America into the age of comfort-

cooling air conditioning.

Cooling Theaters Using Ice Theaters were among the first applications to use air

conditioning. In 1914, many theaters in the United States were cooled using ice.

Figure 1.1 shows the means by which this was done. Before the silent picture was to

begin (talking movies date back to 1927), ice was delivered by a horse-drawn ice

wagon (deliveries by motor-van did not begin until 1915) and then loaded into the

vessel shown in schematic form in Figure 1.1. Water was then circulated through the
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Figure 1.1 Air cooling by circulating ice-cooled water.

coils, over which air was blown, and then sprayed uniformly over the blocks of ice

from a header located above them. In this manner sensible and latent heat from the air

was transferred to the ice [1].

It was not until 1923 that mechanical refrigeration became viable for commercial

comfort cooling applications. In this year two important developments were realized.

The first development, pioneered by William Carrier, was the advent of the modern

centrifugal compressor which utilized new refrigerants and new technology to simplify

the refrigeration process. Carrier developed the philosophy that making chilled water

should be, in practice, no more difficult than making hot water. He envisioned, in

prior years, a device into which went warm water and out of which came chilled water



without the necessity of having a skilled operator to supervise the process. The second

development was the need to cool large spaces where a great number of people

gathered; these spaces were typically department stores, movie theaters, churches, and

meeting halls [2].

Cooling Theaters Using Chilled Water An interesting illustration of these two

developments is the story of one of Carrier's first commercial air-conditioning

installations in a large movie-theater complex in Houston, Texas. During the hottest

summer months of July and August, movie attendance frequently was discouragingly

low. In order to avoid this and to boost summer sales, the owner desired to cool the

theater by mechanical refrigeration. Carrier's design employed the use of chilled water

storage, whereby the large short-duration cooling load of the theater could be met

I i I l I I I I

To Refrigeration Plant

Chilled-N
Storage

From Refrigeration Plant
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Air Stream
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Figure 1.2 Air cooling by circulating stored chilled water.
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economically by the limited capacity refrigeration machines of the day. Figure 1.2

shows this design technique.

On opening day, a great crowd gathered before the theater armed with fans, which

they waived fervently in the summer heat, as they were sceptical about the efficacy of

the new technology. The crowd entered the building, filled all the seats, and also filled

the remaining standing room in the rear, while Carrier and his team scrambled to effect

repairs to the system which had incurred problems just prior to the grand opening. The

room was hot; people groaned, and they fanned furiously. Then almost imperceptibly,

as the air conditioning system became operational, the room began to cool; people

became comfortable and stopped fanning. And the age of commercial comfort cooling

was born.

1.1.4 Cool Storage and the Electric Utility

The early applications of cool storage were limited to buildings with infrequent, short-

term cooling loads, such as those experienced by theaters, churches, meeting halls,

dairies, and breweries.

Suitable Building Loads for Cool Storage Applications The goal of these

applications was to significantly down-size the capacity of the air conditioning or

refrigeration equipment and, thus, ultimately reduce the first cost of the system. This

was possible since the extra capital required to purchase the storage equipment was

outweighed by the savings obtained in selecting a relatively smaller chiller. (For

example, a system with a 25-ton chiller and 4 hours of stored cooling has the same

capacity as a conventional system with a 125-ton chiller, when the cooling load lasts for



1 hour.) Thus, the selection of a cool storage system was limited to special cases

involving long periods between loads to allow for storage.

Today, however, the selection of a cool storage system is not as stringently

dependent on the length of time between loads; accordingly, other building load profiles

have become amenable to cool storage. The new candidates for cool storage

applications are office buildings, school and college buildings, laboratories, large retail

stores, libraries, and museums. The reason for this increase in the number of

application opportunities is not due to any inherent change in the technology itself;

rather, it is driven by new electric rate structures.

The electric rate structures, as determined by the utility, are strongly dependent

upon the utility's baseload (the minimum power demand on a utility's generation

system over a specified period) capacity and its load factor (the quotient formed by

dividing the utility's average load by its peak load, or more precisely, the integrated

load over a period divided by the product of the maximum demand during that period

and the length of time of the period). The load factor of American utilities, on average,

has been steadily declining since the 1960's where the average load factor was

approximately 67 percent. Currently, the average load factor is approximately 62

percent [4].

The Ideal Utility Load Ideally the utilities would like a load factor of unity: a

perfectly flat load profile where the average load is at all times equal to the peak load.

This maximizes the effective use of generating capacity where the plant baseload

capacity is, ideally, at all times greater than or equal to the instantaneous demand on the

plant. Accordingly, the utility would have no need to invest in or operate peaking units

which are designed to meet demands that are in excess of the utility's baseload
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Figure 1.3 Typical daily utility load profile.

generating capacity. Typically, the operational cost per generated kilowatt for baseload

electricity generation is only a small fraction of that for electricity generated by peaking

units. Thus, utilities would like to avoid unnecessary use of the peaking units.

The Actual Utility Load A typical daily utility load profile (shown in Figure 1.3) is

approximately sinusoidal in nature, reaches a maximum at approximately 3:00 p.m. and

a minimum at approximately 4:00 a.m., has a mean value L about which the sinusoid

varies, and has an amplitude A [5]. From the utility's perspective three cases

regarding Figure 1.3 are of interest. Case 1, if the maximum daily load is greater than

the baseload generating capacity then peaking units must be employed to meet the

demand. Case 2, if the maximum daily load is only slightly less than the baseload
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capacity then the utility must consider one of several options in the near future to avoid

a brownout. If the electrical distribution network is adequate then the utility must invest

in either peaking units or additional baseload capacity or both. If the network is not of

adequate capacity then the utility must invest in one of the above choices plus the

necessary additional electrical distribution network. Case 3, if the maximum daily load

is substantially less than the utility's baseload capacity then the cycling of baseload

equipment or the part load operation of this equipment with demand variation may

concern the utility.

In all of the above cases, especially the first and second, an improvement in the

utility's load factor would lead to more efficient operation. For case 1, the utility's

reliance on less efficient peaking units could be reduced; for case B, the utility could
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Figure 1.4 Typical daily utility load prof'le with cool storage and without cool storage.
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avoid or delay a potentially considerable capital expenditure; and for case C, the

performance of large baseload generators could benefit from operating at constant load.

How can the load factor be improved?

Cool Storage Aids the Utility Cool storage offers a mechanism by which the

utility can improve its load factor. Because of the large demand for commercial comfort

cooling, the most severe seasonal demand occurs, for most utilities, during the hottest

summer months. Of the total electrical demand by the commercial sector,

approximately 44 percent is related to comfort cooling during a summer peak [4].

Accordingly, cool storage applications have the potential to enhance the utility's load

profile by decreasing the demand for electricity during the peak period of the day and

shifting it to the late evening and early morning hours. This effect is demonstrated in

Figure 1.4 [6].

1.2 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF COOL STORAGE

Cool storage is a general term embodying ice storage, chilled-water storage, and

eutectic storage, A cool storage system acts as either a heat sink, a region into which

heat-from a building or a process-may be transferred, or a heat source, a region

from which heat-from the storage media-may be transferred. (In general, for

cooling operations, the term cooling load, or just load, is defined as the rate of heat

transfer into a heat sink; thus, for example, a storage tank experiences a load when heat

is flowing into the tank.) Accordingly, a path for heat transfer must exist to allow for

communication between the storage system and its intended surroundings. Currently,

there are several means by which to effect this process. This section discusses the
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common types of ice storage systems and chilled-water storage systems, the various

storage strategies, the promotional incentives given by utilities, and the basic cool-

storage system control techniques.

1.2.1 Chilled-Water Storage Systems

Chilled-water storage systems all have one feature in common: to prevent warm and

cool regions of water from mixing. This section discusses the three common designs

that have been developed to efficiently store chilled water: the naturally-stratified,

single-tank storage system; the physically-stratified, single-tank storage system; and the

physically-stratified, multiple-tank storage system.

Naturally Stratified Storage The simplest cool-storage system is the naturally-

stratified chilled-water storage tank; that is, a thermally stratified tank in which no

artificial means are employed to separate regions of disparate temperature. This system

and its operation are shown in Figure 1.5 (typical temperatures are shown in OF). The

primary components of interest are the chiller, the storage tank, and the air handling

system, or load. Observe that the chiller, storage tank, and load are linked together in a

parallel configuration. This is typical for chilled-water storage systems and it allows the

system to conduct charging and discharging simultaneously.

The operation is quite simple: in order to charge the tank, water is pumped from the

top section of the tank, cooled by the chiller, and then returned to the bottom section of

the tank. Similarly, in order to discharge the tank-after it has been charged-the

process is reversed; that is, water is pumped from the cooler bottom section of the tank,

heated by the load, and the returned to the warmer top section of the tank. The words
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a) Naturally stratified chilled-water storage system.
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b) Temerature variation with tank height.

Figure 1.5 Naturally stratified chilled-water storage system (a), and the temperature variation
with tank height (b).
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charge and discharge are general terms that are frequently applied to cool storage

systems; to charge the storage system is by definition to remove heat from the storage

system and, conversely, to discharge is to add heat.

The region of the tank separating the warm upper section from the cool lower

section is called the thermocline region, or mixed region. The water within the tank

maintains these three discrete regions because of thermal stratification, the separation of

warm and cold regions of a fluid caused by differences in density. The upper and

lower regions are nearly uniform with respect to temperature, unlike the mixed region

where the temperature profile varies considerably. These regions and the temperature

variation with tank height are shown in Figure 1.5. The major temperature changes

occur within the mixed region. The design objective is to maintain a very thin mixed

region over the range of mass flow rates encountered in operation. Typically, this

region is very thin for well designed tanks which employ the use of elaborate manifolds

and diffusers to uniformly distribute the flow as it enters the tank and avoid turbulence

and the generation of convective currents as the flow exits the tank.

The density variation of water with temperature is very slight between 40 and 60'F;

therefore the driving force for thermal stratification is, indeed, very small. Hence,

alternative chilled-water storage systems have been developed to combat this problem.

Physically Stratified Storage: Single Tank One alternative to allowing warm

and cool regions to remain stratified naturally is to physically separate these regions

using a diaphragm, or membrane. The operation is the same as that of the naturally-

stratified storage system. However, the mixture region is no longer present, instead a

flexible rubberized cloth separates the two remaining regions. Although there exists a
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physical separation, this separation does not prevent the transfer of heat across the

membrane between the two regions.

Tanks employing this technique are typically more costly and require more

maintenance. Additionally, membranes have been known to tear and to clog inlet and

outlet ports. Moreover, a recent study conducted by researchers in New Mexico

revealed that the thin mixture region in naturally stratified systems was, in fact, more

effective in maintaining thermal separation between the warm and cool regions than was

the membrane in physically stratified systems [7].

Physically Stratified Storage: Multiple Tanks To prevent the thermal mixing

inherent in either of the aforementioned single tank methods, a second method to

physically separate the two regions is to use several tanks linked in parallel with each

other and the load and in reverse-return with the chiller (Figure 1.6). One of these

tanks is empty when the system is either fully charged or discharged; fittingly, the

method is called the enqty tank method.

The operation of this system is more complex than that of the previously mentioned

systems. In order to charge the tanks-assuming they are fully discharged initially and

arranged from left to right, such that the left-most tank is the empty tank-warm water

is drawn from the bottom of the first full tank to the right of the empty tank (the middle

tank in Figure 1.6), cooled by the chiller, and then issued into the empty tank (the first

tank in Figure 1.6). When the "empty tank" is eventually filled, a new empty tank (the

middle tank in Figure 1.6) is ready to be charged. Warm water is then taken from the

first full tank to the right of the new empty tank, and the process is repeated until all

tanks are charged. Tank discharging is conducted in the inverse order of the charging
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Figure 1.6 Physically stratified chilled-water storage system: multiple tanks. Tanks are fully
discharged.

Figure 1.7 Physically stratified chilled-water storage system: multiple tanks. Tanks are fully
charge.
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process with the load replacing the chiller (Figure 1.7). As with all typical chilled water

systems, charging and discharging occur simultaneously; this is not, however, the case

with many ice storage systems.

Since this system is more complex in its operation, it requires more elaborate

controls than single tank systems. Additionally, since multiple tanks are used the

surface area to volume ratio is high and, consequently, unfavorable to storage losses.

Moreover, because one tank is empty when the system is fully charged, the effective

capacity of the system is always one tank less than the installed capacity, which results

in tank costs that are higher than those of other systems. When space limitations must

be considered, the modular nature of the multiple-tank system may be advantageous.

1.2.2 Ice Storage Systems

This section discusses the three common designs that have been developed to efficiently

store ice: the static ice-on-coil storage system, the static constrained-area storage

system, the dynamic ice-harvester storage system. Whereas the various chilled-water

storage systems all have the common goal to prevent warm and cool regions of water

from mixing, ice storage systems have the common goal to prevent ice from becoming

too thick.

The Static Ice-On-Coil Storage System

The oldest and most traditional design of the four common designs is the static ice-on-

coil storage system. This system and its manner of operation are shown in Figure 1.8.

The primary components of interest are the refrigeration plant, the storage tank, and the
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Figure 1.8 Static ice-on-coil storage system.

load. Observe that the evaporator coils of the refrigeration plant are located directly

within the storage tank.

Charging Cycle During the charging cycle-assuming that the storage tank is

completely uncharged initially-high-pressure, high-temperature refrigerant condensate

is expanded through the throttling valve into the low-pressure region of the evaporator

coils. The condensate flashes into a two phase mixture comprising mostly liquid, the

remainder being vapor. The energy, in the form of latent heat, required to effect this

change in thermodynamic state is surrendered by the fluid in the form of sensible heat;

accordingly, the fluid temperature is decreased. Consequently, the evaporator is thus

capable of functioning as a heat sink with respect to the surrounding storage medium.

Additionally, since the condensate is directly expanded into the evaporator coils that are
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located in the storage tank, the system is often referred to as a direct expansion system.

As sensible heat from the storage medium is transferred to the evaporator, the

temperature of the medium decreases; moreover, in order to maintain a relatively

constant flow of heat into the evaporator, the temperature within the evaporator must

also correspondingly decrease. Since the thermal performance of the refrigeration plant

degrades significantly as the evaporating temperature decreases, this type of system-

as well as all other ice-storage systems---experiences a severe performance penalty as

charging progresses.

Furthermore, as the charging process continues, ice begins to form on the surface

of the evaporator coil. Ice is approximately 30 times less conductive than the tubes of

the evaporator (which are typically made from hot-dipped galvanized schedule 40 steel

pipe, 11 inch outside diameter) upon which it forms and typically reaches a thickness

between 1 and 3 inches by the end of the charging period; as a result, a significant

thermal resistance progressively builds through the charging period which, in turn,

leads to still lower evaporator temperatures and further reduces the thermal performance

of this system.

By the end of the charging cycle, the storage tank contains approximately 50

percent water and 50 percent ice. The final ice formations on the surface of the tubes

are not-as would be intuitively expected-cylindrical in nature; rather, they are sheet-

like in nature. Figure 1.8 shows a single row of coils stacked in a vertical plane; not

shown are the other rows located behind the first row. It is these rows that become

vertical sheets of solid ice by the end of the charging period, and typically they reach a

thickness of up to 7 inches and are nearly as long and high as the storage container

[10].
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The storage system is designed to prevent horizontal ice-bridging between adjacent

rows, but not within rows. This is achieved by spacing tubes farther apart between

rows than within rows and by using one of several mechanisms, such as compressed

air or secondary pumping, to achieve proper internal water flow patterns. In this

manner, a suitable surface area is maintained to facilitate heat transfer during the

discharge period, while the available storage capacity is effectively utilized.

Discharging Cycle During the discharging cycle, ice-cold water is drawn from the

bottom of the storage tank, warmed by the load, and issued back into the top of the

tank. Within the tank, again, physical agitation takes place to assure that the ice sheets

are melted, or burned, in a uniform manner. Like the chilled-water storage systems,

the storage tank and the load are connected in a open loop circuit. This creates a big

splash when these systems are used with tall buildings where the location of the load is

elevated far above the storage tank. In order to avoid this splash caused by falling

water, the tank inlet must be throttled or-a more economical method from an

operational standpoint-a hydraulic recovery turbine must be used. The turbine

recovers some (typically 40 to 60 percent) of the pumping energy required to lift the

stream of water to the elevation of the load by capturing the kinetic energy of the

falling-water stream and transmitting it to the water pump. This problem can be

circumvented altogether, at a price, by isolating the storage system through the use of a

heat exchanger.

The Static Constrained-Area Storage System

The problems encountered in selecting an open-loop storage system can be

circumvented by employing the static constrained-area storage system. This system
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a) The charging cycle.

b) The discharging cycle.

Figure 1.9 Static constrained-area storage system charging (a) and discharging (b).

60
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and its manner of operation, which is quite different than the static ice-on-coil storage

system previously discussed, are depicted in Figure 1.9. The primary components of

interest are the storage tank, the chiller, and the load. The tank is located remotely from

the refrigeration plant, a packaged chiller in this case.

Charging Cycle During the charging cycle (Figure 1.9 a)-assuming that the

storage tank is completely uncharged initially--chilled brine is issued from the chiller,

extracts heat from the storage tank, and is then returned to the chiller. The brine is

typically an aqueous ethylene-glycol solution; the concentration of ethylene glycol is

specified such that freezing in the chiller's evaporator bundle is avoided, usually 25

percent-by-weight ethylene glycol is sufficient for ice-making applications. As the

charging process continues, the temperature of the storage medium decreases-and,

correspondingly, so does the chiller's evaporator temperature which results in a

degradation of thermal performance-until it reaches its freezing point. At that time ice

begins to form on the surface of the tubes contained within the storage tank.

Unlike the static ice-on-coil system, the tube density in this system is very high; that

is, the spacing between adjacent tubes (approximately -A- of an inch) is much smaller
10

than in the static ice-on-coil system (approximately 6 inches in the vertical direction).

As a result, the penalty associated with the thermal resistance caused by ice thickness is

not a problem-and this is widely promulgated. However, these systems are not free

from the penalties associated with ice building.

Whereas the static ice-on-coil storage-system design seeks to prevent ice-bridging

between rows of coils to provide an adequate amount of surface area to effect heat

transfer during the discharge period, the static constrained-area storage-system design
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does not. Because of the high tube density and, therefore, large surface area available

for heat-transfer associated with these systems, adequate surface area for the transfer of

heat from the storage medium immediately adjacent to the outer surface of the tubes-in

the liquid or solid phase-to the brine carried within these tubes is always ample.

Thus, no penalties are associated with this system experiencing ice-bridging during the

discharging period.

On the contrary, there exists a significant penalty due to ice-bridging during the

charging period because the surface area available for the transfer of heat from the

remaining liquid in the tank to the brine carried within the tubes is not always adequate.

Because the distance between adjacent tubes is relatively small, as charging progresses

the advancing ice formations on one tube eventually intersect the formations of all other

adjacent tubes. As soon as this occurs the surface area available for heat transfer

between the remaining liquid in the storage tank and the brine decreases at a drastic rate

as the formations continue to advance. Thus, constrained-area storage systems

encounter a considerable problem with ice-bridging during the charging cycle which is

generally not the case for the static ice-on-coil storage system.

Discharging Cycle During the discharging cycle (Figure 1.9 b), warm brine is

pumped from the outlet terminals of the cooling coil (contained within the air handling

unit shown in Figure 1.9), partially cooled by the chiller, and then split into two

streams, one of which is diverted to the inlet terminal of the storage tank and the other

of which is issued to the three-way mixing valve.

The stream entering the storage tank is subsequently split into two streams, one of

which is diverted to a header located near the center of the storage tank, the other of

which is issued to a header located near the perimeter of the storage tank (these headers
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are shown in Figure 1.9). From the headers the streams are further subdivided into a

number (typically fifty) circuits (a circuit is an independent path for fluid flow). This

serves two purposes: a) since this system contains great lengths of tubing (several miles

of tubing is typical for commercially available modular systems), dividing the flow

stream into several circuits reduces the head loss experienced by the brine as it passes

through the storage tank; b) it allows the ice to build uniformly and melt uniformly.

Two spirally-wound planer circuits are contained within each row shown in Figure

1.9. The plan view of this arrangement is shown in Figure 1.10. One of the circuits

begins at the header located at the perimeter of the storage tank, it is spirally wound in a

counterclockwise fashion, and it terminates at the header located at the center of the

storage tank. The other circuit is wound in a manner exactly opposite of the first one;

that is, it begins at the central header, it is wound clockwise, and ends at the perimetral

Figure 1.10 Plan view of the countercurrent circuits located within the static constrained-area
storage tank.
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header (see Figure 1.10). Nearly uniform building and melting occur from the counter-

current flow of brine through these circuits.

In this process, the brine passing through the storage tank transfers heat to the

storage medium and approaches the freezing point of the water which separates the ice

from the tube surface within the storage tank. The temperature of the brine approaches

the freezing point of water quite closely near the beginning of the discharging cycle and

less closely near the end of this cycle because of the insulating effect of the water

(which is caused by its poor conductive properties and its poor convective properties at

temperatures near its freezing point; namely, the coefficient of thermal expansion which

is identically zero at 4'C, 39.2"F). The two brine streams recombine at the mixing

valve where the outlet temperature from this valve is maintained at a specified value.

Finally, the combined stream enters the inlet terminals of the cooling coil and is then

warmed by the load.

Although this system benefits from a closed-loop pumping circuit, the storage

media is not in direct contact with the evaporating surface; as such, there is a thermal

penalty associated with employing an intermediary transport fluid to link the refrigerant

within the evaporator and the storage medium.

Dynamic Ice-Harvesting Systems

The thermal performance degradation caused by the formation of thick ice layers around

the evaporator tubes of the static ice-on-coil storage system and the thermal

performance degradation due to ice-bridging between the tubes of the static

constrained-area storage system can be avoided by employing dynamic ice-harvesting

storage systems. The two commercially available systems, distinguished by the
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Figure 1.11 Dynamic ice-harvesting storage system: plate-ice machine.
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Figure 1.12 Dynamic ice-harvesting storage system: tube-ice machine.
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method by which ice is formed, are the dynamic ice-harvesting plate-ice machine and

the dynamic ice-harvesting tube-ice machine. These systems and their manner of

operation, which is very similar, are shown in Figures 1.11 and 1.12. The primary

components of interest are the storage tank, the evaporator of the refrigeration plant (the

condenser, compressor, and expansion valve of the refrigeration plant are omitted for

clarity, but may be viewed in the figure representing the static ice-on-coil system,

Figure 1.8), and the load. The evaporator in both of these systems is suspended above

the storage medium and the plates and tubes of the evaporators are arranged vertically.

Charging Cycle During the charging cycle, warm water is pumped from the bottom

of the tank, cooled by the evaporator, and then issued back into the tank. As this

process continues, some of the circulating water begins to solidify on the evaporator

surface, which forms ice sheets on the plates of the plate-ice machine and ice cylinders

within the tubes of the tube-ice machine. The plates (usually made of stainless steel)

are corrugated on the outer surface to promote the adhesion and formation of ice and to

create space for internal passages through which refrigerant passes. The tubes of the

tube-ice machine (also usually made of stainless steel) are surrounded by refrigerant

which is contained within the shell of the evaporator, and the tubes' inner surfaces are

used to form ice. Within the evaporator in the plate-ice machine, water is sprayed over

the plates of the evaporator surface. The disadvantage associated with this is that the

ice formations obtained tend to have only half the density of solid ice--due to aeration

of the water prior to freezing [ 15]. On the other hand, this is not the case with the tube

ice machine where water is allowed to cascade freely down through the suspended

evaporator tubes-thus clear solid ice is formed.
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After a desired thickness is attained (typically 1 of an inch for ice sheets and
4

approximately 1 of an inch for ice cylinders), the ice is harvested, or removed from the
2

evaporator surface, by displacing the refrigerant inside the evaporator with hot

refrigerant vapor which is by-passed directly from the compressor discharge to the

evaporator. Subsequently, the layer of ice immediately adjacent to the evaporator

surface liquefies, which allows the remaining solid ice to slide down the evaporator

surface and into the storage container. When the plate-ice machine is used, the ensuing

impact with the water and ice-slush surface is sufficient to break the ice formations into

a number of smaller fragments-which is desired to promote an adequate surface area

for heat transfer during the discharging period. In contrast, the tube-ice machine

typically requires a cutter plate to cut the ice cylinders before they are issued into the

storage tank.

Thus, for these systems the performance penalty caused by a thick layer of ice

forming on the evaporator surface or ice-bridging between adjacent tubes of the storage

tank is avoided; hence, the compressor operates at an approximately constant suction

temperature (the temperature of the refrigerant as it just enters the suction port, or inlet,

of the compressor) during the latent charging portion of the charging cycle (the period

of the charging cycle beginning when ice first begins to form on the evaporator

surface). This is a very important advantage that these systems have over the static

systems previously discussed. However, the harvesting cycle associated with the

dynamic systems not only requires additional controls but it also degrades the thermal

performance of these machines because of capacitance effects within the evaporator and

the additional compressor load resulting from the hot-gas by-pass.
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Discharging Cycle During the discharging cycle, warm water is pumped from the

outlet terminals of the cooling coil, partially cooled by the evaporator, and then reissued

into the storage tank. Since the evaporator surface is located remotely from the storage

medium, the refrigeration plant can be reset to operate in a water-chilling mode and

thereby substantially increase its operating efficiency; the static constrained-area storage

system shares this beneficial characteristic, whereas the static ice-on-coil storage system

does not. Note also that these dynamic systems are linked in an open loop with the

load and, thus, are subject to the same pumping problems as the static ice-on-coil

storage system.

The most important points discussed in this subsection are the following: a) static

storage systems generally experience excessive ice-thickness or ice-bridging problems

during the later portion of the charging period and thus are thermally penalized from a

performance standpoint, whereas the dynamic systems do not experience these

problems, b) the evaporator surface of the static ice-on-coil storage system is immersed

directly into the storage medium; therefore, it does not permit the refrigeration plant to

benefit from being reset to operate in the water-chilling mode during the discharging

cycle, whereas all the other ice-storage systems previously discussed are able to benefit

from this rest process and c) the static constrained-area storage system is connected in a

closed loop; hence, it does not encounter the pumping problems inherent in the open-

loop circuits of the other ice-storage systems.

1.2.3 The Four Fundamental Storage Strategies

Now that a solid foundation has been established with regard to the physical and

operational characteristics of the various cool-storage systems, it is possible to readily
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comprehend the manner in which these systems can be used to achieve their ultimate

goal: to save money.

As a basis for comparison of the basic storage strategies, this section begins with a

discussion of the power and load characteristics of the conventional air conditioning

system. Next, the four common fundamental storage strategies employed in the design

and operation of cool storage systems are discussed; they are the full storage strategy,

the partial storage strategy, the demand-limited storage strategy, and the modified

demand-limited storage strategy. Although a particular storage system is typically

designed using one of the fundamental storage strategies, the actual storage system

operation on an arbitrary day during the cooling season may be significantly different

than the intended design day operation.

This freedom of operation allows more complex control strategies to be developed

for system operation during periods of lighter loads; the crux of these strategies is not

to minimize the amount of energy consumed in general, but the amount of energy

consumed during periods of high energy cost and high power cost, or equivalently high

utility energy charges or high utility demand charges. These more complex strategies

serve to bring additional savings to the owner after one of the basic storage strategies

has already been employed in the storage system design; these strategies are the topic of

future chapters. For comparative purposes, the utility's on-peak period is assumed to

be from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (which is typical for many utilities today).

The Conventional Air Conditioning System By definition the phrase

conventional air-conditioning system refers to any air conditioning system that does

not employ thermal storage (either cool storage or otherwise). The operational strategy

of these systems is such that the instantaneous air-conditioning load, or cooling load,
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is always transferred directly to the refrigeration plant. Note that the term instantaneous

air-conditioning load refers to the amount of heat that must be removed from the

conditioned space to maintain that space at a specified temperature; it does not,

however, refer to the instantaneous overall building load-which comprises several

sub-loads: solar load, ambient latent and sensible load, internal latent and sensible load,

and infiltration latent and sensible load-that may in fact be quite larger or smaller than

the instantaneous air-conditioning load because of capacitance effects associated with

the building structure.

Power-based viewpoint From a power-based viewpoint, the most important

economic figure of merit is the total instantaneous power demand of the building,

which may be divided into two general categories: the power demanded by equipment

specifically assigned to aid in cooling the building, or the cooling load (in its

mechanical equivalent form) and the power demanded by equipment not assigned to

help cool the building, or the noncooling load.

The cooling load, from this power-based viewpoint, is the amount of power

required by the refrigeration plant and all of its associated distribution mechanisms

(fans, pumps, controls) to transfer the heat generated from or accrued by the building

load, the fan load (heat generated by distributing air and by fan inefficiencies), the

ventilation load (heat accrued by cooling warm and moist air to the climatic conditions

within the building), and the pumping load (heat generated by distributing water) to the

surrounding atmosphere. The noncooling load is composed of several sub-loads, such

as those caused by lights, electric motors, machines, copiers, computers, elevators, and

other mechanical and electrical equipment. Since the noncooling load is relatively

uniform throughout the year, it can be used as a datum for the power demand; that is,
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the maximum noncooling-load power demand is the minimum total building demand

attainable if the cooling load could be shifted, or moved, to periods of low noncooling-

load power demand.

Energy-based viewpoint Similarly from a energy-based viewpoint, the most

important economic figure of merit is the total amount of energy consumed during the

utility's on-peak period, which also may be divided into cooling and noncooling

components. Again, since the noncooling load is relatively uniform throughout the

year, it can be used as a datum for the total energy consumption during the on-peak

period. These two loads are displayed in Figure 1.13 which shows a typical hourly
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Figure 1.13 Conventional-system hourly power consumption on the design day.
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building load profile on the design day, or hottest weather day. In Figure 1.13, the

cooling and noncooling loads are shown stacked upon each other; thus, the cooling

load may be determined from the total load and the noncooling load.

The salient features of Figure 1.13 are that the cooling load exists from 8:00 a.m. to

6:00 p.m. (which is typical of a modem commercial office building, although many

buildings do in fact experience low nighttime cooling loads), reaches its peak demand at

approximately 3:00 p.m., and experiences a local peak in the first hour of operation

(this is more evident from Figure 1.18) due to a morning building pull-down period (a

period in which the heat gained by the building during the previous night is extracted

from its structure). The relative magnitude of this local morning peak varies

considerably with local climate and the type of building construction. In addition, the

noncooling load peaks early and remains relatively flat throughout the day; during the

night it is approximately uniform and weak in relative magnitude.

If a nighttime cooling load were present, it may be handled by a separate cooling

system or handled by the main cooling plant operating at part load or operating a

fraction of the total number of chillers if the system is large. Furthermore, with regard

to the design of ice storage systems, these nighttime loads may indeed seriously affect

the amount of refrigeration capacity required, since the refrigeration plant will be

operating in the ice making mode when these nighttime loads occur. This is not,

however, a concern with chilled-water storage systems.

The characteristics of these loads combine to form a large energy demand between

10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.. For economic reasons, both the utility and the building

owner would like to avoid this. With the aid of cool storage, the characteristics of the

noncooling load profile are ideally suited to effect their desires.
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Figure 1.14 Partial-storage-system hourly power consumption on the design day.

The Partial Storage Strategy The objective of any cool-storage strategy is to

reduce the maximum power demand during the utility's on-peak period and to shift the

cooling load toward the off-peak periods. The most popular method from an economic

standpoint to accomplish this goal is the partial storage strategy. This method

approximately distributes the cooling load evenly over every hour of the design day by

allowing the refrigeration plant to operate continuously over the 24 hr period.

The resulting load profile is shown in Figure 1.14. With respect to the

conventional system's load profile, the two most important aspects to note from the

partial storage system's load profile are, first, that the maximum on-peak demand has

be reduced from 1020 kW to 747 kW and, second, that the total on-peak energy
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consumption has, similarly, been reduced from 7138 kW hr to 5506 kW hr (assuming,

as previously stated, an on-peak period from 11 :00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.).

The primary advantage of this strategy is that the refrigeration plant is allowed to

unrestrictedly aid the storage medium in meeting the daily cooling load.

The Full Storage Strategy An alternative method is the full storage strategy. This

method shifts the entire cooling load to either off-peak hours or non-occupied hours

(the period of time in which the building is generally not occupied) by allowing the

refrigeration plant to operate only during these hours.

Figure 1.15 shows the resulting load profile for the latter case. The salient facts are

that the on-peak demand has been reduced from 1020 kW to 521 kW which

corresponds to the demand datum of the noncooling load and that the total on-peak
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Figure 1.15 Full-storage-system hourly power consumption on the design day.
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energy consumption has been reduced from 7138 kW hr to 3798 kW hr which

corresponds to the energy-consumption datum of the noncooling load. Thus, both the

monthly demand bill and the monthly on-peak energy bill are reduced to minimum level

with this storage strategy; this is the only strategy which is capable of minimizing both

the demand and on-peak energy bills.

The disadvantage with this method is that the chiller is locked-out, or not allowed

to operate, during the occupied period; therefore, the amount of storage must be

sufficient to meet the entire daily cooling load and, furthermore, the capacity of the

chiller must be sufficient to effect the entire charging process within the non-occupied

period (13 hours in Figure 1.15). Thus, this strategy requires both larger storage

capacities and larger refrigerating capacities than the partial storage strategy.

The Demand-Limited Storage Strategy Lying somewhere between the two

aforementioned strategies is the demand-limited storage strategy which is a rather

complex modification of the full storage strategy. Like the full storage strategy, one of

the goals of the demand-limited storage strategy is to reduce the monthly demand bill to

zero. However, its other goal, which is more like that of the partial storage strategy, is

to maximize the use of available chiller capacity throughout the day.

These two contradictory goals are reconciled by demand limiting the operation of

the chiller; this means that the chiller is allowed to supply direct cooling to the load so

long as the total power demand is less than or equal to the demand datum set by the

noncooling load. Thus two cases, or rules, exist. First, if the difference between the

demand datum and the noncooling load is greater than the power drawn by the chiller at

its full capacity and if the cooling load is also greater than the chiller capacity, then and
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only then is the chiller allowed to operate at its maximum capacity-the rest of the load

is met by storage. Otherwise, the chiller operates to meet the entire cooling load.

Second, if the difference between the demand datum and the noncooling load is less

than the power drawn by the chiller at its full capacity and if the cooling load (expressed

in its mechanical equivalent form) is smaller than this difference, then the chiller

operates to meet the entire cooling load. Otherwise, the chiller operates to supply as

much of the cooling load as is permissible under the restriction that it cannot draw any

more power than that power defined by the difference between the demand datum and

the noncooling load-the remaining load is met by storage.

To clarify this exposition, Figure 1.16 has been constructed using these exact rules.

(Note: In order to fully trace the above procedure Figure 1.16 must be used in
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Figure 1.16 Demand-limited-storage-system hourly power consumption on the
design day.
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conjunction with Figure 1.20.) The points of interest to be gleaned from this figure are

that the on-peak demand has been reduced from 1020 kW of the conventional system to

521 kW which, like the full storage strategy, corresponds to the demand datum of the

noncooling load and that the total on-peak energy consumption has been reduced from

7138 kW hr to 4155 kW hr which is very close to the energy consumption datum of the

noncooling load; that is, nearly all-of the cooling load is met by off-peak energy.

The advantage of this method over the full-storage method is that the refrigeration

plant is allowed to operate, although in a restricted fashion, during the occupied period.

Thus, this strategy requires both smaller storage capacities and smaller refrigerating

capacities than that of the full storage strategy. However, since the chiller operation is

restricted, this strategy requires both larger storage capacities and-larger refrigerating

capacities than those of the partial storage strategy.

The Modified Demand-Limited Storage Strategy The final fundamental

storage strategy to be discussed is one that is very attractive from the utility's

perspective. It is a practical modification of the demand-limited storage strategy and

incorporates some of the benefits associated with the partial storage strategy.

The characteristic load profile for this strategy is shown in Figure 1.17. The profile

has components which are characteristic of the demand-limited storage strategy-the

restricted chiller operation-and the partial storage strategy-the unrestricted chiller

operation. Specifically, this strategy allows unrestricted chiller operation at all times

except the on-peak period.

This method has the same on-peak demand and the same on-peak energy

consumption as the demand-limited storage strategy and, therefore, offers no advantage
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Figure 1.17 Modified demand-limited-storage-system hourly power consumption
on the design day.

in this regard; however, it does have a advantage from a design standpoint. That is,

since the chiller is allowed to operate unrestrictedly during the off-peak period, the

required storage capacity and the required refrigeration capacity are reduced. Because

this strategy achieves a maximum reduction in on-peak demand and also requires less

storage capacity and less refrigeration capacity than that of either the full storage

strategy or the demand-limited storage strategy, it benefits both the utility and the

potential cool storage customer. For these reasons some utilities are currently

advocating this strategy. However, if the utility was not able to influence the customer

through monetary incentives, then the demand charges or the time-of-day rates would

necessarily have to be high for the customer not to choose the partial storage strategy,
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since this strategy has the benefits of the smallest required storage and refrigeration

capacity and also some additional benefits resulting from demand reduction and load

shifting.

1.2.4 Utilities' Role in Promoting Cool Storage

As previously discussed in Section 1.1.4, many utilities throughout the United States

are experiencing declining load factors; to counter this decline and thus enhance their

operational efficiency, they are advising their customers to participate in load

management strategies.

Load management strategies are designed to reduce on-peak demand by shifting

energy consumption from on-peak to off-peak periods. In general, the objective of

these strategies is to reduce the need for additional generation, transmission, and

distribution capacity; to conserve scarce resources by efficiently utilizing existing

resources; and to provide electricity and services to customers at a reasonable price.

The load management program most applicable to cool storage applications is the

time-of-use load management program. This program is designed to encourage

customers to use energy when it is least expensive for the utility to generate. Time-of-

use rate structures are the primary incentives used in this program to induce the

customer to conform to the utility's desires.

These rate structures are designed to reflect the actual cost incurred by the utility to

supply power to the customer. Specifically, both the average cost of electricity

generation and the incremental cost (the change in total cost caused by a specified

change in electricity generation) of electricity generation rise as the total demand rises

above the baseload level because the utility must bring on-line, or operate, peaking
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units (typically fast response oil- or gas-fired gas turbines), purchase electricity from

other neighboring utilities, or invest in new construction to expand its baseload

capacity. Hence, when the demand for energy is high the cost of energy is

correspondingly high, and this is reflected in the rate structure.

The utility charges the customer for the total amount of energy used, the energy

charge, and the maximum amount of power used, the demand charge. The energy

charge, or commodity charge, is issued to recover operating costs and fuel costs

incurred by the utility in generating and supplying power. The demand charge is issued

to recover a portion of the capital costs and operating costs-which are associated with

installing and maintaining the necessary generation, transmission, and distribution

equipment-incurred by the utility for providing sufficient operating capacity to meet

the power requirements of the customer. When these charges are a function of time,

they are called time-of-use rate structures.

An additional utility rate structure germane to cool storage economics is a demand

ratchet, or a ratchet clause. This clause states that the monthly demand charge levied

against the customer will be the greater of the actual monthly demand billing or R

percent of the maximum monthly demand billing over a specified period, where R is

called the ratchet. It is designed to stabilize the utility's revenue and cover capacity

costs; it also discourages large daily load fluctuations within seasons.

Table 1.1 shows typical time-of-use demand and energy charges as well as a typical

demand ratchet. Also shown in Table 1.1 is a common utility incentive: the up-front

cash rebate. Most utilities will make a single payment to the cool-storage customer of

a specified amount of cash per kilowatt of on-peak demand reduced. This payment, or

rebate, helps reduce the additional capital cost incurred by the customer for installing a
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Typical Time-of-Use Rates:

Demand Charge Energy Charge

on-peak $5to$20perkWpermonth $.04 to$.10perkWhr

off-peak $0 per kW per month $.02 to $.05 per kW hr

Typical Demand Ratchet: 50% to 100% over the previous year

Typical Rebates for Peak Demand Reduction: $115 to $550 per kW of peak demand reduced

Typical Summer On-Peak and Off-Peak Periods:

on-peak 11:00 am. to 6:00 p.m.

length of 6 to 12 hr duration
peak typically includes hours from noon-to 6:00 p.m.

Table 1.1 Typical utility rate structures, incentives, and peak periods.

cool-storage system. For the utilities, it is potentially more economical to invest in the

cool storage systems of a great number of customers--enough such that a significant

on-peak demand reduction may be realized-than to absorb the high capital costs

required to build new generating plants (which typically cost from $1200 to $4000 per
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kW of additional capacity [8]). The last important piece of information given in Table

1.1 is the typical length and most common times of the on-peak period.

All other things being equal, a relatively short on-peak period is highly

advantageous to cool-storage systems based on the full storage strategy (where the full

storage system is allowed to operate during the off-peak portions of the occupied

period) or either of the demand-limited-storage strategies because this allows more time

for the refrigeration plant to meet the cooling load directly which therefore decreases

both the required storage capacity and the required refrigeration capacity. In general,

cool storage becomes more economically attractive when on-peak demand charges are

high, off-peak demand charges are low, the demand ratchet is high, and the differential

between on- and off-peak energy charges are high. In addition, without time-of-use

rates cool storage is seldom feasible [4].

1.3 ICE-STORAGE STRATEGIES

This section is designed to show the manner in which the most suitable fundamental

storage strategy is selected based on 1) the characteristics of the cooling and non-

cooling load profiles, 2) the performance characteristics of the constituents of the

system, and 3) the prevailing economic conditions.

1.3.1 Ice-Storage System Operation on the Design Day

The purpose of this subsection is to demonstrate the manner in which each of the four

basic ice-storage systems (designed based on the four fundamental storage strategies

previously discussed) operate and to show quantitatively how the storage capacity and
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the refrigeration capacity depend on the selected fundamental storage strategy. All of

the systems are sized using ice as the storage medium; the assumptions made in the

analysis are given in the problem statement below.

Finally, the sizing procedure conducted in this introductory chapter is limited in

scope and, therefore, is not of the rigorous standard set forth in Chapter 3: System

Design; however, the results are indeed accurate enough to determine the fundamental

economic figures of merit necessary to determine the ultimate fundamental storage

strategy upon which the system design should be based.

Problem Statement The utility rate structure to be considered has an on-peak period

from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., an off-peak period from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 a.m., and

thus no shoulder periods (periods between on- and off-peak periods which have,

correspondingly, intermediate demand charges and energy charges). Furthermore,

since this utility desires to improve its load factor, it imposes a substantial demand

charge (for example, $10/kW per month) which is applied only during the on-peak

period. As a further incentive for customers to shift their load, the utility offers time-

of-use rates where the difference between on- and off-peak energy charges are

significant (for example, $.08/kW hr on-peak and $.04/kW hr off-peak). Moreover,

because this utility desires that its load not be subject to large daily fluctuations within

seasons, it invokes a ratchet clause (Section 1.2.4) which is also significant (for

example, an 85 percent ratchet over the previous 12 months of billing).

The system is to be designed to service a typical commercial office building, of new

construction, with a floor area of 100,000 square feet and a daily cooling load

requirement which has the following characteristics on the design day: 521-ton peak

load, 4060-ton-hr total daily load, and a 71-percent load diversity (the quotient formed
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by dividing the average daily load by the peak load); furthermore, the cooling load

begins at 8:00 a.m. with a brief morning pull-down period and ends by 6:00 p.m.-no

significant nighttime cooling loads exist (Figure 1. 18). Additionally, the noncooling

load is that given in Figure 1.13.

The possibility of using chilled-water as the storage medium has been ruled out,

since based on design experience it is known that ice-storage systems are generally

more cost-effective for buildings with less than 500,000 square feet of floor area

(conversely, for building with floor area greater than 500,000 square feet, chilled-water

storage may be more cost-effective than ice storage since the cost per storage-volume

decreases significantly as the size of the chilled-water storage system increases,

whereas ice storage systems which tend to be modular in nature do not experience this

substantial benefit) [4]. Lastly, because the owner desires that the system control be

simple in nature, the closed-loop static constrained-area storage system is selected.

The Partial Ice-Storage System The first option investigated is the partial storage

system. Figure 1.18 shows the overall building cooling load together with the load on

the refrigeration plant on the design day. This system operates under the fundamental

partial storage strategy discussed in Section 1.2.4.

The charging cycle begins at 7:00 p.m. At this time the chiller is set, or controlled,

to produce a 25'F set-temperature brine solution which is circulated through the ice

banks. Since the chiller must produce a very low temperature solution its capacity is

reduced by approximately 35 percent as compared to its nominal, or rated, capacity

(which is based on a 45'F chilled-water set temperature). The chiller operates in this

ice-making mode throughout the night until 8:00 a.m. when its is reset to produce a

53°F brine solution (actually the set temperature is allowed to float, but the temperature
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Figure 1.18 Partial-storage-system hourly load profile on the design day.

typically averages approximately 530 F). Since the chiller now produces a relatively

high temperature solution, its capacity is enhanced by approximately 10 percent relative

to its nominal capacity. This mode is called the direct cooling mode since the chiller

operates to meet the cooling load directly with chilled water, or without first producing

ice. (The capacity reductions and enhancements given are typical of reciprocating

compressors; however, they are not greatly in error for other forms of compression.)

From 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. the chiller operates to meet as much of the cooling

load as it possibly can; the remainder of the load which is greater than the chiller's

capacity is met by storage. At 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. and at 6:00 p.m. the chiller does not

operate at its maximum capacity. One might postulate that the excess capacity during
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these hours be could used to make ice. However, since the capacity of the chiller is

significantly reduced during ice-making conditions, the only available hour for which

this is possible is 6:00 p.m. and even in this case the amount of cooling that could be

stored is very small and the energy penalties are great. Hence, in general, it is very

inefficient to operate the refrigeration plant in the ice making mode when any substantial

cooling load exists which could be met by operating the plant in the direct mode.

The important facts to be noted from Figure 1.18 are that the required chiller

capacity is 206 nominal tons and the required amount of storage is 1736 ton hours

(which is simply the difference between the cooling load and the chiller load over the

period during which the cooling load exists).

The Full Ice-Storage System The second option investigated is the full storage

system. Figure 1.19 shows the overall building cooling load together with the load on

the refrigeration plant on the design day. This system operates under the fundamental

full storage strategy discussed in Section 1.2.4.

Like the partial storage system, the charging cycle begins a 7:00 p.m. where the

chiller is set to produce 25'F brine, and the chiller operates in the ice-making mode

throughout the night. Unlike the partial storage system, the refrigeration plant of the

full storage system is shut down at 7:00 a.m.-just prior to the beginning of the

morning pull-down period. And it remains off for the duration of the cooling-load

period.

The required chiller capacity is 481 nominal tons and the required storage capacity

is 4061 ton hours (Figure 1.19).
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Figure 1.19 Full-storage-system hourly load profile on the design day.

The Demand-Limited Ice-Storage System The third option investigated is the

demand-limited storage system. Figure 1.20 shows the overall building cooling load

together with the load on the refrigeration plant on the design day. This system

operates under the fundamental demand-limited storage strategy discussed in Section

1.2.4.

The charging cycle is similar to both of the aforementioned systems, but the

discharging cycle is not. At 8:00 a.m. the chiller operates to meet the load directly. By

9:00 a.m. the noncooling load (shown in Figures 1.13 through 1.17) has become large

enough such that it is necessary to begin demand limiting the operation of the chiller

which is reflected in the cooling load profile of Figure 1.20 where it is observed that a
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Figure 1.20 Demand-limited-storage-system hourly load profile on the
design day.

very small portion of the overall cooling load is met by storage. From 10:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. the cooling load is primarily met by storage.

In practice, operating the chiller below 20 percent of is nominal capacity is very

inefficient-since the chiller is typically cycled or operated using a hot-gas bypass (in

which hot refrigerant vapors from the discharge port of the compressor bypass the

condenser and are reissued into the evaporator) to stabilize the compressor operation-

and can lead to operating problems, such as surging with centrifugal compressors and

hot valves with reciprocating compressors; therefore, in practice the chiller would be

shut down from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and to account for this, the system design

would be slightly altered.
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The required chiller capacity for this system is 392 nominal tons and the required

storage capacity is 3308 ton hours (Figure 1.20).

The Modified Demand-Limited Ice-Storage System The fourth option

investigated is the modified demand-limited storage system. Figure 1.21 shows the

overall building cooling load together with the load on the refrigeration plant on the

design day. This system operates under the fundamental modified demand-limited

storage strategy discussed in Section 1.2.4.

Its operation is identical to that of the demand-limited storage system except that the

chiller is allowed to operate unrestrictedly during the off-peak period. Thus, this

system is capable of meeting the entire cooling load directly at 9:00 and 10:00 a.m.
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Figure 1.21 Modified demand-limited-storage-system hourly load profile
on the design day.
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The required chiller capacity for this system is 358 nominal tons and the required

storage capacity is 3023 ton hours (Figure 1.20).

1.3.2 Comparative Numerical Summary

Table 1.2 summarizes the important results obtained from the analysis of the four

storage systems previously discussed in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.5. The results

presented in the table are based on the design-day hourly power-consumption profiles

of Figures 1.13 through 1.17 and the design-day hourly cooling load profiles of

Figures 1.18 through 1.21. All systems are thus compared based on the same design-

day cooling load requirements. The energy consumption and maximum demand for the

design day are based on a constant overall system coefficient of performance of 3.5

(which corresponds approximately to 1 kW/ton) for all of the systems considered (that

is, the effect of performance degradation during ice making conditions is not included;

it effects are addressed in the following section on economics).

Table 1.2 also gives the important results of this analysis on a percentage basis to

facilitate comparisons. From a first cost standpoint, the partial storage system with a

required refrigeration capacity which is only 40 percent of the conventional system's

capacity and a required storage capacity which is only 43 percent of the full storage

system's capacity maintains a clear advantage over the other systems. On the other

hand, from an operational cost standpoint, the full storage system with a peak demand

which is only 51 percent of the conventional system's peak demand and an on-peak

energy-use of only 53 percent of the conventional system's on-peak energy-use based

on the design day maintains a clear advantage over the other systems. But more

importantly, which system is best overall?
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Modified
Demand Demand

Partial Full Limited Limited
Conventional Storage Storage Storage Storage

System System System System System

Nominal
Chiller

Capacity 521 206 481 392 358

(Tons)

Required
Storage

Capacity 0 1736 4061 3308 3023
(Ton hrs)

Maximum
On-Peak
Demand 1020 747 521 521 521

(KW)

On-Peak
EnergyUse 7138 5506 3798 4115 4115

(KW hr)

Maximum
Off-Peak 801 696 526 521 801
Demand
(KW)

On-peak period is from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; off-peak is from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 a.m.; no shoulder periods.

Important results on a percenteage basis

Percent of
Conventional

Chiller
Capacity

Percent of
Full-Storage

Storage
Capacity

Percent of
Conventional

On-Peak
Demand

Percent
Conventional

On-Peak
Energy Use

100 40

0 43

100

100

73

77

92

100

51

53

75

81

51

58

69

74

51

58

Table 1.2 Comparison of the fundamental storage strategies.
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1.3.3 Basic Economic Analyses

In the previous sections, many important economic figures of merit were generated by

analyzing the four fundamental storage systems and their operating strategies. With

these economic figures of merit (summarized in Table 1.2), local utility rate structures,

and equipment prices, the most economical fundamental storage strategy, under which

the system will ultimately be designed, can be straightforwardly determined.

Simple Economic Analysis To help answer the question which of the four ice-

storage systems is the best overall, several cases of interest were studied using the

economic figures given in the problem statement of Section 1.2.5. It was also assumed

that the system studied operated an average of 20 days per month for 5 months of the

cooling season. The design day load profile was used for all days of operation, which

yields the maximum amount of savings obtainable over a specified time period by

employing a cool-storage system rather than a conventional system. Hence, this

analysis favors those storage strategies with large operational savings. Lastly, the

effects of load profile variation over the days and months of the cooling season is a

subject to be addressed in subsequent chapters.

From the owners perspective, a very important economic parameter is the simple

payback period (the number of years required for the operational savings of an

alternative system to accrue to a value equal to the incremental first cost between the

alternative system and the system it is compared to; the time value of money is not

included when evaluating this parameter); typically, a simple payback between 2 and 4

years is attractive to most owners as long as the reliability of the alternative system is
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Each row contains the properties within the first column of that row plus all properties listed above that row.

Table 1.3 Simple payback associated with each of the fundamental storage systems.

not jeopardized. Table 1.3 lists the simple payback of the alternative systems

investigated under a number of cases of interest.

Although the simple payback embodies both the first cost and the operational cost,

it is advantageous to list them separately. This is done in Table 1.4. The first cost is

based only on the cost of storage and the cost of the refrigeration plant and its

associated equipment-such as the cooling tower(s) and cooling tower's pump, motor,

Simple Modified

Payback Demand Demand

(years) Partial Full Limited Limited

Conventional Storage. Storage Storage Storage
System System System System System

Ideal
Comparison 0 0 5.8 3.4 2.5

25% reduction
in COP during

ice-making 0 0 6.7 3.9 2.8

conditions

25% increase
in ideal
storage 0 0 8.6 5.4 4.2

capacity

18%
reduction
in chiller 0 0 8.7 5.8 4.6

cost

$150 per
reduced 0 0 6.4 3.5 2.4

on-peak kW
utility rebate

Based on $10/kW/month demand charge, $.08/kW-hr on-peak and $.04/kW-hr off-peak energy charge.

On-peak period is from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; off-peak is from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 a.m.; no shoulder periods.

Ideal comparison is based on identical system COP of 3.5 (1 kWfTon) for all systems under all conditions.
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__ -
r

Percent
First Cost

Percent
Operational
Cost

Ideal
Comparison

25% reduction
in COP during

ice-making
conditions

25% increase
in ideal
storage

capacity

18%
reduction
in chiller

cost

Conventional
System

100

100

100
100

100

100

100

100

Partial
Storage
System

76

83

76
85

85

85

95

85

Full
Storage
System

177
68

177
73

199
73

222

73

Demand
Limited
Storage
System

145

69

145
73

162

73

181

73

Modified
Demand
Limited
Storage
System

132
69

132
72

148

72

165

72

$150 per 10o 78 190 149 133
reduced 100 85 73 73 72

on-peak kWII
utility rebate.

Based on $10/kW/month demand charge. $.08/kW-lhr on-pak and $.04/kW-hr off-peak energy charge.

On-peak period is from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; off-peak is from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 am.; no shoulder periods.

Ideal comparison is based on identical system COP of 3.5 (1 kW/Ton) for all systems under all conditions.

Each row contains the properties within the first column of that row plus all properties listed above that row.

First cost is based on chiller cost (includes cost of tower, tower pumps, piping, and controls) and storage cost.

Opcrational cost is based on the total monthly electric bill (includes both cooling and noncooling loads).

Table 1.4 Percent of conventional-system first cost and operational cost associated with each of

the fundamental storage systems.

wiring, piping, and controls-and does not include the cost of the primary "chilled-

water" (chilled brine in the case of an ice-storage system) distribution system and the

air-side equipment (cooling coils, fans, ductwork, etc.), since this equipment would be

i
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approximately the same for all systems involved. The cost of the chiller and its

associated equipment and the cost of storage were assumed to be $550/ton and $60/ton-

hr respectively (which are typical 1989 values for centrifugal chillers and constrained-

area ice banks) [ 16, 11].

Regarding the-air-side equipment, ice storage systems typically require the selection

of a cooling coil with a greater number of rows than the cooling coil of a conventional

chilled-water system to effect the same heat transfer under the same conditions since the

transport properties of brine are not as efficacious as those of water. On the other

hand, ice-storage systems enable the air-side system to be designed using low

temperature brine which can compensate for the brine's poor transport properties.

Referring to Tables 1.3 and 1.4, the first case of interest is the called the ideal

comparison since it is the case most favorable to the alternative systems. It is based on

identical system coefficients of performance of 3.5 for all of the systems investigated,

including the conventional system, under all operating conditions-which is indeed not

a good assumption; however, it serves as an indicator of the maximum possible

performance attainable by any of the storage systems.

A more realistic case is listed next. It accounts for the thermal performance

degradation encountered by the refrigeration plant when it operates under ice-making

conditions by assuming a 25 percent reduction in the overall system coefficient of

performance. Tables 1.3 and 1.4 demonstrate that the full storage system is most

adversely affected by this reduction in the coefficient of performance since it operates

continuously in the ice-making mode and, conversely, the partial storage system is least

affected since it operates in the direct mode for a significant amount of time.
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The ideal storage capacity, or nominal storage capacity, is usually insufficient to

reliably meet the peak cooling load because of constraints on the storage system

discharge rate (the tank outlet temperature rises significantly above the freezing point of

the storage medium near the end of the discharging period, Section 1.2.2) or because of

problems involved in achieving the maximum level of charge caused by the significant

thermal penalty encountered near the end of charging with the constrained-area storage

system. Therefore, the actual storage capacity required is typically 25 percent greater

than the nominal storage capacity. The first cost of all of the storage systems are

greatly affected by this necessary increase in storage capacity (Table 1.4). Again, the

partial storage system is least affected since it requires the smallest amount of storage

and, conversely, the full-storage is most affected.

The cost of a chiller and its associated equipment strongly influence the simple

payback period of a partial storage system, but does not, however, strongly influence

the payback period of a full storage system. This is because the partial storage system

derives most of its savings benefit from the reduction in chiller capacity, whereas the

full storage system does not-it relies on large operational savings. Although it is

difficult to see this from Table 1.3, it may be inferred by comparing the simple payback

periods of the full- and modified demand-limited storage systems.

The last case of interest involves a utility inducement which is highly advantageous

to the modified demand-limited storage system as previously discussed in Section

1.2.4. Even with a very moderate utility incentive of $150 per reduced on-peak kW,

the modified demand-limited storage system with a simple payback period of 2.4 years

becomes economically attractive (Table 1.3). The ultimate choice between the partial

storage system and the modified demand-limited storage system entails a more detailed
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economic analysis which includes the time value of money, such as a life-cycle savings

analysis.

Life Cycle Savings Analysis A life-cycle savings analysis of the last case

illustrated in Tables 1.3 and 1.4 was performed where the objective was to determine

whether the partial storage system or the modified demand-limited storage system

should be selected based on an economic life of N years and a market discount rate

of r percent. The other alternatives were screened-out since they both have a higher

first cost and a lower operational savings than the modified demand-limited storage

system. Furthermore, based on design experience, the economic life of ice-storage

systems was assumed to be approximately 20 years [15].

In the life cycle savings analysis, the yearly savings over N years (the conventional

system's yearly electric bill minus the alternative's bill) are each discounted to their

present worth and then summed; the incremental cost of the alternative investment (the

first cost of the conventional system minus the first cost of the alternative) is then

subtracted from this sum; the result is the net present worth of the savings obtained by

selecting the alternative investment, or the life cycle savings (which can be positive,

indicating savings, or negative, indicating loss).

The savings obtained in year n is discounted to its present worth by multiplying it

by the discount factor (or more precisely, the single-payment present-worth factor):

1/(1 +r)n. The analysis is performed in real dollars; thus, the yearly savings are

assumed to increase at the rate of inflation, and the discount rate represents the real cost

of money exclusive of all inflationary effects (or alternatively an inflation rate i could
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be assumed and inflationary effects could be incorporated into the new market discount

rate r' in which case the discount factor becomes (1l+i)n/(l+r')n where the

relationship between r and r' is r' = r + f + rf; the results, in either case, are exactly

the same).

This method was used to determine the net present value of each alternative for two

cases. The first case assumes a low value of the discount rate: 5 percent, whereas the

second case assumes a high value: 15 percent. For a discount rate of 5 percent the clear

choice is the demand-limited storage system, since the operational savings associated

with this system are substantially greater than for the partial storage system (Table 1.4).

Because the discount factor is relatively small, the benefits of operational savings are

realized even as the system nears the end of its economic life. On the other hand, for a

discount rate of 15 percent the clear choice is the partial storage system, since the first

cost of this system is substantially less than the full storage system. Because the

discount factor is now relatively large, the benefits of operational savings are not as

significant as the benefits of first cost savings. The numbers which evince these

assertions are these: for case one at a market discount rate of 5 percent, the modified

demand-limited storage system saves 120 percent more than the partial storage system;

for case two at a discount rate of 15 percent, the partial storage system saves 128

percent more than the modified demand-limited storage system.

The overall savings is significantly better with either alternative at lower discount

rates; for example, the partial storage system saves 117 percent and 70 percent of the

first cost of the conventional system for the 5 and 15 percent market discount rates

respectively.
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1.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

The purposes of this chapter were to introduce the concept of comfort cooling using

cool-storage, to demonstrate that many American utilities are eager to lend support to

the installation and operation of cool-storage strategies, to give the reader valuable

insight into the physical and operational characteristics of cool-storage systems, to

show the common strategies employed in controlling these systems on the design day

(variations of which are used for non-design days), to demonstrate the operational

characteristics of a typical ice storage system used for air conditioning while operating

under the four fundamental storage strategies on the design day, and to show how one

of the four fundamental cool-storage systems is selected based on the building's

cooling and noncooling loads, the utility's rate structure and inducements, the

equipment's first cost, the system's economic life, and the market discount rate. In

short, this chapter provides a firm foundation upon which more rigorous material of

future chapters may be built.

The conclusion of this chapter is that for a typical commercial comfort cooling

application in a moderately sized building, an ice-storage system will generally be

selected, and it will be designed to operate under either the partial storage strategy or the

modified demand-limited storage strategy on the design day. Therefore, there is a need

to conduct a detailed analysis of the operating characteristics of these ice-storage

systems to determine if in fact the results of a simplified analysis, such as the one

conducted in this chapter, actually lead to the correct conclusions about the benefits of

cool-storage systems.

The work documented in this thesis concentrates specifically on the detailed

synthesis, modeling, and analysis of a partial ice-storage air-conditioning system. The
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synthesis aspect of this work entails the design of the ice-storage system based on

specified design day conditions and a typical commercial-office-building design-day

load profile; the design procedure is rigorous: manufacturer's data is used to size and

iteratively balance every component in the system. Additionally, for comparative

purposes, a conventional system is also designed to meet the same design day criteria.

The modeling portion of this work involves the mathematical formulation of

equations which accurately describe the operation of the components within the

designed system; the models are modular in nature and, as such, they may be linked

together to form a set of independent equations which may be solved numerically.

The analysis part of this work involves the determination of the actual operating

characteristics of the partial ice-storage system and also the conventional system under a

variety of loads and ambient conditions. These characteristics are then used to

determine the control strategies that lead to the most thermally efficient operation of

these systems based on the cooling load and ambient conditions. For the conventional

system, this is the optimal control strategy; but, for the partial storage system, the

thermal and economic optima do not necessarily coincide because of variable utility rate

structures. Accordingly, control strategies of the partial storage system are modified to

account for this. With these control strategies, a fair comparison of the partial storage

system and the conventional system can be conducted based on the requirement that

they meet the same cooling load.
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CHAPTER

TWO

COMPONENT MODELING
AND CHARACTERISTICS

The purposes of this chapter are to describe each component used in the conventional

and the partial ice-storage air-conditioning systems designed and analyzed in this work,

to show the fundamental theory upon which the modeling of each of these components

is based, and to demonstrate the important design and operating characteristics of each

component. Before the components are discussed individually, the manner in which

the various components are configured to form a system is addressed.

2.1 ICE-STORAGE SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

This brief section is designed to show the manner in which conventional air-

conditioning systems and ice-storage air-conditioning systems are commonly

configured.

65
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Figure 2.1 Conventional air-conditioning system.

The fundamental components of interest in a typical conventional air conditioning

system are depicted schematically in Figure 2.1; they are the chiller, the air handling

units, the cooling tower, the main water-loop pump, and the cooling tower water-loop

pump. The air handling units are piped in parallel with each other and in series with the

chiller. For systems with variables-speed main water-loop pumps, the flow of water

through these units is typically modulated by two-way valves located upstream of each

air handling unit, as shown in this figure. On the other hand, for systems with

constant-speed main water-loop pumps, the flow of water through these units is

typically modulated by three-way bypass valves in order to maintain a reasonable

pressure difference across the air-handling units.
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Figure 2.2 Ice-storage system configuration 1: series connection with chiller upstream.

An ice storage system which is a simple variation of the conventional system is

shown in Figure 2.2. Storage tanks are piped in parallel with each other, piped in

series with the chiller and the air handling units, and located such that the chiller is

upstream; hence, the system is referred to as a series connection with chiller upstream.

The flow of brine through these tanks is modulated by a three-way temperature-

modulating valve located downstream of the tanks. For charging the tanks at night, a

three-way diverting valve decouples the air handling units from the rest of the system.

A slight variation of this system is illustrated in Figure 2.3. This system employs

the use of a decoupler pipe to establish two independent flow circuits: the distribution

circuit which flows through the air handling units and the main water-loop circuit
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Figure 2.3 Ice-storage system configuration 2: series connection with chiller upstream,
distribution pump, and decoupler pipe.

which flows through the chiller and the storage tanks. Two pumps are required. This

configuration is particularly amenable to the use of variable-speed drives to control the

flow of brine in the distribution circuit. Since manufacturer's typically prefer their

chillers to operate at essentially constant flow, this configuration is preferred over that

of Figure 2.2 for variable flow applications.

The disadvantage of both of the above ice-storage system configurations is that the

transport fluid must be pumped through either the chiller or the chiller and the storage

tanks; that is, it cannot pass through just the storage tanks. If the system is operated for

a significant length of time using only the storage tanks to meet the load, substantial
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pumping power consumption can be saved if the chiller is bypassed because the head

loss through evaporator of the chiller is usually relatively large.

The ice-storage system shown in Figure 2.4 circumvents this problem. The chiller,

storage tanks, and air handling units are connected in parallel; and a decoupler pipe,

two pumps, and a number of two-way valves establish four independent flow circuits:

one charging circuit and three discharging circuits. The charging circuit comprises the

Figure 2.4 Ice-storage system configuration 3: parallel connection with distribution
pump and decoupler pipe.
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Figure 2.5 Ice-storage system configuration 4: independent series connection with
chiller upstream, distribution pump, and decoupler pipes.

chiller and the storage tanks. The three discharging circuits are 1) a circuit comprising

the chiller and the air handling units only, 2) a circuit comprising the storage tanks and

the air handling units only, and 3) a circuit comprising the parallel connection of the

chiller and the storage tanks piped in series with the air handling units. An additional

advantage of this system configuration is that the storage tanks receive the benefit of

operating at a higher inlet brine temperature (air-handler return temperature) which

augments the rate at which these tanks can be discharged. On the other hand, a

disadvantage is that the controls and piping arrangements are generally more complex

than for the systems which have components connected in series.
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Lastly, a modified version of the series connection with chiller upstream,

distribution pump, and decoupler pipe (Figure 2.3) is shown in Figure 2.5. The

modified system employs the use of a chiller bypass circuit which allows the storage

tanks to supply cooling to the load without the aid of the chiller.

2.2 ICE-STORAGE SYSTEM COMPONENTS: OPERATION,

THEORY AND CHARACTERISTICS

In this section each of the components used to model the performance of the partial ice-

storage air-conditioning system is described; however, the description is general and

may be applied to any air conditioning system. First, a physical description of each

component and its manner of operation is given. Then the fundamental mathematical

equations which govern the operation of each component are either summarized, for

components developed outside this work, or developed in detail for all components

developed as part of this work. Lastly, the important design and operational

characteristics of each component are shown graphically. They serve as a reference for

future discussions concerning design and control issues, and they also provide a clear

understanding of the operational nature of each device.

2.2.1 Induced Draft, Crossflow Cooling Tower

By definition, a cooling tower is a device that transfers energy directly from a liquid to

a gas by means of simultaneous heat and mass transfer. With regard to an air

conditioning application, the primary purpose of the cooling tower is to reject the heat

evolved in the air conditioning process to the surrounding atmosphere. This heat
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comprises the cooling load of the building, the fan load, the ventilation load, and the

heat evolved from the vapor compression process within the refrigeration plant.

Cooling Tower Operation Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the outside and the inside

of a induced draft, crossflow cooling tower along with the associated flow streams.

The water stream is pumped from the outlet of the condenser to the hot-water

distribution basin located on the top of the tower. Located within this basin are a

series of nozzles which uniformly distribute the water stream over the packing material,

I.. I
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Figure 2.6 Cooling tower: outer view.
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Figure 2.7 Cooling tower. inner view.

orfill sheets, located below. The water then cascades downward in the form of a thin

film over the myriad of labyrinthine fill sheets, whose primary function is to enhance

the surface area available for simultaneous heat and mass transfer between the air

stream and water film. As the water continues to flow through the fill sheets, it

approaches the wet-bulb temperature of the entering air stream. Finally, the water

exits the fill sheets and is collected in the cold-water basin, or sump, located at the

bottom of the cooling tower. The cold-water basin acts as a reservoir for chilled water

used to supply the condenser of the refrigeration plant.
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Meanwhile on the air side, the low pressure region within the tower created by the

tower fan induces a flow of ambient air through a series of louvers which constitute

the side of the tower. These louvers direct the air stream over the fill sheets where it

intimately contacts the film of falling water in a perpendicular, or crossflow,

orientation. After passing through the fill sheets, the air is drawn upward through the

fan blades an exits the tower.

The Cooling Process Figure 2.8 shows a drop of liquid falling parallel to an air

stream. The temperature of the water stream (droplet) and the air stream are TL and

TG, respectively. Separating the two streams is the phase interface, the temperature of

which is Ti. Energy is transferred across this interface from the adjacent gas-phase

region (air) and the adjacent liquid-phase region (water).

It
It

Ti

T 114
Figure 2.8 Gas-liquid interface between a falling water droplet and a rising
stream of gas.
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Most of the energy transferred from the phase interface to the air stream is a result

of the diffusion of water vapor from the relatively highly concentrated region of the

phase interface to the relatively sparsely concentrated region of the air stream. The

water vapor, which acts as the primary mass-transfer agent, diffuses from the phase

interface to the air stream and in doing so removes an amount of energy from the water

film which is approximately equal to the product of the latent heat of vaporization at the

temperature of the liquid phase and the mass flow rate of the vapor. Consequently, the

air stream becomes laden with moisture as it progresses across the tower and usually

reaches a nearly saturated condition as it exits the fill sheets. The remainder of the

energy transferred between the air stream and the phase interface is in the form of heat

which diffuses in accordance with the temperature gradient between these two phases.

Cooling Tower Definitions The difference between the inlet and the outlet water

temperatures of the cooling tower is called the range of the cooling tower. The

difference between the cooling-tower water-outlet temperature and the wet-bulb

temperature of the entering air stream is called the approach of the cooling tower. The

value of the wet-bulb temperature as it enters the louvers of the cooling tower is called

the entering wet-bulb temperature, which may be significantly different than the

ambient wet-bulb temperature because of the effects of recirculation (a condition in

which a portion of air discharged from the tower outlet returns to the tower inlet

primarily because of prevailing winds). Make-up water is the amount of water that

must be added to the circulating system to compensate for the water lost primarily

because of evaporation or drift (the entrainment of water droplet into the exhaust air

stream). While operating under the natural convection condition the tower is capable

of rejecting approximately 10 to 15 percent of its design load without the aid of a fan.
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Fundamental Countercurrent Gas-Liquid Contact Equations Figure 2.9

shows the differential control-volume element that is used to derive the continuous

countercurrent, adiabatic gas-liquid contact equations. The liquid and gas streams flow

counter to each other and exchange both heat and matter across the phase interface. A

temperature difference between the phase interface and the adjacent phases effects the

heat transfer processes, whereas a concentration difference between the phase interface

and the gas phase effects the mass transfer process. The gas is assumed to be

essentially insoluble in the liquid phase; therefore, the matter transferred between the

two phases is only the substance constituting the liquid phase, which diffuses in the

form of a vapor and depending on the direction of mass transfer either vaporizes or

TL +dTL co+d
TG+ dTo

j dmnA

I0

cZ
qsqo

To
T,,

TL MG

Figure 2.9 Differential cross section for a countercurrent adiabatic operation.
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condenses. A rigorous derivation can be found in Reference 1. The resulting

equations describing the simultaneous heat and mass transfer associated with these

operations are summarized below.

From a mass balance on constituent A (the diffusing water vapor for a cooling-

tower analysis) over the differential control volume,

drhL = hG do. (2.1)

where rL is the mass flow rate of liquid, MGw is the mass flow rate of pure, or dry, gas

(which does not include the mass flow rate of the vapor which resides in the gas

phase), and o is the absolute humidity ratio (the quotient formed by dividing the mass

of vapor contained within the gas phase by the mass of pure gas within that phase).

Similarly, from a mass balance on constituent A over the gas cell,

drhA = - hG dw (2.2)

where MA is the mass transfer rate of constituent A across the phase interface. For

steady-state turbulent diffusion, this transfer rate is given by

dMhA= MA FG In 1 - j JP aMdZ (2.3)

where MA is the molecular weight of constituent A; am is the surface area per unit

packed-height available for mass transfer (which assumes a cooling tower with a

uniform cross-sectional area); FG is the gas phase mass-transfer coefficient; PA,i and

PA,G are the partial pressure of constituent A at the phase interface and in the bulk gas
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phase, respectively; P is the sum of the partial pressures of each of the two

constituents A and B, or the total pressure; and Z is the packed-volume per unit

cross-sectional area, or equivalently the coordinate along the height of the tower.

The sensible heat transferred from the gas to the phase interface is

qs,G aH dZ = hG (TG - Ti ) aH dZ (2.4)

where al = area per unit packed-height available for heat transfer,

hG = heat-transfer coefficient of the gas phase corrected to include
the effects of mass transfer,

NA MA CpA (2.5)

1 - e -NA MA CpAh/ hG

Cp,A = specific heat of constituent A,
NA = dihA

MA aM dZ

- absolute molecular flux of constituent A across the phase interface,

hG = the convection coefficient of the gas phase in the absence of
mass transfer effects,

TG = temperature of the bulk gas phase,

Ti = temperature of the phase interface.

The corrected heat-transfer coefficient of the gas phase hG will be larger than the

convention coefficient hG if both mass and heat are transferred in the same direction,

and hG will be smaller than hG if mass and heat are transferred in opposite directions.
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The sensible heat transferred to the liquid from the phase interface is

4s4L aH dZ = hL (TI - TL) aH dZ (2.6)

where hL is the convection coefficient of the liquid phase and TL is the liquid

temperature.

An energy balance on the liquid cell of the differential element yields

rhL Cp, dTL = (MGhCpLdco - hL aHdZ ) (Ti - TL) (2.7)

where Cpj. is the specific heat of the liquid. Similarly, an energy balance on the gas

cell of the differential element gives

0

MnG Cs ifG= hG (Ti - TG )aH dZ (2.8)

where Cs = specific heat of the gas-vapor mixture per unit mass of dry gas

= CpG + (O Cp A, (2.9)

Cp,G = specific heat of the pure gas.

Finally, an energy balance on the overall differential element results in

ML CpL dTL = MG (CS dTG + [hfg,4 + CpA (TG - To) - CpL (TL - To)] do)) (2.10)

where hfg,A is the latent heat of vaporization of constituent A at the reference

temperature, To, where the enthalpy of constituent A in its liquid phase and at its

equilibrium vapor pressure is zero.
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The two mass balances (Equations 2.1 and 2.2), the mass-transfer rate equation

(Equation 2.3), and the three energy balances (Equations 2.7, 2.8, 2.10) constitute a

set of six fundamental equations which describe the process of simultaneous heat and

mass transfer between a gas and a pure liquid which are in direct contact and are

undergoing a continuous countercurrent adiabatic operation. The process which takes

place within a cooling tower is well approximated by such an operation where the gas

is air and the liquid is water. The thermodynamic and transport properties of these

fluids aid in simplifying the fundamental equations.

Important Assumptions to Simplify the Fundamental Equations The

following assumptions make the above equations more tractable.

1. The mass transfer is assumed to be small; in which case,

2. The product hL al is assumed to be very large; thus,

rha CPL do << hL aH dZ. (2.12)

3. The sensible heat of the transferred vapor is assumed to be negligible; that is,

rhG [CpA (TG - To) - CpL (TL - To)] do 0. (2.13)
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4. The vapor pressure is assumed to be relatively low, or

MA FG In [(1 - PA,i/P)I(1 - PA,G/P)]~ km (co- ) (2.14)

where ko is the gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient and oi is the absolute

humidity ratio at the phase interface.

5. The temperatures are assumed to be moderate compared to the reference temperature

To and the specific heats are assumed to be constant for both the liquid and the gas

phases; therefore, the differential of the enthalpy of the gas-vapor mixture dhM is

given by

dhm = d[Cs (TG - To) + (o hfgA]

= CsdTG+ (TG- To) Cp: d)o+ hfgA do)

= Cs dTG + hfg,A dwo. (2.15)

6. The packing surface is assumed to be fully wetted; thus, the surface area (per

packed-volume) available for mass transfer is equal to that available for heat

transfer, or

aM = an. (2.16)

7. The thermal diffusivity a and molecular diffusivity D, which govern the rate of

heat transfer and mass transfer, respectively, are assumed to be approximately
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equivalent; that is,

Le=AG
1A 1(2.17)

where Le is the Lewis number and Dpr is the molecular diffusivity for a vapor A

diffusing through a gas G. For cooling tower operations, assuming the Lewis

number to be unity is appropriate since for turbulent flow past cylinders and single

spheres [ 1]

hG kw0 = Cs LeO.567 (2.18)

and for an air water-vapor system hG / ko has been measured to be approximately

950 J / kg-K [1] which is very close to the value of Cs for the mixture of air and its

accompanying vapor (1024 J / kg-K at co = .01). Thus, under this assumption

Cs = hG1/kax (2.19)

8. Finally, the gas in the region of the phase interface is assumed to move very

slowly, or be nearly stagnant, with respect to the liquid in this region; thus, the

vapor residing in the region of the phase interface may be assumed to be saturated.

Simplified Set of Countercurrent Gas-Liquid Contact Equations Applying

the above assumptions to the fundamental set of equations results in a set of five

equations with five unknowns (rhL, CO, hM, TL, Ti) which are now readily solvable.
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The set of equations equations is divided into four groups:

Mass balance equation:

(2.20)drhL = fmG d),

Mass-transfer rate equation:

rnG dwo= k(, (o - co )aH dZ,

Heat-transfer rate equations:

rnG dhM = kcO (hMi - hM) al dZ,

thGdhM= hL(TL - Ti ) aH dZ,

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

Energy balance equation:

MhL CpL dTL = rhG dhM. (2.24)

The mass balance, the three rate equations, and the energy balance constitute a set of

five coupled differential equations which can be readily solved numerically if rnG, ko),

aH, hL, and CpL are known; if coi and hM,i are known functions of the phase

interface temperature Ti; and if the inlet air stream and water stream conditions are

known.
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The necessary intensive thermodynamic properties of the phase interface as a

function of the phase interface temperature are

hM, = (Cp,G + dk CpA) (Ti - To) + 04jhfg,4 (2.25)

and

MA PAS (2.26)
MG (P - PAT

where MG is the molecular weight of the pure gas (dry air), and P4 sAT is the partial

pressure of constituent A (water vapor) at the temperature of the phase interface and in

a saturated state (the saturation pressure of the water vapor at Ti). A correlation for PisAT

as a function of temperature may be found in Reference 2.

Two additional assumptions frequently made which greatly simplify the modeling

of cooling towers are that the mass flow rate of water through the tower is

approximately constant (the amount of water evaporated is small with respect to the

water flow rate) and that the temperature of the phase interface is approximately that of

the water. With these assumptions the number of equations necessary to model the

cooling tower from an energy perspective is reduced to two; namely, the heat-transfer

rate equation (Equation 2.22) and the energy balance equation (Equation 2.24). If

necessary, the mass-transfer rate equation (Equation 2.21) may be numerically

integrated to determine the absolute humidity distribution along the tower height, once

the temperature distribution of the phase interface has been determined by solving the

coupled heat-transfer rate equation and energy balance equations.
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The Finite-Difference Model for a Crossflow Cooling Tower For a

crossflow cooling tower, these two differential equations combined with the three

algebraic equations which describe the intensive thermodynamic properties of the phase

interface (Equations 2.25 and 2.26 and a correlation for PAA) constitute a set of five

equations with five unknowns (hM, hM,i, TL, coi, PA). This set of equations is

readily solved using a finite-difference scheme, as depicted in Figure 2.10.

Solution procedure for the finite-difference model The tower volume is

discretized into a number of elements. The integration begins at the first element

located at the top left section of the tower. With known inlet conditions to this first

element, its outlet states are initially determined by integrating the two differential

tin
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Figure 2.10 Finite-difference elements for a crossflow cooling tower.
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equations using the known inlet conditions to solve the three algebraic equations for the

properties of the phase interface. The inlet and outlet states are then averaged and used

to compute a more accurate update of the properties of the phase interface. The iteration

continues until satisfactory convergence has been attained with regard to the outlet

conditions. These outlet conditions are then used as the inlet conditions for the adjacent

elements, and the procedure is repeated for all elements of the cooling tower. Once this

is complete, the outlet temperatures of the last row of elements are then averaged to

determine the net outlet temperature of the water stream exiting the tower, and,

similarly, the outlet enthalpies of the last column of elements are averaged to determine

the net outlet enthalpy of the air stream exiting the tower.

This procedure was used to model the performance of the crossflow cooling tower

shown in Figure 2.7. Since this tower is symmetrical, only the left half of the tower

was analyzed. The packed-volume (fill sheets) was discretized into 30 elements.

Manufacturer's performance data was then used to determine the product of the overall

mass-transfer coefficient and the heat-transfer surface area per packed-volume, ko) an,

for the cooling tower: the above solution procedure was conducted with a guessed

value of k,, aH, and the resulting water-outlet temperature predicted by the model was

then be compared to the value given by the manufacturer's performance data; k()all was

then updated accordingly and the procedure was repeated until agreement was achieved

between the predicted value and the manufacturer's value. Since koall is primarily a

function of the mass flow rates of air and water through the cooling tower [1], a single

value may be used to predict the tower's performance over a wide range of operating

states if the mass flow rates are fixed.

Selected results from this procedure are compared with manufacturer's data in Table

2.1. The agreement is quite good. And is still good for a nine element model (3-by-3).
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Also included in this table are the results for a one element model (1-by-I). The

agreement is poor for this case; this is primarily caused by the nonlinear variation of the

saturation enthalpy (the enthalpy of the gas-vapor mixture at the phase interface) with

temperature, which in the one-element model is approximated as a straight line.

Within any particular element, the enthalpy of the air steam is a linear function of

the water temperature as indicated by the energy balance equation (Equation 2.24);

however, the enthalpy of the air-vapor mixture at the phase interface is a nonlinear

function of temperature. The rate of heat transferred from one phase to the other within

a particular element is directly proportional to the difference in these two enthalpies as

60
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Figure 2.11 Operating diagram for a particular element within the crossflow cooling
tower of Figure 2.17.
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indicated by the heat-transfer rate equation (Equation 2.22); this difference is referred to

as the enthalpy driving force. These two enthalpies are plotted for a single element in

Figure 2.11.

Referring to this figure, if the temperature change of the liquid stream across a

particular element is small, then using the average value of the driving force between

the inlet and outlet states of the element is appropriate; conversely, if the temperature

change is large, then an average value of the driving force will substantially over predict

the actual value. This leads to predictions of the leaving water temperature that are

consistently too low, as evidenced by the figures in Table 2.1.

Input Variables (F) Water Outlet Manufacturer's
Temperature (F) Data (F)

Entering Water Wet-Bulb Finite-Difference Model Manufacturer's
Temperature Temperature (5-by-6) (1-by-i) Data Approach Range

73.5 50 63.5 62.5 63.5 13.5 10

88.7 75 80.5 79.7 80.7 5.7 8

92.6 65 77.3 75.5 77.6 12.6 15

66.6 55 61.7 61.2 61.6 6.6 5

Based on a tower water-flow rate of 660 GPM and a tower air-flow rate of 62,000 CFM.

Table 2.1 Comparison of predicted values and manufacturer's values of the tower water-outlet
temperature for the finite-difference model.
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The cooling-tower model incorporated in the transient system simulation program,

TRNSYS [3], used in this study is based on an effectiveness model [4, 5]. The

important equations used in this model are given below.

The Effectiveness Model for a Crossflow Cooling Tower The air-side

effectiveness is defined as the ratio of the actual energy transferred to the air stream

divided by the maximum possible energy that could be transferred to the air stream, and

it is given by

=hM, 2 - hM, 1 (2.27)
hM,, 2 - hM, 1

where the subscript i designates the interface, and the subscripts 1 and 2 designate the

air inlet and and air outlet conditions, respectively. The denominator represents the heat

transfer per unit mass flow rate that could be achieved if the air stream left the tower

fully saturated at the temperature of the entering water stream.

The average saturation specific heat at the phase interface is defined as

CS i = h 2-hM,, 1 (2.28)
TL,1- TL,2

where hMi, 1 and hMi, 2 are the enthalpies of the gas-vapor mixture at the phase interface

at the air inlet and and outlet, respectively, and TL,1 and TL,2 are the temperatures of the

water at its inlet and outlet, respectively. Additionally, the prime in the superscript

position of Csi is used to distinguish the saturation specific heat from the specific heat

of saturated air which is given by Equation 2.9 evaluated at the saturated condition of
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the air stream; the saturation specific heat is greater than the specific heat of saturated air

by the amount given by [hfgA + CpA (Ti - TO)] doi /dTi.

The heat capacity rate ratio is defined as

R= nCs. (2.29)
rML Cpj,

The ability of a cooling tower to effect simultaneous heat and mass transfer is

measured by the number of transfer units Ntu, and it is equal to the number of times

the mean enthalpy driving force Aa, divides into the overall change in the enthalpy

of the air stream between its inlet and outlet states.

Ntu = (hM, 2- hM, 1) (2.30)
Ahmean

where Ahm,, is found by integrating the enthalpy driving force between the inlet and

outlet conditions. From the heat-transfer rate equation involving the enthalpy driving

force (Equation 2.22), the number of transfer units is also given by

Ntu = kwan H (2.31)
MG

where H is the height of the fill sheets within the cooling tower.

In the TRNSYS model, the number of transfer units for a given cooling tower is

assumed to be a function of only the ratio of mass flow rates through the tower and is
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given by

Ntu = b (M-)t(2.32)

where a and b are constants for a particular cooling tower, and they are determined

from manufacturer's performance data using the method of least squares applied to the

linear form of equation 2.30, which is obtained by taking the logarithm of both sides of

that equation.

The air-side effectiveness of a cooling tower can be derived in a manner analogous

to the derivation of the effectiveness of a heat exchanger. The steps are as follows: The

differential form of the saturation specific heat, C's,i = dhMj / dTL, is substituted into

the energy balance equation (Equation 2.24). Next, C0'S,i is assumed to be

approximately constant at its average value between the inlet and outlet conditions, and

the resulting energy balance equation is integrated analytically to obtain an expression

for the enthalpy of the air steam, hM, as a function of the enthalpy of the gas-vapor

mixture at the phase interface, hMi. The resulting algebraic expression for hM is then

substituted into the remaining heat-transfer rate equation (Equation 2.22). The resulting

first-order differential equation is then integrated over the entire height of the tower

which results in a log-mean enthalpy difference that is directly analogous to the log-

mean temperature difference used in heat exchanger theory:

Ahin = (Ah 2 - Ak 1) / In (Ah 2 /Ah 1) where Ah is the enthalpy driving force, hMi -

hM, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the inlet and outlet conditions, respectively.

By performing appropriate algebraic manipulations on this expression and by

noting that the log-mean enthalpy difference is in fact the mean enthalpy driving force
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Ah,,n,2 used in the definition of the number of transfer units (Equation 2.30), the

effectiveness can be expressed as a function of the number of transfer units and the heat

capacity rate ratio (such algebraic manipulations for a counterflow cooling tower are

straightforward and can be found in their analogous form in many introductory heat

transfer texts [6, 7], whereas for crossflow analogies, Reference 8 should be

consulted). For a crossflow cooling tower, the result is

=1 -e - R (1_e -NW)

a - R. (2.33)
R

An overall mass balance on the fill sheets of the tower allows the mass flow rate of

water leaving the tower's fill sheets to be determined, which is expressed as

rhL,2 = ML,1 - rhG (CO2- CO) (2.34)

where c0i and o2 are the absolute humidity ratios of the air stream at its inlet and outlet,

respectively. A simple and reasonably accurate method of determining 02 is to assume

that the air stream is fully saturated at the enthalpy of the air stream as it leaves the

tower. On the other hand, the model incorporated in TRNSYS expresses the leaving

humidity ratio as a function of the number of transfer units; these equations can be

found in Reference 9.

The only unknown yet to be determined is the water temperature leaving the tower's

fill sheets. The water outlet temperature is determined from an energy balance on the
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fill sheets of the cooling tower, this yields

TL,2 = To + rhL,1 Cpl., (TL,1- To) - eaG (hM,i, 2" hM, I1) (2.35)
mhL,2 CpL

where hL,1 and rhL,2 are the mass flow rates of the water stream at its inlet and outlet,

respectively.

The advantage of the effectiveness model over the previously mentioned finite-

difference method is that once the functional relationship between the number of

transfer units and the ratio of mass flow rates has been ascertained, the procedure for

predicting the performance of the cooling tower is straightforward.

Solution procedure for the effectiveness model A value for the leaving

water temperature TL,2 is guessed; the enthalpy of the air water-vapor mixture at the

phase interface at the air inlet to the tower hM, , 1 is calculated based on TL,2; next, the

saturation specific heat C'gs, and the heat capacity ratio R are computed; then, the

number of transfer units Ntu are calculated based on the mass flow rate of water

entering the tower-this is acceptable since the process is not highly sensitive to the

value of Ntu; the air-side effectiveness Ea is then computed and subsequently used to

determine the enthalpy of the air stream leaving the tower hM, 2; this value of enthalpy is

in turn used to determine TG, 2 which is then used to estimate the outlet absolute-

humidity ratio w2; this value and the specified inlet humidity ratio are then used to

compute the mass flow rate of water leaving the tower; finally, the temperature of the

water stream leaving the tower TL,2 is computed. The procedure is repeated using the

updated values of TL,2 until satisfactory convergence is achieved.
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The procedure reveals the fundamental advantage of this method: it does not involve

any numerical integration. This is highly advantageous when hourly simulations must

be conducted over lengthy periods of time-that is, if it is sufficiently accurate.

Comparison of the Effectiveness and Finite-Difference Models for a

Crossflow Cooling Tower Table 2.2 shows selected results over a variety of

conditions which indicate that the effectiveness model is indeed quite accurate when the

appropriate value of Ntu is ascertained. The third column of this table shows the

number of transfer units determined for the finite-difference model by the procedure

described previously; the fourth column shows the number of transfer units calculated

from the effectiveness relationships using manufacturer's data under the conditions

noted in columns 1, 2, and 5 of the table and assuming the water loss to be negligible.

Input Variables (F) Number of Water Outlet
Transfer Units Temperature (F;

Entering Water Wet-Bulb Finite-Difference Effectiveness Manufacturer's Effectiveness Model
Temperature Temperature Model (5-by-6) Model Data Ntu = 2.2 Ntu =3.4

73.5 50 2.2 3.4 63.5 64.1 63.5

88.7 75 2.2 2.8 80.7 81.0 80.6

92.6 65 2.2 3.2 77.6 78.3 77.5

66.6 55 2.2 2.6 61.6 61.8 61.4

Based on a tower water-flow rate of 660 GPM and a tower air-flow rate of 62,000 CFM.

Table 2.2 Comparison of predicted values and manufacturer's values of the tower water-outlet
temperature for the effectiveness model.
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For the effectiveness model, it is evident that the number of transfer units change

considerably over the conditions listed, and that they are quite different (as much as 50

percent different) than those of the finite-difference model. Since both models are

based on the same two governing equations (Equations 2.22 and 2.24) and only differ

in their assumptions regarding the variation of saturation enthalpy with water

temperature (the effectiveness model assuming a linear variation; the finite-difference

model, a nonlinear variation), they should both determine approximately the same value

of Ntu.

It should be pointed out here that with regard to determining the value of Ntu from

manufacturer's performance data, an examination of the forgoing relationships indicates

that the water loss which is accounted for in the effectiveness model (although it is

assumed in the fundamental derivation of the effectiveness relationship-as in the

finite-difference model-that the mass flow rate of liquid is constant) plays a role in

determining the number of transfer units from manufacturer's performance data.

However, the performance data published by manufacturer's typically neglects

water loss. Accordingly, when the effectiveness model is used to compute a value of

Ntu based on this data and the forgoing relationships, frequently the logarithm of a

negative argument halts the process. Since in manufacturer's performance data the inlet

and outlet temperatures of water, the mass flow rate of water entering the tower, and

the entering wet-bulb temperature of the air stream are specified, accounting for water

loss (typically 1 percent) results in the air stream receiving significantly more energy

than if the water loss was not accounted for (typically 4 percent; this 4-to-I relationship

is realized by the following relationship: Q / (cng = 1 + (rhA / rnL) (TL,2 - T,) / R where

Q and Qcm are the energies transferred to the air stream with and without water
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accounted for, respectively, and R is the cooling-tower range). Because of this

additional energy transfer and because the maximum possible energy transfer to the air

stream is fixed by the manufacturer's performance data, the air-side effectiveness may

exceed the thermodynamic limit, which can be determined by Equation 2.33 with Ntu

taken as infinity. Thus, the manner in which manufacturer's performance data is

correlated with the number of transfer units will depend on the nature of that data.

In short, for a cross-flow cooling tower, the effectiveness model is very accurate

when it computes its own Ntu values; however, Ntu values supplied by the

manufacturer, which are typically based on finite-difference methods, may not be

suitable for use with the effectiveness model, as indicated in Table 2.2.

Crossflow Cooling Tower Characteristics This subsection presents several

important operating characteristics of a particular induced draft, crossflow cooling

tower. These characteristics will serve as a foundation for future discussions with

regard to cooling tower selection and cooling tower control. The figures contained

within this subsection are based on manufacturer's performance data [10].

In general, for a given cooling tower, its approach to the entering wet-bulb

temperature is a moderately nonlinear function of applied fan power with diminishing

returns as the fan power increases; Figure 2.12 indicates this trend at constant water

flow rate, constant range, and various entering wet-bulb temperatures. A control

strategy employing a fixed approach may result in high fan power consumption during

periods of moderate weather, however, for a given entering wet-bulb temperature, these

curves shift considerably with the load on the tower. This shift is indicated in Figure

2.13 which shows that the approach is strongly influenced by the total cooling load on

the tower and also by the entering wet-bulb temperature.
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Figure 2.12 Variation in cooling-tower approach at constant water flow rate and
constant range.

Tower operation under varying ambient conditions The most important

point demonstrated by Figure 2.13 with respect to cool storage systems-particularly

ice storage systems-is that under a fully loaded condition with a typical range of 10'F

the temperature variation of the water leaving the cooling tower is some fraction, called

the damping coefficient, of the variation in the ambient wet-bulb temperature. The

damping coefficient is a function of the effectiveness of the cooling tower and

approaches unity as the effectiveness approaches unity. For the cooling tower of

Figure 2.13, the damping coefficient is approximately 0.75 for a range of 10'F and a

mean ambient wet-bulb temperature of 74'F. In short, the cooling tower dampens the

maximum thermal benefit achievable by operating the refrigeration plant during periods

of lower ambient wet-bulb temperatures.
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Figure 2.13 Variation in cooling-tower approach at constant water flow rate and
constant fan power.

Tower fan control Cooling tower fans may be controlled to regulate the flow of

air through the tower in response to changes in load or ambient conditions or both. The

controlled variable is usually the temperature of the water leaving the cold-water basin

of the cooling tower. Air flow control is achieved by one of four methods: fan cycling,

two-speed fan motors, variable-speed drives, or automatic variable pitch fan blades

[i1]. Figure 2.14 demonstrates the progression of operating states for a cooling tower

operating at full load under varying ambient conditions and controlled with a two-speed

fan. The switch point occurs at a leaving water temperature of 80'F. Similar

operating paths may be defined for each of the aforementioned control methods.
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Figure 2.14 Variation in cooling-tower leaving-water temperature at constant
water flow rate and constant range.

Optimizing the chiller and cooling-tower performance at part load In

many air conditioning applications, since the chiller benefits from lower condensing

temperatures and the power drawn by the chiller is typically 10 to 20 times as much as

that drawn by the cooling tower fan the temperature of the water leaving the cold-water

basin is allowed to float freely with the ambient wet-bulb temperature under full fan

power (within certain operating limitations imposed by the particular refrigeration plant

used in the system). Under these conditions, leaving water temperature is only a

function of the range and the entering wet-bulb temperature. Figure 2.15 demonstrates

this functional relationship. However, this is not necessarily the optimal control

strategy.
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Figure 2.15 Variation in cooling-tower leaving-water temperature at constant
water flow rate and constant fan power.

For a given load and ambient wet-bulb temperature, somewhere between zero and

the maximum fan power lies the minimum collective power consumption of both the

chiller and the cooling tower fan. Low fan powers result in high leaving water

temperatures which adversely affects the performance of the chiller, whereas high fan

powers result in low leaving water temperatures which enhance the performance of the

chiller. Thus a trade-off exists, and the ultimate solution to this problem involves a

one-dimensional search for the leaving water temperature at which the total power

consumption is a minimum.

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 demonstrate a graphical solution to such a one dimensional

search for a given load and ambient wet-bulb temperature. Referring to these figures it
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Figure 2.16 Fan power that minimizes the total power, which is the sum of the fan
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is evident that the total power consumed by the chiller and the fan collectively is

minimized when the fan is controlled to operate at approximately 8 1 BHP which results
2

in a leaving water temperature of approximately 67.40F. The important aspect of this

analysis is that although the total power consumed has indeed been reduced, the

reduction is only about 2 BHP (Figure 2.16).

Tower pump control When the mass flow rate of water through the cooling

tower is not constant then Figures 2.18 and 2.19 are useful for performance

predictions. However, these figures are most useful for design purposes rather than

part-load performance predictions during operational periods. Although there is a

trade-off between pumping power and chiller power consumption, for common air

102
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Constant entering wet-bulb temperature = 77 F
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Figure 2.18 Variation in cooling-tower entering-water temperature at constant
entering wet-bulb temperature and constant cooling tower load.
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conditioning applications, once the cooling tower is installed, the flow rate of water

through the tower is usually not altered for the purposes of energy conservation or

capacity control [12].

The reason for this is that the thermal performance of a cooling tower depends on a

uniform distribution of water to thoroughly cover the surface of the fill sheets. When

the level of water in the hot-water basin becomes too low because of an inadequate

water supply, the flow patterns which emerge from the nozzles located within the basin

are irregular and do not effectively distribute water over the surface of the fill sheets.

Because those sections which do not receive adequate water coverage offer the air

stream a path of least resistance, the air stream concentrates its movement through fill

91 Constant entering wet-bulb temperature = 77 F

90 Constant load=310 tons

86

85

84
83 15 BHP
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Figure 2.19 Variation in cooling-tower leaving-water temperature at constant
entering wet-bulb temperature and constant cooling tower load.
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sheets which are driest. This results in a significant reduction in the capacity of the

cooling tower, since a portion of the air stream does not participate in the simultaneous

exchange of heat and mass.

Optimizing the cooling tower selection procedure With regard to system

design, when Figures 2.18 and 2.19 are used in conjunction with the operating

characteristics of the refrigeration plant, they are very useful for optimizing the cooling

tower selection procedure. The typical cooling tower range employed in air

conditioning applications is approximately 10F and the water flow rate which

corresponds to this range is approximately 3 GPM per ton of refrigeration capacity.

However, as illustrated in the following example, it is sometimes advantageous to

specify a range which is higher than this typical value for three reasons: to decrease the

cooling tower's size, to decrease its required fan power, and also to decrease its

required pumping power [ 13].

EXAMPLE 2.1 For example, assume that a cooling tower is to be sized to meet a
design-day chiller load of 250 tons with a design-day ambient wet-bulb temperature of
77'F. Figure 2.19 indicates that at the standard range of 10F and the standard water
flow rate of 750 GPM ( 250 tons x 3 GPM / ton ), a tower equipped with a 15-BHP
fan produces a leaving water temperature of 86.40 F. On the other hand, if the range is
raised to 12'F, then the flow rate required to meet the same chiller load is 625 GPM
and the same tower equipped with a just 10-BHP fan produces a leaving water
temperature of 850 F. (The constant load specified in Figures 2.18 and 2.19 is greater
than the chiller load by the amount of work-manifested as heat to be removed by the
cooling tower-applied to the refrigerant during the vapor compression process and by
the amount of heat generated in the tower water circuit by frictional dissipation.) The
important question to be answered is does this save money?

For the case with the 10F range, the temperature leaving the condenser is 94.6'F,
whereas for the case with the 120 F range, the temperature is 970 F. Assuming a chiller
coefficient of performance of 4.7 and a 1 percent power reduction per degree F
decrease in the temperature of the water leaving the chiller, the chiller power is 250
BHP under the standard conditions, and is increased to 256 BHP
(250 + (97 - 94.6) x .01 x 250) under the conditions with the 120 F range. Thus, the
total power consumption is increased by 1 BHP by selecting a 120 F range; but, savings
in the required pumping power have not yet been included.

Assume the required pumping head is 60 ft for this application; the pumping power
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required is then 11.4 BHP ( (8.33 x 750 x 60) / 33,000 ) and 9.5 BHP for the 10'F
and 12'F range specifications, respectively.

Hence, the important result from this example is that approximately 1 BHP of power

consumption is saved by selecting the cooling tower based on a range of 12'F and a

water flow rate of 625 GPM. In addition, this selection would allow both the pump

motor and the fan motor to be specified with a rated power of 10 BHP, whereas the

alternative case with the 10"F range and a water flow rate of 750 GPM would

necessitate the specification of two 15-BHP motors. Therefore, both first cost and

operational costs are saved in this example by specifying a cooling tower range greater

than the standard range.

Moreover, since additional power consumption savings are realized by reducing the

fan power when the system operates at part load, this selection is beneficial during all

days of system operation and not just the design day. Because additional capacity is

required when the chiller operates at a higher condensing temperature, a potential

drawback with this selection occurs when the chiller has been previously selected to

just meet the design-day cooling load. On the other hand, an additional potential

savings in first cost can be realized when the water flow rate is sufficiently reduced to

enable the specification of a smaller diameter pipe (in this example, 6-inch and 5-inch

outside-diameter schedule-40 steel pipes are required for the 10 and 12'F range cases,

respectively, assuming a maximum water velocity of 10 ft/s).

2.2.2 Chilled-Water Cooling Coil

By definition, a cooling coil is a device that transfers heat from a gas to a liquid across a

boundary which separates these two phases. With regard to an air conditioning

application, its purpose is to transfer the heat evolved in the air conditioning process to
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the transport fluid which links the cooling coil to the refrigeration plant; this heat

comprises the building cooling load, the fan load, and the ventilation load.

Cooling Coil Operation Figure 2.20 and 2.21 show the various features of a

spiral-fin chilled-water cooling coil along with the associated flow streams. The

chilled-water stream is pumped from the refrigeration plant to the inlet distribution

divided into several independent flow paths, or circuits. The water stream within each

Figure 2.20 Chilled-water cooling coil.
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Figure 2.21 4-row, 10-tube face chilled water cooling coil with anular fins.

circuit passes first along the face of the coil and then in a serpentine fashion winds

back-and-forth across the coil in a direction opposite to the flow of the air stream

(Figure 2.21). The independent water streams finally recombine at the outlet header

and the resulting hot-water stream is subsequently pumped back to the refrigeration

plant for cooling.

Meanwhile on the air side, air is either blown or drawn through the rear face of the

coil. As it passes across each successive plane of circuits, or row of tubes, it is cooled

and if the surface temperature of the coil is lower than the dew point temperature of the

entering air stream, it is also dehumidified. Because the air-side heat transfer

coefficient is typically significantly less than that of the water-side, fins are commonly
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attached to the surfaces of the tubes to enhance the air-side heat transfer (Figure 2.21).

As the air progresses through the coil, it approaches the temperature of the entering

chilled-water stream. Finally, the air stream exits the coil and is distributed to cool and

dehumidify the rooms or zones of the building.

The Cooling Process The transfer of heat between the air stream and the water

stream is similar to the energy transfer process that occurs within a cooling tower

except that in the case of a cooling coil, the flow rate of water remains constant; that is,

mass transfer between the two phases does not occur. However, mass transfer

between the air stream and the surroundings does indeed occur if the air is dehumidified

as it passes through the coil. (Section 2.2.1 contains a detailed discussion of the

process of simultaneous heat and mass transfer.)

dx

Figure 2.22 Couterflow cooling coil analysis assuming the entire coil to be wet.

fDG.
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Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show the variables of interest for a counterflow cooling-coil

analysis where the coil is assumed to be completely wet. It should be noted here that

the counterflow cooling coil analysis is applicable to the chilled-water cooling coil

previously described, which is of a crossflow nature, if the number of rows is

approximately 4 or greater [ 14]. Like the energy transport process which occurs within

a cooling tower, energy is transferred both to and from the phase interface of the

cooling coil. The energy transfer between the liquid phase and the phase interface is

only in the form of heat. On the other hand, since water vapor condenses on the

surface of the coil during the dehumidification process, the energy transfer between the

hM
0h~

od . dx

Figure 2.23 Thermodynamic variables and physical dimensions of interest for
the couterflow cooling coil analysis.
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gas phase and the phase interface comprises both heat and enthalpy. Unlike the

simplifying assumption made in the cooling tower analysis where the temperature of the

phase interface was assumed to be equal to that of the liquid phase, the temperature of

the phase interface of the cooling coil is significantly different from that of the liquid

phase (the liquid flowing through the tubes of the cooling coil) because of the

convective resistance between the liquid phase and the inner tube surface, the small

conductive resistance of the tube wall, and the convective resistance between the outer

coil surface and the phase interface.

Cooling Coil Definitions An independent flow path through a cooling coil is

called a circuit. A plane of tubes which are perpendicular to the flow of air constitute a

row. The cross sectional area of the cooling coil at the air inlet or outlet is called the

coil face area. The coil face velocity is the velocity of the air as it exits the coil. The

fin series, or number of fins, is defined as the number of fins per inch of finned tube

length. The total area available to the air stream for heat transfer is called the surface

area of the coil.

Governing Equations for Cooling Coils Since the energy transport processes

within the cooling tower are very similar to those within the cooling coil, a modified

version of the reduced set of countercurrent gas-liquid contact equations is applicable.

The appropriate groups of equations in their modified form are given below where the

dimensional coordinate Z has been replaced by x and the convection coefficient of the

liquid phase, hL, has been replaced by an equivalent conductance, hq, which includes

three constituents of thermal resistance between the liquid phase and the phase

interface.
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The set of equations is divided into three groups:

Mass-transfer rate equation:

?hG do = k(oj-o ) an dx, (2.36)

Heat-transfer rate equations:

rG dh M = kco (hMi - hM) aH dx, (2.37)

rhG dhM = heq,2 (TL - T ) aH dx, (2.38)

Energy balance equation:

rhL CPL dTL = t dhM, (2.39)

where an = air-side surface area per unit length of the coil: the sum of the finned
surface area, af, and the prime (or unfinned) surface area,

heq.2 = equivalent overall conductance based on the air-side surface area

[h21 + aH lnr2 aH h-1 (2.40)_h2o70 221rk + 2; rr h , I'

r1o = temperature effectiveness of a fin

aH

= finned surface area per unit length,

7f = fin efficiency,

rl and r2 are the inner and outer tube radii, respectively, and h1 and h2 are the
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convection coefficients for the fluids in contact with the inner and outer tube surfaces,

respectively.

Since mass is not exchanged between the two phases, the mass balance equation is

no longer necessary and thus is not included in the above equations. Moreover, since

the mass flow rate of the liquid phase and the gas phase are constant, the mass-transfer

rate equation is decoupled from the remaining equations; thus, the absolute humidity of

the exiting air stream may be determined-if necessary-by numerically integrating

Equation 2.36 after the phase interface temperature distribution along the surface of the

coil has been determined by solving the remaining heat-transfer rate equations and the

energy balance equation.

Hence, the two rate equations, and the energy balance constitute a set of three

coupled differential equations which can be readily solved numerically if rhG, ka,, an,

rhm, and Cp,L are known; if hM,i is a known function of the phase interface

temperature; if hq,2 is a known function of the temperatures and flow rates of the fluids

in contact with the inner and outer tube surface; and if the inlet air stream and water

stream conditions are known.

The Finite-Difference Model for Cooling Coils Like the equations which

describe the processes within a cooling tower, the above equations which describe the

processes within a cooling coil are readily solved using a finite-difference scheme.

Solution procedure for the finite-difference model The solution

procedure for a counterflow cooling coil (which may also be adapted for a counterflow

cooling tower, since the solution procedure for the cooling tower was given for a

crossflow geometry) is as follows: The water-side and the air-side convection

coefficients h1 and h2, respectively, are evaluated based on their respective flow rates
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and inlet temperatures (h2, the convection coefficient of the condensed water vapor, is

assumed to be large); a value for the leaving water temperature TL,2 is then guessed;

next, the two heat-transfer rate equations (Equations 2.37 and 2.38) are equated and the

resulting equation and the algebraic equation for the enthalpy of the gas-vapor mixture

at the phase interface hM,i (Equation 2.25 and its ancillary equations) are then used to

iteratively solve for the temperature at the phase interface at the air inlet; once Ti has

been ascertained, the finite differential of air enthalpy and the finite differential of water

temperature are computed; the position along the coil is then incremented by Ax; and the

above procedure is subsequently repeated at the new position along the coil.

This procedure is continued until the end of the coil is reached at which point the

computed water-inlet temperature is compared to the actual water-inlet temperature.

Based on the difference between these values, a new value of the water-outlet

temperature is guessed and the entire procedure is repeated until satisfactory

convergence is attained. A third iteration may be required to determine the average

temperature and enthalpy driving forces, which are used in the rate equations, within

each incremental element; this procedure is outlined,with regard to cooling tower

modeling, in Section 2.2.1.

This procedure was used to model the performance of a spiral-fin chilled-water

cooling coil. The coil was discretized into 5 elements and a crossflow analysis was

performed. In general, the water-side convection coefficient is readily determined from

empirical correlations. However, since the air stream flows over a bank of tubes and

through a myriad of fins located on the tube surface, the resulting flow is quite

complex; therefore, an accurate air-side convection coefficient is significantly more
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difficult to obtain from empirical correlations. In addition, since the tube surface is

finned, the fin efficiency fl and its temperature effectiveness 17o must be determined.

For these reasons, manufacturer's performance data [15] was used to iteratively

determine both the effective air-side convection coefficient h2 and the mass-transfer

coefficient and area product kO aH (as was done for k( aH in the crossflow cooling-

tower analysis). Briefly, this procedure was found to be adequate for coils with 6 rows

or greater, but less adequate for coils with four rows-the air-side convection

coefficient became unreasonably high (greater than 70 Btu/hr-ft2-F). The results of this

analysis are presented graphically in the Cooling Coil Characteristics subsection.

In summary, from an energy perspective, two of the three differential equations

necessary to model the cooling coil are indeed very similar to the two differential

equations necessary to model the cooling tower, the additional differential rate equation

needed for modeling the cooling coil complicates the solution procedure and makes it

iterative with respect to the phase interface temperature, the water outlet temperature

from the coil, and the average driving forces within each incremental element. Like the

cooling-tower model, the cooling-coil model incorporated in the transient simulation

program, TRNSYS, used in this work is based on an effectiveness model.

The Effectiveness Model for Cooling Coils In the same manner that the set of

coupled differential equations which describe the processes within a cooling tower are

transformed into a set of algebraic equations, the same can be done for those equations

which describe the processes within a cooling coil. The equations resulting from such

a transformation may be found in Reference 4, 5, or 9. Furthermore, Reference 4

compares the effectiveness model to manufacturer's performance data for a spiral-
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finned chilled water cooling coil with 6-rows and 8-fins per inch. These predictions are

shown to agree well with the manufacturer's data over a wide range of operating

conditions.

Cooling Coil Characteristics The primary variables used for selecting a coiling

coil are the coil inlet conditions, the water and air flow velocities, the number of rows,

the number of fins, and the water-temperature rise across the coil. Typically, the inlet

conditions, the air flow rate, and the water temperature rise are specified; then, the

number of rows, the number of circuits, and the water velocity are selected such that

the coil load is met and the desired outlet conditions are obtained.

Since the water velocity and the air velocity through the coil directly influence the

amount of power consumed by the chilled-water pump and the air-handling-unit fan,

respectively, an economic analysis can be performed to determine the velocities, the

number of rows, and the number of fins which would meet the specified load and

desired outlet conditions with the minimum life cycle cost. Such an analysis can be

found in Reference 16 or 17. The general conclusion of these works is that a larger,

more expensive air-handling-unit which operates at lower face velocities can indeed

have a lower life cycle cost under typical economic conditions. Because a general

analysis cannot be conducted in this case-as was done for the cooling tower-without

specific knowledge of first cost, a coil was selected to meet the load and the desired

outlet conditions based on typical chilled-water and air velocities. The operating

characteristics of the selected coil under the design-day load are shown in Figures 2.24,

2.25, and 2.26.
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Figure 2.24 Temperature distribution along the length of the cooling coil. 4-row,
60-circuit, spiral-finned chilled-water cooling coil.

Temperature profiles Figure 2.24 shows the temperature profile of the air

stream, the water stream, and the phase interface between the air inlet and outlet states.

The significant point of interest is that the greatest fraction of sensible cooling takes

place during the first two-fifths of the air stream's journey through the coil, as indicated

by the steep temperature gradient between 0 and 20 ft. A second point of interest is that

the temperature of the phase interface is indeed significantly greater than that of the

water stream.

Enthalpy profiles Figure 2.25 demonstrates that the enthalpy driving force hM

- hM, i, the driving force effecting the simultaneous transfer of heat and matter between

the wetted coil surface and te adjacent air stream, is essentially constant between the
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Figure 2.25 Enthalpy distribution along the length of the cooling coil. 4-row,
60-circuit, spiral-finned chilled-water cooling coil.

air inlet and outlet states. This indicates that the entire coil surface area is effectively

utilized in the process of cooling the air stream; often, depending on the relative heat

capacitance rates of the water and air stream, the driving force diminishes in the

direction of the flow of air which results in less heat transferred from the air as it

progresses through the coil.

Humidity profiles Figure 2.26 demonstrated the mass-transfer driving force CO

- oi between the wetted coil surface and the humid air-stream. When the absolute

humidity ratio of the mixture at the phase interface a is greater than that of the mixture

in the air stream co (Figure 2.26), then a2i is fictitious since vapor does not yet reside
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Figure 2.26 Absolute humidity distribution along the length of the cooling coil.
4-row, 60-circuit, spiral-finned chilled-water cooling coil.

on the surface of the coil; as a result, no mass transfer occurs until the driving force

becomes positive at which time vapor begins to condense on the coil surface. The

absolute-humidity profile of the mixture in the air stream is relatively flat for the first

one-third of the air stream's journey through the coil; this indicates that sensible cooling

of the air stream is predominant in this region. The profile then drops quite rapidly,

which indicates that the air stream is undergoing dehumidification as well as sensible

cooling.
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2.2.3 Reciprocating and Centrifugal Liquid Chillers

A liquid chiller is a device that transfers heat from a low temperature source to a high

temperature sink by means of work input. With regard to an air conditioning

application, its purpose is to transfer the heat evolved in the air conditioning process to

the transport fluid which links the chiller to the cooling tower, this heat comprises the

building cooling load, the fan load, the ventilation load, the distribution pump load, and

the main-water loop pump load.

Chiller Operation Figure 2.27 shows the various features of a water-cooled liquid

chiller with a reciprocating compressor along with the associated flow streams. On the

evaporator side, warm water, which is pumped from the load, enters the evaporator and

is subsequently divided into a number of independent flow streams. A tube sheet

Figure 2.27 Liquid chiller with reciprocating compressor and associated
flow streams.
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located within the evaporator supports the evaporator tube bundle within the shell of

the evaporator. As each stream makes its single pass through the tube bundle, it is

cooled by liquid refrigerant evaporating from the outer surface of the evaporator tubes

which are submerged in the liquid refrigerant. The streams recombine at the outlet tube

sheet and the resulting chilled-water stream is pumped to the load. A similar process

occurs in the condenser except that refrigerant vapors condense on the surface of the

condenser tubes and warm the water stream as it makes its two passes through the

condenser.

A pressure differential between the evaporator and condenser is maintained by the

compressor and by an expansion valve which meters the flow of warm liquid

refrigerant from the condenser to the evaporator. Liquid entering the low pressure

region of the evaporator flashes to a two-phase mixture. The equilibrium temperature

of this mixture is less than that of the liquid within the condenser. Since the net effect

is the transfer of heat from a low temperature source-the conditioned space-to a high

temperature sink-the surrounding atmosphere, work is required. The compressor

transfers this work to the refrigerant during the vapor compression process (Figure

2.28).

Chiller Definitions The temperature of the water leaving the outlet of the evaporator

is controlled to be equal to the chilled-water set temperature. The rated power and the

rated capacity are the chiller power and capacity under standard conditions (45°F water

temperature leaving the evaporator, 95'F water temperature leaving the evaporator,

10'F temperature change across the evaporator and the condenser, and .005 fouling

factor on the inner surfaces of the tube bundles [18]). The chiller coefficient of

performance is the ratio of heat transfer in the evaporator to the rate of work input to
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the motor of the compressor. The suction temperature is the temperature of the

refrigerant when it enters the suction port of the compressor, whereas the discharge

temperature is that when it exits the discharge port of the compressor. The thermal lift

of the chiller is defined as the difference between the temperature of the water stream

leaving the condenser and that leaving the evaporator. A ton is a unit used to rate the

capacity of chillers and is defined as the rate of heat transfer required to melt one ton of

ice in one day (12,000 Btu/hr).

Governing Equations for Chillers Given the physical characteristics of the liquid

chiller and the thermodynamic equations of state which represent the behavior of the

refrigerant under the conditions it encounters within the vapor compression cycle, it is

possible to accurately model the heat transfer processes that occur within the evaporator

and the condenser and the vapor compression process. Such a model is presented in

Reference 4. However, for the purposes of this study, such a detailed model of a

liquid chiller is not warranted, since the results presented in Reference 4 indicate that

the a single correlation accurately predicts the performance of this device.

The recommended equation correlates the chiller power as a biquadratic function of

the chiller load and the thermal lift. Thus, the power required by the chiller to meet a

specific load while operating under a specific thermal lift is given by

Pch = ao + al Qch +a2 ATlw +a3 Q + a4 ATj2 +a5 Qch ATw (2.41)

where Qch is the chiller load, ATiw is the temperature difference between the two leaving

water streams (T,, - Tw,o,e), and ao through a5 are constants for a specific chiller.

The six constants are determined from either actual or manufacturer's performance data
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using the method of least squares. Accordingly, the best linear regression model is

obtained when many data points are selected which represent the range of operating

conditions encountered by the chiller. With the chiller power expressed as a function of

the leaving water temperatures, the effects of evaporator and condenser mass flow rate

are not highly significant over reasonable chiller operating ranges [4]. The remaining

equations necessary to complete the modeling of this component are straightforward.

The load on the chiller is given by

Qch = ihw,e Cp,w,e (Tw,4,e - Two,e) (2.42)

where rhwe is the mass flow rate of water through the evaporator, Cpw,e is its specific

heat, and Twi,e and Two,e are its temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the evaporator,

respectively.

The heat rejected by the condenser is equal to the heat absorbed by the evaporator

plus the heat evolved from the vapor compression process which is numerically

equivalent to the amount of work input into the refrigerant by the compressor. This

equality is expressed as

hw Cp,w,c (Twoc - Twc) = Qch + lm Pch (2.43)

where the subscript c denotes the condenser and Tim is the efficiency of the motor

which powers the compressor.

Since the control strategy determines the leaving chilled-water temperature Two,e and

the chiller load is determined from the sum of the building, fan, ventilation, and pump

loads, the remaining unknowns are the chiller power and the temperature of the water
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leaving the condenser. Thus, assuming known chiller inlet conditions, Equations 2.41

and 2.43 constitute a set of two equations and two unknowns, and they can be solved

to determine the chiller power and the temperature of the water leaving the condenser.

In this analysis, like all that of the cooling tower and that of the cooling coil, the

inlet conditions were assumed to be known. However, with regard to a system

simulation, the inlet conditions are generally unknown and must, therefore, be

determined by iteratively solving the complete set of equations which describe each

component individually and collectively describe the operation of the system. For

example, in the present case, the water inlet temperature to the condenser is a function

the ambient conditions and the cooling tower load-which is the sum of the heat

rejected by the condenser and the cooling-tower-pump load. Thus, if the chiller and the

cooling tower are taken to be the system, the set of equations which describe both the

chiller and the cooling tower must be iteratively solved to determine the unknown

variables.

Capacity Limits Because ice-storage systems generally require the chiller to operate

at maximum capacity over an extreme range of chilled-water set temperatures as well as

a variety of ambient conditions, a mathematical relationship which describes the

capacity limits of the chiller is crucial for effectively modeling the performance of these

systems. A correlation which predicts the maximum capacity of a liquid chiller with a

reciprocating compressor over the entire range of operational conditions is given by

Qchinax = bo + b1 Twoe + b2 Twoc + b3 T.. o Te + b4  oc+ b5 Twoe TWOc (2.44)

where b0 through b5 are constants for a specific chiller. These six constants, like those
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of the power equation, are determined from actual or manufacturer's performance data

using the method of least squares.

The reciprocating compressor used in this study is capable of continuous operation

while chilling water at loads as low as 10 percent of its rated capacity; below 10

percent, the compressor is cycled to meet the load. Therefore, the chiller can be

modeled to effectively operate between zero load and its maximum capacity during

conditions in which water is chilled. However, during ice-making conditions,

reciprocating compressors may experience operating difficulties while functioning

under part load [19]. And therefore, minimum capacity data should be obtained and

correlated using Equation 2.44.

Suction port Discharge port

Figure 2.28 Piston of a reciprocating compressor. Discharge stroke.
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Reciprocating Liquid-Chiller Characteristics This subsection presents the

important operating characteristics of a particular liquid chiller employing a

reciprocating compressor. These characteristics serve as a foundation for future

discussions regarding chiller control. The figures contained within this subsection are

based on manufacturer's performance data [18, 20, 21, or 22]. Figure 2.28, which

schematically shows the innards of a reciprocating compressor, serves as a reference

for the discussion to follow.

Part-load performance In general, the reciprocating liquid chiller has a linear

part-load performance characteristic; that is, the chiller power is a linear function of

chiller load as shown in Figure 2.29. This linear relationship arises primarily as a

140-Temperature change across the evaporator and the condenser =10 F

Temperature of water leaving the condenser = 95 F
120 Chilled-water set temperature = 45 F

100
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Percent Rated Capacity

Figure 2.29 Part load performance. Reciprocating liquid chiller.
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result of two opposing influences on the chiller performance. Since at part load the

evaporator and condenser are effectively oversized with respect to the load, the

temperature of the refrigerant in the evaporator and the temperature of the refrigerant in

the condenser closely approach the temperature of the water in the evaporator and

condenser, respectively; consequently, the thermal lift is effectively reduced. This

benefits the compressor.

On the other hand, under this part-load operation, the chiller capacity control must

act to match the chiller cooling rate to the required load. For the reciprocating

compressor, this is done by cylinder unloaders which decrease the amount of

refrigerant pumped by the compressor [23]. Cylinders are unloaded by maintaining an

open suction port. Hence, the compressor piston draws refrigerant vapor from the

evaporator into the cylinder through the suction port on the expansion stroke and

discharges the same refrigerant vapor back into the evaporator through the same suction

port on the compression stroke. Accordingly, the chiller capacity is reduced.

However, this action penalizes the compressor, since it must supply the power required

to move refrigerant into and out of the cylinder and to overcome the associated

mechanical transmission losses.

Figure 2.30 shows the coefficient of performance of a reciprocating chiller rated at

200 tons based on the above part-load performance curve. Because this chiller

comprises two individual compressors, the curve has two distinct regions which are

similar: the region from 0 to 50 percent load and the region from 50 to 100 percent

load. The coefficient of performance peaks at approximately 25 percent of the rated

capacity since one compressor is off at this load and for the other reasons discussed

above.
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Figure 2.30 Chiller coefficient of performance at part load. Reciprocating liquid
chiller rated at 200 tons.

Effect of chilled-water set temperature on chiller performance With

respect to the modeling of ice-storage systems, a very important chiller characteristic is

shown in Figure 2.31. For a constant leaving water temperature from the condenser,

the coefficient of performance is a strong function of the chilled-water set temperature.

During ice-making conditions where the chilled-water set temperature equals 25'F, the

coefficient of performance of this machine is approximately 3.0. On the other hand,

during water chilling conditions where the chilled water set temperature equals 45'F, it

is 4.0. This 25 percent reduction in the chiller coefficient of performance is truly a

significant thermal penalty due to making ice.
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Figure 2.31 Chiller coefficient of performance at maximum capacity. Reciprocating
liquid chiller rated at 200 tons.

Effect of chilled-water set temperature on chiller capacity The

maximum capacity limits (given by Equation 2.44) of the 200 ton reciprocating

compressor are depicted graphically in Figure 2.32 at several leaving water

temperatures from the condenser. Under ice-making conditions (chilled-water set

temperature = 250F, leaving condenser water temperature = 95'F) this figure shows

that the effective chiller capacity is only approximately 65 percent of its rated capacity.

In general, the chiller capacity is reduced as the chilled-water set temperature is

decreased for two reasons: 1) the volumetric efficiency decreases significantly as the

thermal lift increases, and 2) the density of the refrigerant vapor decreases as the
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Figure 2.32 Maximum chiller capacity at three condenser-water outlet temperatures
(F). Reciprocating liquid chiller rated at 200 tons.

evaporator temperature is lowered. Because at the end of each compression stroke a

small volume, called the clearance volume, of refrigerant vapor remains within the

cylinder, a portion of the cylinder is unavailable to refrigerant during the ensuing intake

stroke. Naturally, this unavailable space increases as the pressure difference (thermal

lift) between the condenser and the evaporator increases. Therefore, as the thermal lift

increases, less refrigerant mass enters the cylinder during each intake stroke. In

addition, since the intake stoke of a reciprocating compressor is essentially a constant

volume process (for given conditions), as the density of the vapor decreases so does

the amount of refrigerant mass issued into the cylinder on each intake stroke. For these

reasons, the chiller capacity decreases considerably with an increase in thermal lift.
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Figure 2.33 Chiller power and chiller load at maximum capacity. Reciprocating
liquid chiller rated at 200 tons.

Effect of chilled-water set temperature on chiller power The power

variation and the associated maximum chiller capacity are shown in Figure 2.33 for a

200 ton machine. The variation in chiller power with load is significantly less than that

of the maximum chiller capacity. This is caused by the opposing effects of load and lift

on the chiller power consumption. As the chilled-water set temperature decreases, the

load (maximum chiller capacity) also decreases. Since the effect of load is more

pronounced than that of lift for this particular machine, the power also decreases.
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Figure 2.34 Part load performance. Centrifugal liquid chiller.

Centrifugal Liquid-Chiller Characteristics Figures 2.34 and 2.35 present the

part-load characteristics of a three-stage centrifugal liquid chiller whose capacity is

controlled with variable-pitch inlet vanes. In contrast to the reciprocating chiller, the

centrifugal chiller has a nonlinear part-load characteristic (Figure 2.34). Figure 2.35

indicates that the chiller performance for a 500-ton unit is maximized when it operates

between 60 and 80 percent of its rated capacity, and that performance decreases

precipitously at loads below 40 percent of the rated load. However, the coefficient of

performance of this centrifugal machine is at all loads substantially greater than that of

the reciprocating machine.

The same comments made about the two opposing influences on chiller

performance are valid with regard to the centrifugal machine except that the capacity
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Figure 2.35 Chiller coefficient of performance at part load. Centrifugal liquid
chiller rated at 500 tons.

control of this type of machine is typically effected either by the use of variable pitch

inlet vanes or variable-speed drives which control the speed of the chiller motor in

response to the chiller load. The vanes are used to pre-rotate the flow of refrigerant

before it makes contact with the blades of the compressor. For relatively high loads or

limited pre-rotation, this is a very efficient form of capacity control; on the contrary, for

relatively low loads, the vanes begin to effectively throttle the flow of refrigerant. This

is a very inefficient form of capacity control; as a result the chiller coefficient of

performance decays significantly as the chiller load decreases below 40 percent of the

rated load. In these cases of low load, the variable-speed drive is significantly more

efficient than variable pitch inlet vanes [24].
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2.2.4 Constrained-Area Ice-Storage Tank

The operation of the constrained-area ice-storage tank was previously discussed in

Section 1.2.2. This section serves two purposes: 1) to present the fundamental

mathematical equations which govern the charging process and the empirical equations

which govern the discharging process of this component and 2) to show its important

operating characteristics during both the charging and discharging periods. The

fundamental methods presented for modeling the charging process can be extended to

model the discharging process; however, since manufacturer's performance data for

this period is easily correlated by using regression methods, such a model for the

discharge period was deemed unnecessary for purposes of this work.

Water

Figure 2.36 Cylindrical tube coverred by an ice formation.
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Governing Equations for the Charging Process The constrained-area storage

tank employs long lengths of tubing to effect the heat transfer process between the brine

contained within these tubes and the surrounding water storage medium. An

appropriate model of the heat transfer process during the charging period is that of a

long, composite cylindrical tube with convective surface conditions. A cross-sectional

view of such a tube along with the necessary physical dimensions and thermodynamic

states are shown in Figure 2.36. The equations that describe the transfer of heat

between the storage medium and the transport fluid during the charging period are

given below.

The overall conductance between the transport fluid and the storage medium based

on the outer surface area is given by

r4 .r41n(r3/r2) + r41n(r4/r3) + (2.45)
U h,2r2 +  k2.+ k3,4  +

where r2 and r3 are the inner and outer tube radii, respectively, r4 is the radius of the ice

formation, hi,2 and h4.5 are the convection coefficients of the brine and the water,

respectively, and k2.3 and k3.4 are the thermal conductivities of the tube material

(polyethylene) and the ice, respectively.

An energy balance on a differential element of tube length dx (Figure 2.37) results

in the following differential equation:

A4 (TwTb)dx (246)rh b Cp~b dT b = U4 E 2.6

where rhb is the mass flow rate of brine through a single tube, Cp,,b is its specific heat,

and Tb, = TI is its mean or bulk fluid temperature within the tube; A stetb ufc
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Figure 2.37 Mean temperature distribution of the brine solution.

area per tube length, T = T5 is the bulk temperature of the water storage medium. This

expression may be integrated analytically over the length of the tube if the overall

convection coefficient U4 and the bulk temperature of the water T5 are approximately

constant over the length of the tube.

Under these assumptions, the bulk temperature of the transport fluid varies

exponentially with distance along the tube; that is,

Tb = Tw + (Tbi - Tw) e - U4 A 4 x/ L rhb Cp,,.b (2.47)

where Tbi is the bulk temperature of the brine at the tank inlet.
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The average driving force for heat transfer between the storage medium and the

transport fluid (T.- Tb) mean can be determined by integrating the second term on the

right-hand side of Equation 2.47 over the length of the tube. The resulting mean

driving force is referred to as the log-mean temperature difference and is given by

ATL, n = (Tw - Tbi) - (Tw - Tbo) (2.48)

1(Tw -Tb,o)

where the subscripts i and o refer to the inlet and outlet conditions, respectively.

The integrated-average heat transfer rate over a single tube can then be expressed

simply as

ambe = U4 A 4 ATtm. (2.49)

The heat transferred to the tank from the surrounding atmosphere can be expressed

in terms of the product of an overall conductance, the heat-transfer area, and the

temperature difference between the ambient atmosphere and the storage medium:

again = (UA)tank (Tamb - Tw). (2.50)

The above equations describe the heat transfer process that occurs within the tank at

any given instant in time. In order to model the heat transfer process over a period of

time, expressions for the mean water temperature within the tank, T,; the surface area

available for heat transfer per tube, A4; and the ice thickness, t, as functions of time, 0,

are needed. Since the variation in tank temperature and the variation in available surface
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area are not continuous functions of time, the modeling procedure is divided into a

number of discrete time periods such that a piecewise continuous solution can be

realized.

Sensible charging During the sensible portion of the charging period, the bulk

temperature of the water storage medium within the tank is progressively decreased

toward its freezing point and little or no ice forms on the surface of the tubes. The

additional necessary expressions are

=- Qtube Ntube- Qg ain,(2.51)dTO
dO MW CV, w

A4 =-2;r r3 L, (2.52)

=0, (2.53)
dO

where Ntb~e is the number of tubes, mw is the mass of water within the tank, C,,w is its

specific heat, 0 is the independent variable which represents time, and t is the

thickness of an advancing ice formation.

Latent charging During the latent portion of the charging period, the bulk

temperature of the water storage medium remains essentially constant, and ice

formations build in a cylindrical fashion on the surface of the tube. These advancing

ice formations are shown in Figure 2.38 which depicts a cross-section of four adjacent

tubes located within the storage tank. With respect to this figure, S is defined as one-

half of the distance between the centerlines of adjacent tubes (this analysis assumes a
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Figure 2.38 Advancing ice formations on the tubes of an ice-storage tank.

symmetrical distribution of tubes, but it can be extended to other geometries) or the

actual half-length of the square volume element bounded by the centerlines of the four

adjacent tubes, and S * is defined as the superficial half-length of this volume-element.
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The actual half-length and superficial half-length are given by

S = r3 + tcrit, (2.54)

S =r3+t, (2.55)

respectively, where tit is the ice thickness when the advancing ice formations first

intersect each other. Although the superficial half-length S * = r4 when t < tcit, its use

is only appropriate when t __. tcit, since its purpose is by definition to denote the

superficial or imaginary half-length of a square volume element.

As ice forms on the surface of the tubes, the internal energy of the ice is

progressively reduced as heat is transferred to the transport fluid. The water

immediately adjacent to the surface of the ice freezes it transfers heat to the transport

fluid. An energy balance on the storage medium results in a time dependent differential

equation which may be solved numerically for the thickness of the ice.

With this in mind, if the ice thickness is less than trit, but greater than zero, the

appropriate additional equations are

d = =0,(2.56)
dO

A4 = 2;7r(r3 + t) L, (2.57)

Otube Ntje- Ogain + mice Cv, ice dice

dt hif dO (2.58)

dO hcwpice 2; (r3+ t) L Nmtue

where mice is the total mass of ice within the tank, Cv,ice and pije are its specific heat and
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density, respectively, and T.c is the bulk or integrated average temperature of the ice

residing on the tubes of the tank; hifw is the latent heat of fusion of water at its freezing

point. The bulk temperature of ice Tj is determined by first solving the general

conduction equation with the proper boundary conditions for the temperature

distribution in the ice as a function of the radial coordinate r; and second by integrating

this result over the volume of ice and then dividing the result by the volume of ice. The

resulting expression is

[T. r32 . 2.9

-2 In (r4 / r3) r42_r 32l(2.59)

On the other hand, if the ice thickness is greater than or equal to tait, the algebraic

equation for the surface area A4 and the differential equation for the ice thickness given

above must be modified. From a geometrical analysis of the tube configuration

depicted in Figure 2.42, an expression for the surface area available for heat transfer

across a single tube can be obtained. The result is

A4 = 27r S*L - 8S*L cos-1 (S / S*). (2.60)

Based on this area, the corresponding time rate of change of ice thickness can be

expressed as

Qtube Ntube - Qgain + mice Cvice dice
dt = dO (2.61)
dO hf,w Pice Ntube [27r S*L - 8S*L cos -1 (S / S*)] (

Since the ice formations are no longer cylindrical when the ice thickness is greater than
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tt.uh, the overall heat transfer coefficient must be modified; that is,

U44A4 A41n (r3 / r2) + A4 lnh(r4/r3) +
4 = h~27r r2 L 27rkz3 L 27rF 3.4k 3,4 L h4

(2.62)

where F3,4 is a correction factor which accounts for the fact that the heat transfer from

the outer surface of the ice formation to the outer surface of the tube is not a one-

dimensional process. (A similar term could be included for the second term in the

above expression; however, this term is relatively small, since the resistance associated

with the ice is now the dominant term.) If the heat transfer process were one-

dimensional, then F3,4 would take on its minimum value:

F34min = A4 L
27r r4 L*

qLN
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Figure 2.39 Two-dimensional heat-transfer correction factor of the ice storage
tanks for ice thicknesses greater than the critical ice thickness.
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The actual value of the correction factor F3A is by definition equal to the minimum value

F 3,4, ji when the outer surface of the ice formation A4 is equal to its maximum value

(21r r4 L) or its minimum value (0). Figure 2.39 shows this correction factor as a

function of the area ratio A4 / 21 r4 L. This figure was generated by performing a two-

dimensional finite-element heat-transfer analysis on one-forth of a tube cross-section

covered with various thicknesses of ice [25].

In addition, the bulk ice temperature should be evaluated by some other means

besides that given by Equation 2.59, although this equation can be used to estimate the

bulk ice temperature if r"4 is replaced by the superficial half-length S *. This is a

conservative estimate since it tends to over predict the rate at which the ice formations

advance. For the ice storage tanks used in this study the effects associated with the

sensible heat stored by the ice were small (approximately 1%) and therefore were

neglected; however, for storage systems which rely on greater ice thicknesses, these

effects may be highly significant.

Solution Procedure for the Charging Period The solution procedure for the

sensible portion of the charging period comprises two iterative loops: the first loop,

which is nested within the second loop, iteratively determines the proper overall heat

transfer coefficient, whereas the second loop iteratively determines the rate of heat

transfer from the tank.

FIRST LOOP The procedure for the first loop is as follows: For given inlet

conditions and a given initial tank temperature, the bulk temperature of the brine outlet

from the tank is guessed. Based on this guess, the average bulk brine temperature
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between the inlet and outlet conditions is computed and then used to estimate an average

tube surface temperature. Next, fluid property correlations are used to evaluate the two

convection coefficients h1.2 and h4,s based on the average bulk brine temperature and the

average tube surface temperature and the temperature of the water in the tank,

respectively. The overall heat transfer coefficient, U4, is then computed and

subsequently used to compute the bulk brine outlet temperature (Equation 2.47) and

also to ascertain a more accurate value of the mean surface temperature. The above

procedure is repeated until satisfactory convergence is obtained, whereupon the

resulting bulk brine outlet temperature is used in the ensuing loop.

SECOND LOOP The procedure for the second loop is as follows: For a given

time step, once the bulk temperature of the brine outlet from the tank has been

ascertained, the heat transferred from the tank and the change in water temperature

within the tank are calculated using Equations 2.49 and 2.51, respectively. Next, an

average tank temperature over the time step is computed. The first loop of the solution

procedure is then repeated based on this average tank temperature. The entire solution

procedure is repeated until satisfactory convergence is obtained and a new tank

temperature is ascertained.

The solution procedure for both phases of the latent charging period is the same as

the procedure listed above except that instead of iteratively converging upon a new tank

temperature, the solution procedure for the latent charging period iteratively converges

upon a new ice thickness. Furthermore, the appropriate equations must be

implemented in accordance with the thickness at which the ice formations touch.
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Figure 2.40 Latent-charging performance of an ice-storage tank at constant tank
inlet temperature. Unconstrained area.

Characteristics of the Constrained-Area Ice-Storage Tank During the

Charging Period This subsection presents the important operating characteristics of

a particular constrained-area ice-storage tank during the charging period. These

characteristics serve as a foundation for future discussions regarding ice-storage system

design and control issues. The figures contained within this subsection are based on

the model previously described.

Latent-charging performance with unconstrained area Since the

constrained-area ice-storage tank employs myriad tubes, the surface area available for

heat transfer is very large as compared to other forms of ice storage systems (Chapter

1, Section 1.2.2). Therefore, until adjacent ice formations intersect, these storage
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Figure 2.41 Latent-charging performance on a percentage basis of an ice-storage
tank at constant tank inlet temperature. Unconstrained area.

devices are not greatly affected by ice thickness. Figure 2.40 demonstrates this point

with regard to an ice-storage tank without area constraints: ice formations are allowed to

grow unconstrained. Without this area constraint, the charging rate is not a strong

function of the ice thickness at constant inlet temperature. The functional dependence is

strengthened, however, as the inlet temperature of the brine decreases (the charging rate

increases) as indicated in Figure 2.41 which plots the results of Figure 2.40 on a

fractional basis.

Figure 2.42 shows the latent-charging performance of this ice-storage tank as a

function of ice thickness and the entering brine temperature (chilled-water set

teprtr)2hntesraeae vial o ettase sucntand h
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Figure 2.42 Latent-charging performance of an ice-storage-tank at two ice
thicknesses.

thickness of the ice formations does not greatly affect the performance of the storage

tank. This is not the case when the area is constrained.

Transient behavior with unconstrained area The transient performance of

the ice-storage tank during the sensible portion of the charging period is demonstrated

in Figure 2.43. The forcing function is the temperature of the brine solution inlet to the

tank, which, for purposes of illustration, is held constant at 35°F for the first hour and

32'F for the second hour. The responses are the temperature of the brine outlet from

the tank and the temperature of the water storage medium within the tank. The

responses are determined by solving Equations 2.45 through 2.53.
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Figure 2.43 Time-dependent sensible-charging performance of an ice-storage-tank.
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Figure 2.44 Thickness of ice formations on the tubes of an ice-storage tank during

the latent portion of the charging period.
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Figure 2.45 Time-dependent latent-charging performance of an ice-storage-tank.

As the charging process continues, ice forms on the surfaces of the tubes within the

storage tank. The time-dependent progression of these ice formations is charted in

Figure 2.44 which shows a typical nightly charging process. The corresponding

charging performance is plotted in Figure 2.45 which indicates, again, that the penalty

associated with the formation of ice on the tubes within the tank is indeed slight. But

this is only because adjacent ice formations have not yet intersected by the end of the

tenth hour of the charging period.

The ice thickness at which these formations first join is indicated by a sharp

discontinuity in the total available heat-transfer surface are, as shown in Figure 4.46.

According to this figure, the ice formations intersect when the ice thickness is
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Figure 2.46 Total available heat-transfer surface area in an ice-storage tank during
the latent portion of the charging period.

approximately 0.55 inches. Moreover, this figure demonstrates the inherent

disadvantage of the constrained-area ice storage system: Immediately after the ice

formations intersect, the total available surface area for heat transfer decreases

markedly. If the tank were near full charge at the point where the area becomes

constrained, then this disadvantage would not be important. Unfortunately, this is not

the case. On a fractional basis, Figure 2.47 shows the amount of liquid remaining in

the storage tank as a function of the ice thickness. According to this figure,

approximately 25 percent of the storage medium is yet to be charged. This is

significant with regard to the overall charging performance of this device.
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Figure 2.47 Remaining liquid in an ice-storage tank during the latent portion of the
charging period.

Latent-charging performance with constrained area As shown in Figure

2.48, the marked decrease of the heat-transfer surface area results in a significant

decrease in the charging rate of the tank for a constant inlet temperature. Accordingly,

in order to maintain the same charging rate, the temperature of the brine inlet to the

storage tank must be decreased. Hence, the refrigeration plant must then operate at a

higher thermal lift which results in a thermal performance degradation.

The outlet temperature from the storage tank as a function of ice thickness (Figure

2.49) is a mirror image of the charging rate curve. Typically, the charging process is

terminated when the temperature of the brine outlet from the storage tank falls below a
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Figure 2.48 Latent-charging performance of an ice-storage tank at constant inlet
temperature. Constrained area.

prescribed level, typically 28'F. Using this typical value, Figure 2.49 indicates that the

ice thickness is approximately 0.64 inches; referring again to Figure 2.47, the amount

of uncharged liquid remaining in the storage tank is approximately 14 percent of the

total water volume when no ice is present.

In this subsection it was shown that there is essentially no performance penalty for

charging constrained-area ice-storage tanks to the point where the ice formations first

meet. However, there is a considerable thermal penalty for charging the storage tanks

significantly beyond this point.
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Figure 2.49 Tank outlet temperature from an ice-storage tank during the latent
portion of the charging period. Constrained area.

Characteristics of the Constrained-Area Ice Storage Tank During the

Discharging Period This subsection presents the important operating characteristics

of a particular constrained-area ice-storage tank during the discharging period. -These

characteristics serve as a foundation for future discussions regarding ice-storage system

design and control issues. The figures contained within this subsection are based on

the manufacturer's performance data [26].

An important performance characteristic to consider from a design standpoint is that

the average rate at which an ice storage tank can be discharged over a specified period is

a strong function of the blended outlet temperature (the temperature of the brine exiting

the temperature-modulating valve located downstream of the storage tanks, Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.50 Rate of storage discharged from an ice-storage tank as a function
of the temperature outlet from the mixing valve.

This is demonstrated in Figure 2.50. The average discharge rate decreases with

decreasing blended outlet temperature for two reasons: 1) the storage tank's

effectiveness decreases with increasing flow rate through the tank, which occurs as the

blended outlet temperature is decreased and 2) the driving force for heat transfer

between the storage medium and the transport fluid also decreases as the blended outlet

temperature decreases. As a result, a system that is controlled to reduce the total system

power during periods of high load by issuing low-temperature brine to the air-handling

units must observe the constraints imposed upon the governing control strategy by the

maximum attainable discharge rate from the storage tanks.

i i i, n i • • •
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Figure 2.51 Rate of storage discharged from an ice-storage tank as a function of
the inlet temperature from the tank.

In order to avoid these constraints, the system design should incorporate a larger

number of storage tanks. However, an economic trade-off exists, and the appropriate

control strategy must be determined during the design phase. Furthermore, systems

which are designed to incorporate the use of low-temperature air should consider its

effect on the storage requirements.

The discharge rate of the storage tank is also affected by its inlet temperature.

However, the functional dependence is not nearly as strong as that between the

discharge rate and the blended outlet temperature. Figure 2.51 shows this

approximately linear relationship between the discharge rate and the tank inlet

temperature where for this particular set of conditions the variation in the discharge rate
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is approximately 5 percent, over the indicated range of tank inlet temperatures.

Designing an the ice-storage system such that the tanks receive high-temperature water

directly from the load (such as the parallel-configuration ice-storage system shown

Figure 2.4) is therefore beneficial.

2.2.5 Centrifugal Fans and Centrifugal Pumps

A centrifugal fan or a centrifugal pump is a device that transfers work to a fluid by

means of compression. Ideally, the work transferred increases only the pressure of the

Figure 2.52 Centrifugal fan.
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fluid; actually, because of inefficiencies in the compression process, the temperature of

the fluid is also increased. The purpose of these devices in an air conditioning

application is to circulate the various transport fluids throughout the system.

Centrifugal Fan Operation Figure 2.52 shows the various features of a centrifugal

fan with forwardly curved blades along with the associated flow streams. Air enters

axially through the inlet port and is then accelerated radially by the rotating fan blades

which constitute the impeller. The high-velocity air which exits from the blade

passages is diffused in the scroll of the fan. In the diffuser, the kinetic energy of the

air is transformed to flow work which results in a relatively high-pressure fluid exiting

through the outlet port of the fan.

Centrifugal Pump Operation Figure 2.53 shows the various features of a

centrifugal pump with backwardly curved blades along with the associated flow

streams. Its operation is similar to the centrifugal fan. Liquid enters axially through the

suction port, is accelerated radially by the impeller, and is then diffused in the scroll

of the pump. As a result, a relatively high pressure liquid exits the discharge port of

the pump.

Definitions When a fan (pump) is operated at constant speed and its capacity is

regulated by throttling the flow stream through the use of discharge dampers or

variable-pitch inlet vanes (discharge valves), it is said to be undergoing constant

speed operation. When a fan or pump is operated a variable speed and its capacity is

modulated by adjusting its speed through the use of a variable-frequency drive or a

mechanical drive, it is said to be undergoing variable-speed operation.
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I

Figure 2.53 Centrifugal pump.

The power required at the shaft of a fan to drive the fan at a specified volume-flow

rate and fan speed is defined as the fan power. The static pressure of the fluid at the

fan outlet minus the total pressure of the fluid at the fan inlet (the sum of the static and
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dynamic pressures) is defined as the fan static pressure (it is distinguished from the fan

total pressure rise which is the difference between the outlet and inlet total pressures).

The static efficiency of a fan is defined as the quotient formed by dividing the ideal

power required to effect the fan static pressure rise by the fan power. The pump

efficiency is defined as the quotient formed by dividing the ideal power required to

effect the change in head (the change in pressure divided by the product of the fluid

density and the gravitational constant) across the pump by the actual pump shaft power.

The Governing Equations for Fans and Pumps The performance of fans and

pumps can be accurately modeled by using manufacturer's performance data to

determine expressions for three important dimensionless variables: the coefficient of

head CAH, the coefficient of power Cp. ,and the coefficient of discharge CQ, [27, 28].

These parameters are defined as follows:

C An  - AH (2.63)
N 2 D 2 /g(

Cp S  PS (2.64)
p N3 D 5 '

Ga= V -Q 9(2.65)

ND3

where AH is the change in head across the fan or pump, N and D are its speed and

diameter, respectively; p and Qv are the density and the volume flow rate of the fluid

passing through the fan or pump, respectively; and Ps is the power required at the

shaft of the fan or pump in order for the fan to operate at the specified conditions of

head flow rate and speed.
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The efficiency of the fan or pump is readily determined from the above variables

and is given by

17 -Ca,,CH (2.66)

The head and power coefficients are primarily functions of the Reynolds number

Re, the roughness ratio - (where e is the surface roughness of the impeller, and D is its
D

diameter), and the discharge coefficient CQv. However, since the flow is typically

highly turbulent within these devices, the effect of the Reynolds number and the effect

of the roughness ratio can be assumed to be approximately constant over reasonable

ranges of operation [27]. Therefore, under these assumptions, the head and power

coefficients-and hence the efficiency-are functions solely of the discharge

coefficient.

Hence, once the functional relationships between any two of the three variables

CAH, Cp , 17 and the discharge coefficient are determined, the performance of the fan or

pump can be predicted under any reasonable operating condition. Specifically, the

expression for head coefficient is approximated well by a quadratic function of the

discharge coefficient, whereas the expression for the efficiency is approximated well by

a cubic function of the discharge coefficient; that is,

CAHI= ao + al CQ + a2C2, (2.67)

17 = bo + bx CQ,,+ b2 C,+b3 C, ,(2.68)

where ao, al, and a2 and b0 through b3 are constants to be determined from
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manufacturer's performance data using linear regression methods.

When a particular pump or fan operates in the variable-speed mode and under an

invariant system-head characteristic which varies as the square of the volume flow rate,

then the three dimensionless coefficients are constant at all points of operation. The

locus of these operating points are called homologous points, and they are represented

by the following simplified forms of Equations 2.63, 2.64, and 2.65:

Qv,~,N, (2.69)

AH ~N 2, (2.70)

Ps -N 3, (2.71)

where - denotes the phase varies as. These equations are know as the affinity laws or

the fan laws and are only applicable for predicting the performance of a particular pump

or fan which is operating under a constant system-head curve that is parabolic with

respect to the system volume-flow rate and passes through zero head, zero flow rate.

These laws, however, are always applicable for shifting individual pump or fan curves

in order to predict the performance of the pump or fan at various speeds.

These affinity laws are not applicable when 1) the system-head curve has a static-

head component and 2) the system-head curve is not solely a function of the volume

flow rate. The former case is typical for chilled-water loops that are controlled by

valves which require a minimum pressure drop in order to operate effectively and by air

handling units that are controlled to maintain a constant static pressure in the supply

side of the duct work. The latter case is typical for the chilled-water loops of ice

storage systems since the system-head curve--which comprises head components from
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the chiller(s), the storage tanks, and the air-handling units, in addition to the piping and

valve losses---can change significantly as a function of the control strategy.

Solution Procedure for Variable Speed Operation For the case where the

affinity laws are applicable, the solution procedure for a fan or pump which is operated

at variable speeds is straightforward: First, the volume flow rate of fluid required to

satisfy a current operating condition is determined. Based on this condition and a

known operating point-such as the maximum speed, maximum power point-the

speed of the fan or pump is then determined using Equation 2.69. Similarly, the

system head loss and the required power are computed using Equations 2.70 and 2.71,

respectively.

4)

AH

Volume Flow Rate

Figure 2.54 Typical pump performance curves at various speeds with a typical system-head
curve superimposed.
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On the other hand, when the affinity laws are not applicable a more elaborate

solution procedure is required in order to mathematically determine the intersection of

the head characteristic of the system and the head characteristic of the pump or fan to

locate the operating point of the system (Figure 2.54). First, the volume flow rate of

fluid Q, required to satisfy a current system operating condition is determined. Then,

from this required volume flow rate and manufacturer's performance data for the

components which constitute the system, the change in head AH across the fan or

pump is calculated. For ice-storage systems, the total system-head curve for a

particular control strategy is accurately expressed as a quadratic function of the volume

flow rate with several distinct functions representing the ice-storage system's behavior

over each operating strategy. Next, the fan or pump speed N which yields this volume

flow rate is determined by equating the coefficient of head for the pump, Equation

2.67, and the coefficient of head for the system-head curve, Equation 2.63. The

resulting equation is quadratic in N and can be readily solved:

N 2a Q+ + [(a Qv 2  4 a2Q2 AH J (2.72)

Once the correct pump speed is ascertained, the corresponding pump efficiency and

required shaft power can be computed using Equations 2.68, and 2.66 and 2.64,

respectively.

Solution Procedure for Constant Speed Operation The solution procedure for

a pump or fan operating at constant speed under a variable system-head curve is as

follows: First, the volume flow rate of fluid Q required to satisfy a current system
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Figure 2.55 Fan-power performance curves.

operating condition is first determined. Then the coefficient of head, the efficiency, and

the required shaft power are computed using Equations 2.67, 2.68, and 2.66 and 2.64,

respectively.

Centrifugal Fan and Centrifugal Pump Operating Characteristics This

subsection presents several important operating characteristics of a particular centrifugal

fan with forwardly curved blades and of a particular centrifugal pump. These

characteristics will serve as a foundation for future discussions on system control. The

figures contained within this subsection are based on manufacturer's performance data

[29, 30].

The power consumed by a centrifugal fan with forwardly curved blades is an
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approximately linear function of the volume flow rate through the fan when it is

operated at constant speed (Figure 2.55). Centrifugal fans with forwardly curved

blades that employ discharge dampers to control the quantity of air flow exhibit this

nearly linear characteristic. When this type of capacity control is used the locus of

operating points is coincident with the static-pressure (or head) curve of the fan shown

in Figure 2.56; accordingly, the fan is said to ride the fan curve.

In general, the power consumed by any fan is an approximately cubic function of

the volume flow rate through the fan when it is operated at variable speed in

conjunction with a system curve that varies as the square of the volume flow rate

(Figure 2.57). Fans that employ a variable-speed drive to control the quantity of air

flow exhibit this cubic characteristic. When this type of control is used the locus of

4
36-inch centrifugal fan with forwardly curved blades.
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Figure 2.56 Fan-static-pressure performance curves.
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Figure 2.57 Fan power consumption.

operating points is coincident with the system-head curve; accordingly, the fan is said

to ride the system curve. An additional important point is illustrated in Figure 2.57:

The fan power required for variable-speed operation is significantly less than that for

constant speed operation.

Moreover, the power characteristic of any variable-pitch fan (a fan that is operated

at constant speed with its air flow pre-rotated while entering the inlet port of the fan)

lies between the power characteristic obtained by throttling the discharge air and that

obtained by employing a variable-speed drive (the two curves depicted in Figure 2.57

for the case of this particular centrifugal fan with forwardly curved blades).
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Figure 2.58 Dimensionless plot of pump performance data.

The curves contained within Figures 2.55 and 2.56 constitute a performance map of

a particular centrifugal fan with forwardly curved blades. The data contained within

these curves are sufficient to accurately model the performance of this device in

accordance with the solution procedure outlined above.

An alternative approach to obtain a compete performance map is to plot the

coefficient of head, the coefficient of power, and the efficiency as a function of the

coefficient of discharge. Figure 2.58 demonstrates such a plot for a particular

centrifugal pump (the data contained within Figures 2.55 and 2.56 can be transformed

into a similar plot for the centrifugal fan; the converse is possible for Figure 2.58).
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For illustrative purposes, a more practical plot of the data contained with Figure

2.58 is shown in Figure 2.59 for a centrifugal pump over its typical operating range.

The lines of constant efficiency vary as the square of the volume flow rate over

reasonable operating conditions as shown in this figure. However, for low values of

volume flow rate, the effects of the Reynolds number and the roughness ratio become

significant; hence, the iso-efficiency line are no longer parabolas, but instead resemble

ellipses as the iso-efficiency lines meet at lower volume flow rates [31].

The capacity of a centrifugal pump is controlled either by throttling the discharge

port of the pump or by varying the speed of the impeller of the pump. In the former

case the pump is said to ride the pump curve and in the latter case it is said to ride the

8-inch centrifugal pump
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Figure 2.59 Pump performance curves at various speeds.
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system curve. The best performance is obtained when the pump is selected to operate

at its maximum efficiency for the variable-speed case. Whereas for the constant speed

case (throttling), the best performance is obtained when the pump is selected to operate

slightly to the right of the point of maximum efficiency under the maximum flow rate

encountered in the operation of the system. The power consumed by the pump for each

case is determined in accordance with the solution procedure outlined above.

2.2.6 Squirrel-Cage Induction Motor

A squirrel-cage induction motor is a device that converts electrical energy into

mechanical energy and heat. Ideally, all of the amount of electrical energy converted to

work; however, in actuality, because of inefficiencies in the motor, some of the

electrical energy is not available for producing mechanical work and is consequently

dissipated in the form of heat. With regard to an air conditioning application, the

purpose of these devices is to rotate the various pump impellers, fan blades, and

compressor impellers within the system.

Squirrel-Cage Induction Motor Operation The operation of a squirrel-cage

induction motor is a follows: Three-phase alternating current of a fixed frequency

circulates through the primary windings of the stator. This oscillating current sets up

a rotating magnetic field within the stator. The speed of rotation is a function of the

number of poles of the stator and the frequency of the current; that is, N = 60f/p

where N is the synchronous speed in RPM, f is the frequency of the current in Hz,

and p is the number of pairs of poles (1, 2, 3, or 4). The speed of the rotor, which is

surrounded circumferentially by the stator, is slightly less than that of the rotating

magnetic field (the difference between the rotor speed and the synchronous speed is
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called the slip of the rotor). Hence, the lines of magnetic force cut the secondary

windings of the rotor and thus induce a magnetic field in these windings. Since the

induced magnetic field always acts to oppose the change in the net magnetic field, the

polarity of the induced magnetic field and the rotating magnetic field are of opposite

sense. Thus the rotor is magnetically attracted to the rotating magnetic field and

therefore attempts to maintain pace with the rotating field.

Governing Equations for Induction Motors The performance of induction

motors can be accurately modeled by using manufacturer's performance data to

determine an expression for the efficiency of the motor as a function of the load on the

motor. A general expression for the motor efficiency is

7 wout

Win

Wout (2.73)

WolI +Q

where Wout is the rate of mechanical work output from the motor, Win is the rate of

electrical work input to the motor, and Q is the rate of heat dissipated by the motor.

The heat dissipated by the motor is caused by several losses which occur during the

conversion of electrical energy to mechanical energy. The five primary components of

loss are 1) stator resistance losses, 2) rotor resistance losses, 3) iron core losses

(hysteresis and eddy current losses) in the stator, 4) bearing friction and windage

losses, and 5) stray losses [32].

Since the amount of current drawn by the motor is approximately proportional to

the load on the motor, the resistive losses and the stray losses are proportional to the
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square of the stator current, and the remaining losses are approximately constant for a

motor operated at fixed speed, an expression which accurately predicts the performance

of an induction motor is given by

7= c'Wout (2.74)-"2
Wout + Cl Wut + C2

where co, Cl, and c2 are constants to be determined from manufacturer's performance

data. The method of nonlinear least squares used in conjunction with Newton's

method for solving nonlinear systems of equations is ideally suited for estimating the

three unknown constants which best fit several known operating points obtained from
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Figure 2.60 Part load performance of a squirrel-cage induction motor.
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manufacturer's performance data [33, 34]. Alternatively, linear regression methods can

be applied if Equation 2.74 is transformed into an equivalent linear form. In this case,

the electrical work input to the motor is expressed directly as a quadratic function of the

mechanical work output from the motor.

Induction Motor Operating Characteristics Figure 2.60 shows a typical part-

load performance curve for a squirrel-cage induction motor. The efficiency of the

motor rises rapidly from zero at no load or the idling condition and then levels off near

its maximum value as the load becomes greater than 50 percent of the rated load [35]s.

The shape of the efficiency curve and its maximum value are a function of the motor

design, its rated power, the speed at which it operates, and the imposed voltage and

frequency. In general, the higher the rated power of the motor, the higher the motor

100
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Figure 2.61 Typical part load performance of polyphase induction motors at
various ratedl powers.
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efficiency. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.61 where the change in motor efficiency

with rated power is seen to be most severe for low rated-power motors. In addition, a

motor is typically more efficient when operated at higher speeds (3,600 RPM) as

opposed to lower speeds (900 RPM) and, again, this effect is most prominent for low

rated-power motors [35].

2.2.7 Adjustable-Frequency Inverters

An adjustable-frequency inverter is a device that changes the properties of alternating

current. These devices are now commonly used in air conditioning applications to

adjust the speed of fans, pumps, and blowers in accordance with the imposed load. In

many cases, significant energy savings are realizable.

Inverter Operation The operation of an adjustable-frequency pulse-width modulated

inverter is as follows: Three-phase commercial power at 60 Hz and 460 Volts (or 230

Volts) supplied to the inverter is first rectified to direct current of a fixed voltage. The

resulting direct current is then inverted to alternating current such that the resulting

output-voltage waveform consists of a series of square-wave pulses of a definite width.

The width and polarity of these pulses are controlled to achieve an effective sine wave

of a defmite amplitude and frequency. Hence, the inverter changes both the frequency

and the voltage of the input alternating current. The range of frequencies and the

voltages output from the inverter are typically between 0-120 Hz and 0-460 Volts,

respectively. Typical inverter efficiencies are between 96 percent at 100 percent rated

load, 60 Hertz and 70 percent or less at 25 percent rated load, 15 Hertz [36].
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Figure 2.62 Part load performance of an adjustable-frequency inverter at various
inverter output frequencies.

Inverter Operating Characteristics Figure 2.62 shows a typical part-load

performance curve for a highly efficient adjustable-frequency inverter where the

efficiency of the inverter is defined as the ratio of the electrical energy output from the

inverter to the electrical energy input [37]. Similar to the efficiency characteristic of the

induction motor, the efficiency of the inverter at a given frequency rises rapidly from

zero at no load (not shown in the figure because of lack of available data below 25

percent of the rated torque) and then levels off near its maximum value as the load

becomes greater than 50 percent of the rated load. An important point illustrated in this

figure is that the efficiency of this particular inverter is essentially independent of the

load when the load is greater than 50 percent; hence, the inverter efficiency is solely a

function frequency.
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Figure 2.63 Performance of a adjustable-frequency inverter as a function of
inverter output frequency.

The functional dependence of the inverter efficiency on the frequency of the current

output from the inverter for loads greater than 50 percent of the rated load is

demonstrated in Figure 2.63. This figure shows that the inverter efficiency begins to

decrease rapidly as the frequency decreases below 30 Hertz.

As discussed in Section 2.5.5, when a particular pump or fan operates in the

variable-speed mode and under an invariant system-head characteristic which varies as

the square of the volume flow rate, then the required power varies as the cube of the

pump or fan speed. The locus of operating points under these conditions for the

particular inverter of Figure 2.62 are depicted in Figure 2.64. The efficiency of this

inverter is approximately 98.3 percent with the motor operated at full speed (60 Hz,
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Figure 2.64 Part load performance of an adjustable-frequency inverter for a
typical variable-speed fan application.

100 percent rated torque) and 92.8 percent at half speed (30 Hz, 25 percent rated

torque, 12.5 percent rated power-half speed, one-fourth rated torque, one-eighth rated

power). The performance characteristics of this particular inverter are excellent and are

not representative of all inverters in general.

Lastly, the efficiency characteristic of the inverter may be combined with that of the

induction motor to yield an overall efficiency curve as shown in Figure 2.65 (which is

representative of a typical fan application and assumes that the effects of voltage and

frequency on the efficiency curve of the motor are negligible). The resulting composite

variable-speed drive characteristic can then be modeled using the methods outlined in

the previous section.
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Figure 2.65 Overall part-load performance of a variable-speed drive for a
typical variable-speed fan application.

2.2.8 Single-Zone Model

In this section the equations governing the behavior of a single-zone model are

presented. With regard to an air-conditioning application, a single zone is an occupied

region which may consist of one or more enclosures that demand approximately the

same cooling requirements. A zone is controlled to maintain a relatively fixed set-point

temperature and a comfortable humidity level.

The Governing Equations for a Single Zone Model Figure 2.66 shows a

single zone and its associated energy and flow streams. A mass balance on the water-
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Figure 2.66 Single zone model.

vapor within the zone yields

rMG (wi - 0)) + rhv = mtG,z dc

dO
(2.75)

where oh and o)z are the absolute humidity ratios of the air at the inlet and outlet

conditions , respectively; th, is the mass flow rate of water vapor entering the zone

from both internal and external loads; rhG is the mass flow rate of dry air passing

through the zone; mG,, is the mass of dry air contained within the zone; and dw zIdO is

the time rate of change of the absolute humidity of the air contained within the zone.
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An energy balance on the zone yields

IhG (hM. 1- hM, 2) + Osens + Qat = (2.76)
dO

where hM, 1 and hM, 2 are the enthalpies of the air and water-vapor mixture at the inlet

and outlet conditions, respectively; Q and Q. are the latent and sensible loads on the

zone (strictly speaking, Qta is associated with a mass transfer process and thus should

be treated as an enthalpy term not as a heat-transfer term); and dUzIdO is the time rate

of change of the internal energy of the air (dry air and water-vapor) contained within the

room.

If the time rate of change of internal energy of the zone air and the time rate of

change of the absolute humidity ratio of the zone are small for a given time period, then

a steady-state analysis is appropriate. By employing equation 2.25 for the enthalpy of

the air and water-vapor mixture and setting the derivatives in Equations 2.75 and 2.76

to zero, the resulting steady-state equations are

Qsem =rnG Cs (T2 - T), (2.77)

Qlat = IMG ((02 - W) Ahfg.w, (2.78)

rhvapor = MG%(02 (-aO), (2.79)

where CS is the specific heat of the air and water-vapor mixture per unit mass of dry

air (Equation 2.9); T1 and T2 are the temperature of the air at the inlet and outlet

conditions, respectively; and Ahfg.w is the latent heat of vaporization of water at the
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reference temperature at which the enthalpy of the water in its liquid phase and at its

equilibrium vapor pressure at this temperature is assigned to zero.

Solution Procedure for the Single Zone Model The required mass flow rate of

air through the zone is determined from the sensible-heat load of the zone Q., the air

outlet temperature from the cooling coil T1, and the zone temperature T2. With these

quantities specified, the mass flow rate of air required to satisfy the steady-state

sensible-energy equation (Equation 2.77) can be calculated. Once this mass flow rate

has been ascertained, the steady-state absolute humidity ratio of the zone C02 can be

calculated given the latent heat load of the zone Qt and the absolute humidity ratio of

the air outlet ah from the cooling coil using Equation 2.78. If the humidity level within

zone exceeds a comfortable level (approximately 0.012 pounds of water vapor per

pound of dry air for a zone dry-bulb temperature of 75'F [7]), then the temperature of

the air exiting the coil must be lowered in order to properly dehumidify the air issued to

the zone and maintain a comfortable humidity level within the zone.

2.2.9 Seasonal Load-Profile Generator

For the purpose of this work, a detailed analysis of the behavior of the air-conditioned

space or zone with respect to ambient conditions is not of primary concern. In general,

the loads of the zone respond to dry-bulb temperature variations, humidity, and

insolation; internal conditions, such as latent and sensible heat generation from lights,

equipment, and people; and other conditions, such as infiltration and capacitance effects

associated with the storage and release of heat and moisture in and from the structure

and contents of the building. In this section a simple cooling load model is presented

based on concepts from the degree-day method for cooling [38].
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The Governing Equations for a Simplified Cooling Load Model The

energy balance on a zone represented by Equation 2.76 may be rewritten as

0 I=0 + (2.80)

for the steady-state case where Qoi represents the amount of heat and moisture

removed from the zone by the cooling equipment. The sensible load on the zone

comprises internal loads, such as those from equipment, lights, and people; external

loads, such as those arising from heat conduction through the envelope of the zone,

insolation, and the sensible component of infiltration; and thermal storage loads, such

as those associated with the thermal capacitance of the structure and contents of the

building. Similarly, the latent load on the zone comprises internal loads, such as those

from equipment and people ; external loads, such as those arising from transpiration of

moisture through the envelope of the zone and the latent component of infiltration; and

moisture storage loads, such as those associated with the hygroscopic capacitance of

the structure and contents of the building. Accordingly, the above steady-state energy

balance may be expressed as

Qcool = Qint + Qinf + Qsol + Qstor + (UA)z (Tsolair - Tz) (2.81)

where Qin represents the internal sensible and latent loads, Qjf represents the sensible

and latent loads caused by infiltration, Q.1 is the sensible load arising from solar gains,

Qstor represents the sensible and latent loads caused by thermal and hygroscopic

capacitance of the building, (UA)z is the overall conductance and area product of the
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zone, and Tsol-air and T, are the sol-air temperature of the surrounding atmosphere and

the temperature of the zone respectively. The sol-air temperature is the effective

temperature of the atmosphere surrounding the zone which allows the actual conductive

and radiative heat transfer process occurring between the zone and the surroundings to

be modeled as a purely conductive process; for a vertical surface, it is given by

Tsol-air = Tamb +ITho (2.82)

where Tab is the ambient temperature of the surrounding atmosphere, a is the solar

absorptivity of the material of the outer surface of the zone, IT is the solar radiation per
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Figure 2.67 Ambient temperature variation for a typical day in each month of the
summer cooling season. Fort Worth, Texas.
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unit area falling on the tilted surface of the zone envelope, and h, is the heat transfer

coefficient between the outer surface of the zone and the air of the surrounding

atmosphere.

The steady-state energy balance equation represented by Equation 2.81 can be

simplified by defining an overall latent and sensible gain as

again = aint + Qainf + Q.1 + Qstor + a IT (U a)z (2.83)ho

and rewriting the energy equation as

Qcooi = (UA)z (Tamb - Tb) (2.84)

where Tb is the cooling degree-day base temperature; it is expressed as

Tb = Tz- Q(2.85)
(UA)z

and is very useful for simplified cooling load calculations. If the degree-day base

temperature can be considered as a constant over specific periods during the day or over

the entire day, then the required cooling load over that period is solely a function of the

ambient dry-bulb temperature.

The ambient dry-bulb temperature variation for a typical day in a particular month is

approximately sinusoidal in nature, reaches a maximum at approximately 3:00 in the

afternoon, and reaches a minimum at approximately 5:00 in the morning as shown in

Figure 2.67. The information contained within this figure is based on monthly average

ambient conditions computed from TMY (typical meteorological year) data for Fort
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Worth, Texas. Specifically, the monthly average hourly dry-bulb temperature and the

monthly average daily range (the difference between the maximum and minimum dry-

bulb temperatures of a particular day) are computed; then, as outlined in Reference 2 or

39, these monthly average values are used to generate a diurnal dry-bulb temperature

profile which represents a typical day in the month. Next, assuming a constant

absolute humidity ratio over the day (taken as the monthly average hourly value), the

diurnal wet-bulb temperature profile can be generated using psychrometric data.

For purposes of seasonal simulation, in many cases it is satisfactory to perform an

hourly simulation on only a single typical day in each month of the particular season of

interest. The diurnal temperature profile for a typical day in each month in conjunction

with the cooling degree-day base temperature constitute a means to generate seasonal
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Figure 2.68 Design-day cooling load profile. Fort Worth, Texas.
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cooling loads for a typical day in each month. The following procedure was used to

generate such loads, and the results were then used to simulate the performance of the

ice-storage system and the conventional system over the five months of the cooling

season.

Solution Procedure for the Generation of Typical Daily Load Profiles A

daily load profile that represents a typical day in each month of the cooling season is

generated as follows: A typical daily load profile is first developed for the hottest

weather month of the cooling season (typically July or August). This load profile is

then used to generate a typical daily load profile for the other months of the cooling

season by assigning, as necessary, cooling degree-day base temperatures to various

periods within the day (where a period may comprise an entire day); these assigned

base temperatures are then assumed to be constant for the other months of the cooling

season. Then, since the cooling load is only a function of the ambient dry-bulb

condition for each period within the day which has a constant base temperature, the

diurnal temperature profile for a typical day in each month of the cooling season is then

used to appropriately scale the cooling load profile developed for the hottest month of

the cooling season in accordance with Equation 2.84. The results of such a scaling

procedure are presented in the ensuing paragraphs.

Cooling Load Characteristics Figure 2.68 shows a design-day cooling load

profile for a typical 100,000 square-foot commercial office building. Based on the

design day load profile, typical daily load profiles for the other months of the cooling

season can be generated as outlined in the solution procedure above. The results of

such a procedure are shown in Figures 2.69, 2.70, and 2.71 for various cooling

degree-day base temperatures which are assumed to be constant over all days of the
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Figure 2.69 Cooling load for a typical day in each month of the cooling season.
Degree-day base temperature = 55 F. Fort Worth, Texas.

cooling season. These figures were generated using TMY weather data for Fort Worth,

Texas and the design-day cooling load profile of Figure 2.68.

When the overall latent and sensible gains term Qgain is large relative to the overall

conductance and area product of the zone (UA)z, the cooling degree base-temperature is

relatively small; thus, significant cooling loads exist during the shoulder months of the

cooling season as demonstrated in Figure 2.69. On the other hand, when Qgain is small

relative to (UA)z, the base temperature is relatively large; hence, significant cooling

loads exist during only the four predominant months of the cooling season (July,

August, June, September) as shown in Figure 2.71
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Figure 2.70 Cooling load for a typical day in each month of the cooling season.
Degree-day base temperature =65 F. Fort Worth, Texas.
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2.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY

The bulk of this chapter was directed toward the presentation of the nine component

models which constitute a general ice storage system: the cooling tower, the cooling

coil, the chiller, the ice storage tank, the pumps and fans, the squirrel-cage induction

motor, the adjustable-frequency inverter, the zone model, and the cooling-load model.

In order to give insight as to the operational nature of these devices, each

component was described in detail, and, where necessary, a schematic drawing was

also presented. Then the equations which govern the operation of the device were

presented. For the component models which are based on fundamental equations

(cooling tower, cooling coil, ice storage tank, zone model, cooling-load model), the

presentation and development of the governing equations was sufficiently detailed to

provide additional understanding of the physical process. Furthermore, all of the

models may be derived and implemented without reference to any additional

documents. In order to facilitate this implementation process, a solution procedure for

each model was also given. For component models based on empirical expressions or

mathematical correlations (chiller, pumps and fans, induction motor and inverter), the

governing equations were summarized and the justification of their form was presented.

Solution procedures for these empirical models were also given. Lastly, the important

operating characteristics of the component were shown. This served two primary

purposes: 1) to build an understanding of the operational nature of each device, and 2)

to serve as a reference to future discussions on design and control issues.
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CHAPTER

THREE

SYSTEM DESIGN

To this point, discussions have focused on the operational nature of individual

components and on the mathematical modeling of their behavior. Little has been said

concerning the operation and modeling of these components on the system level;

however, before these issues can be addressed a workable system must be synthesized.

This chapter is concerned with the integration of each of these individual

components into an air-conditioning system. In order for the system to operate

properly, the components are selected to meet the maximum cooling requirements. The

purpose of this chapter is to outline the procedure for designing an ice-storage system.

Design-day considerations are discussed first. Mechanical and electrical equipment

selection is addressed next. Then, detailed design specifications are given for both the

ice-storage system and the conventional air-conditioning system which were designed,

modeled, and analyzed in this study. For comparative purposes, both systems were

191
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designed to meet the same cooling load requirements. Lastly, the fundamental

differences in these designs are briefly discussed.

3.1 DESIGN-DAY CONSIDERATIONS

Commercial air-conditioning systems used for comfort cooling are typically sized based

on design-day ambient conditions and a design-day space cooling load. The design-

day wet-bulb conditions and the design-day dry-bulb conditions are tabulated for many

regions in the United States [1]. They are commonly listed as the 1 %, 2.5 %, or 5 %

design-day dry-bulb or wet-bulb condition where, for example, a 2.5 % design-day

dry-bulb condition is defined as that dry-bulb temperature not likely to be exceeded

more that 2.5 percent of the hours in the summer months (June through September for

the northern hemisphere) of the cooling season. The design-day space cooling load, or

the cooling load of the conditioned space (one or more zones, each of which may have

different cooling requirements and different temperature and moisture conditions), is

estimated based on design-day ambient conditions, insolation, infiltration, internal

loads, and space temperature and moisture specifications. (The ventilation may be

included as part of the space cooling load; however, for purposes of system design, it

is advantageous to treat it as a separate load.) The variation in the space cooling load

over the design day constitutes a design-day cooling load profile for the conditioned

space, as shown for a typical commercial office building in Figure 3.1.

A conventional air-conditioning system is sized based on the maximum load, or

peak load, demanded by the conditioned space on the design day. In contrast, an ice-
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Figure 3.1 Typical hourly load profile on the design day for a commercial office
building.

storage system is designed based on both the peak load and the total integrated daily

load; that is, the ice-storage system must have sufficient storage capacity in order that

the rate of discharge from storage coupled with the rate of cooling supplied by the

chiller (which may be restricted in its operation depending on the strategy chosen) are

sufficient to supply the instantaneous cooling demanded from the conditioned space

over all hours of the design day. (Moreover, depending on the nature of the specific

building under consideration, the peak load and the maximum integrated daily load may

not occur on the same day, in which case the system would be designed based on two

design days [2].)
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3.2 EQUIPMENT SELECTION

This section presents a procedure for appropriately selecting the components which

constitute an ice-storage system for the purposes of system simulation. The system

comprises these components:

1. The cooling coil(s) of each air-handling unit,

2. The fan of each air-handling unit,

3. The chiller(s),

4. The storage tank(s),

5. The pump(s) of the main water loop,

6. The cooling tower(s) and the fan(s) of each cooling tower,

7. The pump(s) of the cooling-tower water loop, and

8. The electric motor for each driven device.

For systems designed to use brine as the transport fluid in the main water loop, the less

efficacious transport properties of brine relative to those of pure water must be

accounted for in the selection of all components which are affected by its use: the

cooling coil(s), the chiller(s), the storage tank(s), and the main water-loop pump(s).

3.2.1 Selecting the Cooling Coil

The cooling coil and its associated fan are necessarily the first components in the

system to be selected. Because the cooling coil is subject to greater loads than that

demanded by the conditioned space, an estimate of these additional loads must be

ascertained before any other component in the system can be sized. The other loads are

1) the ventilation load, and 2) the fan load.
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The ventilation load arises from the need to provide the conditioned space with

outdoor air. Since during the daytime hours of the cooling season the temperature and

moisture content of the surrounding ambient air typically are significantly greater than

those of the conditioned space, the cooling coil must reduce both the temperature and

the humidity of the ventilation air stream to that of the conditioned space. Therefore, a

significant latent and sensible heat load is imposed upon the cooling coil to effect this

change in state of the ventilation air stream. The amount of outdoor air required by the

conditioned space is a function of the intended use of the space, the system designer's

and/or building owner's personal preferences, and the local building codes. Typically,

the amount of outdoor air is between 5 and 20 percent of the total design air-flow rate to

the conditioned space [3].

The fan load is caused by the relatively large amount of energy that must be

supplied to the fans of the air-handling unit(s) to effect the transport of air to the

conditioned space. All of this energy is eventually dissipated in the form of heat.

Typical operating efficiencies are between 50 and 80 percent. Fans with airfoil blades

are generally more efficient than fans with forwardly curved blades [4].

Thus, the total load on the cooling coil is the sum of conditioned space load, the

ventilation load, and the fan load. The selection procedure would be straightforward if

these loads were all known. However, the fan load is a function of the fan power,

which is in turn a function of the cooling coil selected. Hence, an iterative procedure

may be required to determine the appropriate cooling coil and its associated fan as

illustrated in the sizing procedure below.
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Cooling Coil Selection Procedure A cooling coil of a central-station air-handling

unit is selected based on the maximum load of the conditioned space, the design-day

ambient conditions, the conditioned space conditions, the design set-point temperature

of the air outlet from the cooling coil, and an estimated air-handling-unit fan power.

Figure 3.2, which illustrates the configuration of a single zone served by a single air-

handling unit along with the thermodynamic states of interest and the associated air and

water flow streams, is a useful reference for the following selection procedure.

The selection procedure begins by ascertaining the peak load from the design-day

cooling load profile for the conditioned space. Then, based on the design-day ambient

conditions, the conditioned space conditions, and the required amount of outdoor air,

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram indicating the necessary thermodynamic states for
sizing the cooling coil.
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the ventilation load is calculated and the temperature and humidity inlet to the cooling

coil are determined. The ventilation load is given by

QV = rho (ho - hz) (3.1)

where rho is the mass flow rate of outdoor air, and ho and hz are the enthalpies of the

outdoor air and the conditioned-space air, respectively. The temperature and absolute

humidity of the air entering the cooling coil are

Ta,i,c = (1 -FO) Tz + FO To (3.2)

cu,c = (1 - FO) c4 + Fo coo (3.3)

where is FO the fraction of outdoor air (the ratio of the mass flow rate of outdoor air to

the mass flow rate of air issued to the conditioned space) and Tz and To are the

respective dry-bulb temperatures of the conditioned-space air and the outdoor air which

have absolute humidity ratios of 4 and coo, respectively.

Next, based on the initial estimate of the required fan power, the required mass

flow rate of air to be supplied to the conditioned space is computed from

Qzsea + (34)
Mha = Cpa (Tz - Ta,o,c)

where Qzzem is the sensible heat load of the conditioned space (zone), 0is the fan load,

Ta, o,c and Tz are the temperatures of the air outlet from the cooling coil and the air within

the conditioned space, respectively (Figure 3.2). Thus, the required mass flow rate is

only a function of the sensible load of the conditioned space, the fan load, and the two
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controlled air temperatures Tao, and T,; that is, it is not a function of the ventilation

load. Moreover, since the humidity within the conditioned space is allowed to float

freely (within reasonable limits, Section 2.2.8), it rises or falls in such a manner that

the latent load of the conditioned space is also met. Hence, both latent and sensible

loads are met.

Since the space-conditioning load is known, the fan load has been estimated, the

ventilation load and the temperature and humidity of the air entering the cooling coil

have been computed, and the temperature of the air exiting from the cooling coil is fixed

at a specified value, the desired humidity of the air exiting the cooling coil can be

determined. First, the sensible heat ratio of the cooling coil is determined from

SHc= Qzsen + QVsens + QJ (3.5)

QZ+Q + I

where the subscript sens indicates the sensible component of the load and the

denominator represents the total load (sensible and latent) on the cooling coil Q. Next,

using psychrometric data, the outlet humidity ratio that gives the correct sensible heat

ratio at the specified coil outlet temperature is estimated. The net result is the maximum

outlet temperature and the maximum outlet humidity of the cooling coil denoted by

Ta,o,c,mr and Oto, m, respectively, which satisfy both latent and sensible loads

imposed on the cooling coil. It is desirable to select a cooling coil which is capable of

reducing the air temperature and absolute humidity to values which are equal to or less

than the maximum values T, ,c, mx and w oc, nx; otherwise, the imposed loads will not

be met.
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With the above information computed and the following design specifications, a

tentative coil size can be determined from manufacturer's performance data [5]. These

necessary additional specifications are

1. The maximum coil face velocity, CFVm,

2. The water inlet temperature to the cooling coil, T, i,,

3. The water temperature rise across the cooling coil, AT,, and

4. The maximum and minimum water velocity through the cooling coil, Vw,max
and Vw,min.

The coil face velocity is typically selected to be between 450 ft/min to maintain adequate

heat transfer and 600 ft/min to avoid condensate being blown from the coils into the

supply air stream and also to maintain reasonable pressure drops across the coil [6].

For conventional air conditioning systems, the water inlet temperature to the cooling

coil is typically selected to be between 40'F to avoid freezing in the evaporator bundle

and 50'F to allow for adequate dehumidification of the air stream passing through the

cooling coil. For ice-storage systems which are designed for low-temperature air

applications, the lower bound on this temperature approaches the freezing point of

water. The typical range for the water temperature rise across the cooling coil is

between 8 and 16°F; if it is too low, then water flow rates become excessive; if it is too

high, the coil capacity is significantly reduced. The maximum chilled-water velocity

Vw,max is commonly specified as 6 ft/s to avoid erosion and to limit the head loss across

the cooling coil, and the minimum velocity Vw,min is specified as 3 ft/s to maintain

adequate heat transfer [7].
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Using these design specifications, the minimum required cooling coil face area is

CFAmi, = ha (3.6)
Pa CFVmax

where Pa is the density of standard air (upon which manufacturer's data is based; 70F

and 1 atmosphere). A cooling coil face area is selected from the manufacturer's catalog

which is equal to or greater than that given by the minimum coil face area. Then, based

on the actual coil face area, CFA= , selected, the actual coil face velocity is

CFVact= 6a(3.7)
Pa CFAact(

The required mass flow rate of water through the cooling coil is

nwIc =•. (3.8)Cpw~

A cooling coil may now be tentatively selected. The design variables necessary to

appropriately select a particular cooling coil are

1. Ta,i,c

2. oc

3.Qa

4. Ta,o,c, n=a

5. 0-oc, m=

6. CFVact

7. Tw,i,c
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Based on these figures, the number of rows (typically 4, 6, or 8) and fins (typically 8

or 14 fins/inch) of the cooling coil are selected such that the capacity of the resulting

cooling coil is at least that given by a_ and the outlet temperature and humidity are no

greater than T and o.;,,,, m, respectively. In general, since additional rows cost

more than additional fins, a cooling coil with the least number of rows required to meet

the specified operating conditions is desirable.

The above procedure results in the selection of a cooling coil that is capable of

satisfying the imposed sensible and latent loads for a particular required chilled-water

velocity Vw, r, which is determined from manufacturer's performance data. In order to

meet this required chilled-water velocity and to not exceed the maximum chilled water

velocity, the number of circuits within the cooling coil is specified accordingly.

Typically, full-, half-, quarter-, and double-circuit coils are available where, for

example, a full-circuit coil has as many circuits as the number of tubes across the face

of the cooling coil, and a half-circuit coil has half the number of circuits as a full circuit

coil.

The actual chilled-water velocity through the tubes of the cooling coil is given by

°hw, CVW, act= (3.9)
Ncirc pw Acs

where Ncir is the number of circuits, Pw is the density of the water, and Acs is the

cross-sectional area of a cooling coil tube. The number of circuits is selected such that

the actual chilled-water velocity is at least that of the required chilled-water velocity and

not greater than the maximum value. Because of the limited number of circuiting
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options (full, half, quarter, double), the actual chilled water velocity may be

significantly different than that required. In such a case, the water flow rate or the air

velocity is altered accordingly, and the cooling coil sizing procedure is repeated.

Once the tentative coil size has been determined, the static pressure loss caused by

the air stream passing through the components which constitute the air-handling unit

can be determined. Specifically, the common components are 1) the mixing box, 2) the

filter, 3) the face and bypass damper, 4) the cooling coil, and 5) the reheat coil (Figure

3.3). The pressure losses across each component are determined based on the actual

coil face velocity except for the pressure loss across the cooling coil which is based on

the number of rows and the number of fins in addition to the actual coil face velocity.

The total static pressure loss across the fan is equal to the sum of the static pressures of

the components plus the external static pressure (typically 1.5 to 2.5 inches of water)

required to distribute air to the conditioned space and to properly control the dampers of

the terminal units of the supply-air distribution network.

With an estimate of the total static pressure loss and the required mass flow rate of

air, the fan of the air-handling unit can be sized using manufacturer's performance data.

Once the fan is sized and its efficiency at the design point is determined, the electric

motor required to drive this fan under these conditions can be sized. With the motor

sized and its efficiency determined, a new estimate of the fan load can be computed. If

this new estimate is significantly different than the initial estimate, then an iteration is

required to determine if the initial coil selection, fan selection, and electric motor

selection are in fact adequate. If not, each must be resized.
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3.2.2 Selecting the Fan of an Air Handling Unit

The type of fan incorporated in a central-station air-handling unit is typically limited to

those fans with either forwardly curved fan blades or airfoil fan blades. The former

type is typically used for fans operating under conditions of low static pressure (less

than 2.5 inches of water), whereas the latter is typically used under conditions of high

static pressure (greater than 2.5 inches of water). Although fans with forwardly curved

blades are typically quieter than airfoil fans because they can achieve the same volume

flow rate while operating at lower speeds, they are typically less efficient.

For a specific central-station air handling unit (which is selected during the cooling

coil selection procedure), the fan type and diameter are fixed by the manufacturer of the

unit; therefore, only the fan power and the fan speed need to be determined in the

selection process. Based on the volume flow rate of standard air through the fan and

the required static pressure rise (calculated during the cooling coil selection procedure),

the required fan shaft power and fan speed are readily determined from manufacturer's

performance data [8]. From this information the static efficiency of the fan can also be

determined.

3.2.3 Selecting a Chiller

For ice storage systems, three types of chillers are commonly available: the

reciprocating-compressor liquid chiller, the screw-compressor liquid chiller, and the

centrifugal-compressor liquid chiller. For relatively small chiller loads between 20 and

225 tons, reciprocating compressors are applicable; for medium chiller loads between

120 and 750 tons, screw compressors are applicable; and for loads above 100 tons
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centrifugal compressors are applicable. Chillers employing centrifugal and screw

compressors are more expensive than chillers with reciprocating compressors;

however, they are also significantly more efficient (as much as 30 percent for water

chilling applications).

For a conventional air-conditioning system, once a particular type of chiller has

been selected, determining its required nominal capacity is straightforward. The

maximum load of the chiller is equal to the maximum load of the cooling coil plus the

load ascribed to the main-water-loop pump. This load arises from the frictional

dissipation of the work supplied by the pump to the transport fluid. All of this

pumping work is dissipated in the form of heat and must be removed by the chiller.

However, since the relative magnitude of the heat dissipation is small compared to the

capacity of the chiller (typically 1 to 2 percent for conventional air-conditioning

systems), the pump size can simply be estimated and an iterative process (like that

required for the cooling coil and its associated fan) is usually not necessary.

Chiller Selection Procedure for a Conventional Air-Conditioning System

Based on the chiller load, the design chilled-water set temperature, the design cooling-

tower leaving water temperature, and the temperature changes across the evaporator and

the condenser, the appropriate chiller capacity can be readily selected from

manufacturer's performance data [9].

Chiller Selection Procedure for an Ice-Storage Air-Conditioning System

For an ice storage system, selecting the appropriate chiller capacity is not

straightforward (unless a full-storage strategy is chosen). The following steps outline

the procedure the selection procedure:
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STEP ONE First, based on an economic analysis, the appropriate fundamental

storage strategy is selected upon which to base the design of the ice storage system as

discussed in Chapter 1, and the system configuration is specified as discussed in

Section 2.1. For the purposes of this work a partial ice-storage system with a series

configuration with chiller upstream was selected for study. The following procedure is

thus based on the partial storage strategy; however, the methods are general and can be

applied to systems designed to operate based on the other three fundamental storage

strategies.

STEP TWO Second, a total load profile is developed. The total load comprises

the following four loads:

1. The conditioned-space load,

2. The fan load,

3. The ventilation load, and

4. The pump load.

The chiller and the storage operate in conjunction with one another to satisfy the total

load. The conditioned-space load is determined based on design-day considerations as

previously discussed. The fan load is a cubic function of the mass. flow rate of air

issued to the conditioned space. Since this mass flow rate is solely a function of the

sensible load of the conditioned space for a fixed conditioned-space temperatures and a

fixed cooling-coil air-outlet temperature, the fan load is therefore a cubic function of the

conditioned-space load. Hence, using iterative methods, the fan load profile for the

design day can be determined directly from the conditioned-space load.

The ventilation load is a function of the mass flow rate of outdoor air and the

design-day ambient conditions (assuming that the thermodynamic state of the
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Figure 3.4 Various loads on the design day.

conditioned space does not change greatly over the day). Since the monthly average

daily variation in the ambient dry-bulb temperature is approximately sinusoidal in nature

(Section 2.2.9) and the humidity ratio can reasonably be assumed constant for the

design day, the ventilation load profile for the design day is thus determined. For

pumps operated at constant speed, the pump load can be estimated for both the charging

and discharging periods of the design day and then taken as a constant at their

respective values for these periods. For pumps operated at variable speed, the

maximum pump load can be estimated and then the daily variation in the pump load can

be estimated from the daily variation in the fan load. The resulting load profiles from

such a procedure are shown in Figure 3.4 (since the maximum pumping load is 12
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tons, the daily variation in this load is not shown for clarity-but it must be included in

the design procedure).

STEP THREE Third, an estimate of the required chiller capacity is obtained by

dividing the integrated total-load profile by the number of hours the chiller is permitted

to operate. Based on this figure, a chiller capacity is tentatively selected, and a chiller

capacity function is determined from manufacturer's performance data [10, 11] as

outlined in Section 2.2.3. This function is then used, as outlined below, to determine

the relative contributions of the chiller and storage needed to satisfy the design-day total

load.

The maximum chiller capacity is a function of the leaving water temperatures from

the evaporator and the condenser, and if the latter is assumed to be constant during

conditions where water is being chilled, then the maximum capacity is only a function

of the chilled-water set temperature. For a fixed-speed main-water-loop pump, the

change in temperature across the cooling coil can be assumed to be directly proportional

to the load on the coil. Hence, for a fixed blended outlet temperature from the storage

tanks, the chiller capacity is a function of the cooling coil load: a low load results in a

small temperature rise across the coil, a low chilled-water set temperature, and therefore

a relatively low chiller capacity; the converse is also true. By equating the chiller

capacity function (a quadratic function) with the heat transfer from the main water loop

to the chiller, the resulting equation is quadratic in the leaving-water temperature of the

evaporator and can be readily solved for the chilled-water temperature at design

conditions.

The result of such a procedure is shown in Figure 3.5 (only the daytime chiller load

is depicted for clarity). This figure shows that at low loads (8:00 a.m.) the chiller
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operates near its nominal capacity of 200 tons. But, more importantly, it shows that at

high loads the chiller performs significantly better as it operates approximately 10

percent over its nominal capacity, because the chilled-water set temperature increases

with increasing load. The amount of cooling that must be supplied by storage is

determined by the difference between the two loads shown in the figure. The figure

shows that a small amount of cooling must be supplied by storage during the morning

pull-down period (8:00 a.m.) and that the chiller has unused capacity at 9:00 a.m. and

6:00 p.m. which is undesirable, but unavoidable (Section 1.3.1).

STEP FOUR Fourth, an estimate of the thermal losses from storage must be

determined. These losses on a rate basis are typically small; nevertheless, integrated

over the day they may be significant. Their significance is primarily a function of the
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Figure 3.5 Chiller and ice-storage performance on the design day.
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location of the tanks. If they are located within the building, then they help to cool the

structure. Yet, if they are located outside, perhaps exposed directly to solar radiation,

then cooling losses are significant enough to account for in the design process (1 to 2

percent is typical for constrained-area ice-storage tanks commercially available).

STEP FIVE Fifth, now a more accurate estimate of the required storage capacity

can be obtained. The integrated chiller load over the charging period of the design day,

,r3 to r4, must be no less than the integrated storage load (the difference between the

total load Qtot and the chiller load Qch) over the discharging period of the design day, 'zl

to r2, plus the pumping load Q integrated over the charging period of the design day

plus the storage losses Q,, integrated over the day:

fQch dT > f O- Qch dr + p d" + Q1oss d (3.10)

where T is the period of the day. The chiller capacity is adjusted accordingly such that

this requirement is sufficiently met and not greatly exceeded.

3.2.4 Selecting the Ice-Storage Tanks

Several ice-storage systems are available as indicated in Chapter 1; however, the

following discussion focuses on the selection of the appropriate number of constrained-

area-type ice-storage tanks needed to satisfy the design-day load under the design-day

ambient conditions.

The number of ice-storage tanks necessary to satisfy the design-day cooling load is

a function of the storage-tank inlet temperature, blended outlet temperature, discharge

rate, and nominal capacity (Section 2.2.4). For a series configuration with the chiller
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upstream, the storage-tank inlet temperature is equal to the evaporator outlet

temperature. The methods presented in the Section 3.2.3 can be used to estimate the

evaporator outlet temperature over the discharging hours of the design day. For the

parallel configuration and the series configuration with chiller downstream, the storage-

tank inlet temperature is equal to the cooling-coil outlet temperature.

For a series configuration with chiller upstream and for a parallel configuration, the

blended outlet temperature is equal to the cooling-coil inlet temperature. The benefits of

low-temperature supply air may be considered for these configurations; however, since

this requires a low blended-outlet temperature, a greater number of ice storage tanks

must be selected as discussed in Section 3.2.4. Hence, the trade-offs must be

considered in such a specification. This is not the case for the series configuration with

chiller downstream where the blended outlet temperature is equal to the evaporator inlet

temperature, but the performance of the chiller then suffers during the discharging

period.

The average discharge rate required from each storage tank is a function of the

number of tanks and the cooling demanded from storage. Thus, based on an estimate

of the required number of storage tanks, the average discharge rate for each tank is

computed from

Qt, dischar = Nt -hr (3.11)

where zHjhar is the length of time that the tanks are required to discharge. Then, an

updated value of the number of storage tanks is computed from the following
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relationship:

Nt= r t-_ (3.12)
=(Tilti TBOl Qt, dischar) Qt, nom

where T t and TBo are the average storage-tank inlet and the blended outlet

temperatures, respectively; and Q , dih is the average discharge rate of a single storage

tank with a nominal storage capacity Qt, n, and the function f (Ti, t, TBO, Q, dischar) is a

correction factor designed to account for the operating conditions imposed on the

storage system which is obtained from manufacturer's performance data [12]. The

procedure continues until Nt converges at which point it is rounded to the next

successive integer value and thus the number of tanks is tentatively specified.

(Manufacturers circumvent this iterative procedure by using effective variables.)

Since the selection of the chiller was based on an assumed chilled-brine set

temperature for the charging period, the adequacy of this assumption must be checked

based on the type and number of storage tanks selected. First, the average charging

rate for each storage tank is determined from

l otO- Qch ci + Q10ssd(

Qt, chu - f= Nt chu (3.13)

where 1 a is the length of time that the tanks are required to charge. Next, the volume

flow rate of brine through the main water loop during the charging period must be

determined since it may be significantly different than that during the discharge period
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(as obtained from the cooling coil selection procedure). Two important effects must be

accounted for: 1) the effect of liquid viscosity on head loss, 2) the effects of bypassing

components in the main-water-loop circuit. The lower brine temperatures encountered

during the charging period increase the viscosity (and the density) of the brine; as a

result, the head loss through a given component for a given volume flow rate increases

as shown in Figure 3.6 for an ice-storage tank. On the other hand, during the charging

period, the cooling coils are bypassed which results in a significant reduction in the

overall system head loss for a given volume flow rate as depicted in Figure 3.7 for the

system designed as part of this work.
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Figure 3.6 Head loss across a constrained-area ice-storage tank at three different
mean brine temperatures.
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Since a pump characteristic (Section 2.3.6) is not significantly affected by small

changes in fluid viscosity, an increase in the overall system head (at a given flow rate)

results in the operating point being shifted toward low volume flow rates; conversely, a

decrease results in higher volume flow rates. Because the two aforementioned effects

oppose each other and are of similar magnitude, actual component performance data is

required to determine whether the operating point will shift toward higher or low

volume flow rates.
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In either case, the increase in temperature of the brine across the storage tanks

during the charging period is given by

AT, char = (3.14)
rhbt Cp,b

where rnb,t is the mass flow rate of brine through a single storage tank. From the

constrained-area ice-storage tank characteristics presented in Section 2.2.4 it is evident

that the tank inlet temperature over the latent portion of the charging period is primarily

a function of the charging rate and the temperature change across the tank (or

alternatively the mass flow rate of brine through the tank), since the effect of ice

thickness during this period is small. That is,

Titchar= f (Qt, char, ATt, char) (3.15)

based on average conditions over the latent portion of the charging period. This

average value of the tank inlet temperature during the latent portion of the charging

period is determined from manufacturer's performance data and is subsequently used to

affirm or refute the assumption upon which the chiller was selected. If the assumed

mean tank inlet temperature is greater than the actual mean temperature (Equation 3.15),

then the chiller capacity must be augmented accordingly; on the other hand, if it is

significantly less, then the chiller is oversized.

As illustrated in Section 2.2.4, near the end of the charging period when advancing

ice formations begin to intersect, the tank inlet temperature required to maintain a

relatively constant charging rate must be significantly reduced. All chillers are

adversely affected by this trend; however, some centrifugal chillers may experience
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severe capacity reductions [12]. Manufacturer's data also includes estimates of the tank

inlet temperature required for a constant charging rate when the tanks are considered to

be fully charged. This is useful for determining the severity of the operating conditions

near the end of the charging period.

3.2.5 Selecting a Pump for the Main Water Loop

Centrifugal pumps are typically selected for air conditioning applications. In order that

the pump of the main water loop is appropriately selected, an estimate of the actual

operating state of the cooling coil based on the design-day conditions must be

ascertained. As noted previously, the required chilled-water velocity through the

cooling coil may be significantly different than the actual chilled-water velocity.

For example, if the required velocity was 4 ft/s and the actual velocity was 6 ft/s

and the main water loop pump was designed based on the actual velocity, then the

pump and its associated motor (and inverter) would be oversized. This can be avoided

by reducing the mass flow rate of water through the cooling coil and allowing the

temperature rise of the water through the coil to increase. This results in a reduction in

the capacity of the cooling coil and also a reduction in the chilled-water velocity.

Hence, for this example, somewhere between 4 and 6 ft/s lies the appropriate chilled

water velocity and corresponding temperature rise of water across the coil which

satisfies the sensible and latent loads imposed on the coil and allows the main water

loop pump operating efficiently.

By altering the mass flow rate of water through the cooling coil and by adjusting the

humidity of the air entering the cooling coil, the coil can be balanced such that the both
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the sensible and latent loads are met and the desired temperature of the air exiting the

coil is obtained. This procedure can be conducted using manufacturer's performance

data for the cooling coil.

Main-Water-Loop Pump Selection Procedure Once the cooling coil is

appropriately balanced, the main-water-loop pump can be selected as follows: Based on

the volume flow rate of water through the main water loop, the total head loss around

the loop is determined. For an ice storage system, the total head loss is the sum of the

head loss through the evaporator, the storage tanks, the cooling coils, the piping

network, and the control valves associated with the storage tanks and the cooling coils.

Manufacturer's performance data for each of the constituents contributing to the total

head loss can be used to compute the total head loss. The appropriate centrifugal pump

casing, impeller size, and efficiency are then determined from manufacturer's

performance data [13] based on the total head loss, the volume flow rate, and the

desired operating speed of the pump. (If available standard impeller sizes are not

sufficiently close enough to the design operating point, then the impeller can be

trimmed accordingly by the manufacturer.) Pump efficiencies typically range between

70 and 85 percent for air conditioning applications.

3.2.6 Selecting a Cooling Tower

The common types of cooling towers available for air conditioning applications are the

induced-draft, crossflow cooling tower and the induced-draft counterflow cooling

(forced-draft towers are also available, but are not recommended because of their weak

discharge air velocities which lead to recirculation problems). Each of these towers

may be specified with film-type fill or splash-type fill; however, film-type fill offers the
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most heat-transfer area per unit volume. In addition, the splash type fill typically

requires the use of pressurized nozzles; therefore, head losses are higher than that

associated with the gravity-feed nozzles used in the film-type fill.

A cooling tower is selected based on four design variables:

1. The range,

2. The approach,

3. The design-day ambient wet-bulb temperature, and

4. The volume flow rate of water through the tower.

Based, on these design variables, manufacturer's performance data [14] is used to

determine the size of the cooling tower and its required fan power. As noted in Section

2.2.1, both first costs and operational costs may be decreased by appropriately

selecting the range (and altering the flow in order to meet the heat-rejection

requirements) of the cooling tower.

3.2.7 Selecting a Pump for the Cooling-Tower Water Loop

The pump of the cooling-tower water loop is selected in the same manner as the pump

of the main water loop: based on the total head loss, the volume flow rate, and the

desired operating speed of the pump. The total head loss of the cooling-tower water

loop is the sum of the dynamic head loss through the evaporator, the piping network,

the nozzles of the tower, and the valves and the static head loss which is equal to the

difference in height between the water level in the hot and cold water basins.

For a single chiller and a single pump, the volume flow rate of water through the

cooling-tower loop is a function of the chiller load Qch, the chiller efficiency rich, the

pump load Qptl and the range of the cooling tower R; it can be computed from the
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following expression (which can be readily extended to multiple chiller and pump

systems):

rhtwi = Qch + 7lch Pch + Qptwl (3.16)CPIwtt R

With the total head loss, the volume flow rate, and the desired pump speed determined,

the proper pump casing, impeller size, and efficiency can be ascertained from

manufacturer's performance data.

3.2.8 Selecting an Electric Motor

Typical squirrel-cage induction motors available for air conditioning applications are

usually specified with NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association) B rating

(normal starting torque, normal slip--3 percent, and low starting current-6 times the

full-load current), a motor service factor of 1.15 (the maximum continuous overload

the motor can be subjected to, under nameplate conditions, without damaging its

components) and as either ODP (open drip proof) or TEFC (totally enclosed fan

cooled). Air-handling unit fans, compressors, and pumps located indoors typically

employ open drip proof motors. On the other hand, the extreme conditions encountered

by cooling tower fans typically necessitate the use of totally enclosed fan cooled

motors. Energy efficient motors are also available, accompanied by a higher price.

For system simulation purposes, an electric motor is selected based on the required

shaft power of the driven device, the desired operating speed of the motor, and the

required application. For constant-speed operation under a relatively constant load, the

motor should be selected such that its rated power is at least equal to and not greatly in
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excess of the required shaft power of the driven device. On the other hand, for

variable-speed operation or constant-speed operation under a variable load, the motor

should be selected based on the maximum continuous overload indicated by the motor

service factor, since the efficiency of the motor decreases markedly at low loads

(Section 2.2.6); that is, the motor should be selected such that its rated power

multiplied by the motor service factor is at least equal to and not greatly in excess of the

required shaft power of the driven device [ 15].

Thus, based on the required shaft power of the driven device, the desired operating

speed of the motor, and the required application, manufacturer's performance data [ 16]

can be used to select the appropriate motor and to obtain its efficiency at various loads

(typically listed at 50,75, and 100 percent). Standard motor efficiencies typically range

between 85 and 95 percent depending on their size and speed. (For purposes other

than system simulation, other factors must be considered in the motor selection

process, such as the motor's starting torque, breakdown torque, maximum current

draw, etc.)

3.3 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

This section presents the design specifications for the two systems designed as part of

this work: the conventional air-conditioning system and the ice-storage air-conditioning

system. Using the design methods previously discussed, both systems were designed

to meet the same cooling load requirements for a climate typical of Fort Worth, Texas.
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3.3.1 The Conventional Air-Conditioning System

This section begins by presenting the general design specifications required to begin the

design procedure for a conventional air-conditioning system. These general

specifications are followed by final list of detailed specifications for each component of

the system. All specifications are presented in symbolic format for conciseness; a

nomenclature section immediately follows the list of specifications in order to introduce

all terms not discussed previously.

General Specifications for the Conventional System In order to begin the

design process, several preliminary design specifications for each component included

as a part of the conventional system are required and are presented in Table 3.1. Figure

2.1, which presents the configuration of a typical conventional air-conditioning system,

is useful as a visual reference.

Detailed Component Specifications for the Conventional System Once the

preliminary design specifications are established, the design methods presented in

Section 3.2 can be used to select the appropriate components which constitute the

system. The detailed specifications for each of the components of the conventional

system are presented in Table 3.2. Section 2.2, which presents detailed descriptions of

these components, is a useful reference.
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Table 3.1 General design specifications for the conventional system.

A. Zone
C5., = 440 tons
TZ = 750 F
RHz =50%
SHRz = 90 %
FO =5%

B. Ambient Conditions
TO = 990 F (2.5 % design dry-bulb condition)
Towb = 730 F (mean coincident wet-bulb)

TaiU, %b= 77* F (2.5 % design wet-bulb condition)

C. Cooling Tower
A =8 0 F
R = 10'F
Ncen = 2 cells

D. Chiller
Tw~,e = 450 F
Twe = 10" F
COPmJin = 5
Nch = 1 chiller

E. Cooling Coil
Ta,o,c = 550 F
CFVmax = 550 ft/min
V.,,c, max= 6 ft/s
Vw,c, min = 3 ft/s
Nahu = 6 air-handling units

F. Pumps
Np,mwi = 1 main water-loop pump

Np, twI = 1 tower water-loop pump
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Table 3.2 Detailed design specifications for the conventional system.

1. Cooling Coil Design Specifications
Nc = 1 coil per air-handling unit
N.hu =6 central station air-handling units
Nrow = 4 rows
Nfin = 14 fins/inch (spiral fins)
Ncir =60 circuits (full)
Ntube =60 tubes per face

0h = 1.78 x 105 lbm/hr (39,700 CFM) (238,000 CFM all ahu's)

hWIC = 9.53 x 104 lbm/hr (190 GPM) (1,140 GPM all ahu's)
Ta,i,c = 76.2"F
Taix = 62.6*F

Ta,o,c = 55.0"F
Ta, o, = 53.5"F

TwPiRc = 45.00F
TwoC = 55.9'F
TZ = 75"F
T, wb = 62'F
RHz =48 %

= 520 tons

OV = 39.2 tons
Of = 41.2 tons
Oz = 440 tons
SHRc =88.7 %
SHRv =66.7%
SHRz = 90.0 %
Ltube = 144 inches
CFAat = 75 ft2

CFVact = 529 ft/min
VW = 3.75 ft/s

AHw = 10.8 ft
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Table 3.2 Continued.

2. Cooling-Coil Fan Design Specifications
Nf = I centrifugal fan per air-handling unit (variable-speed operation)

AHf = 2.57 inches water
hia - 1.78 x 105 ibm/hr (39,700 CFM)

r//, 49.4 %

nf =959 RPM
Pm =30 BHP
OSF =.862
Dimp = 39 inches (airfoil blade)
Ymax = .997 maximum relative fan speed

3. Chiller Design Specifications
Nch = 1 three-stage centrifugal liquid chiller
0,& - 560 nominal tons (525 ton design load)
COPch = 5.58 (.63 kW/ton @ Two,e =44"F. Tw, i, = 85"F, AT. = IO*F, T., = 10*F)

Pm = 450 BHP
OSF = 1.07
Twi,e = 56.00 F
Tw,o,e = 45.00 F
Twvic = 85.40F
Two,opc = 97.40F
mw,e = 5.72 x 105 lbm/hr (1,140 GPM)
rhw, c = 6.23 x 105 lbm/hr (1,250 GPM)
AHe = 15.9 ft
AHc = 13.3 ft

4. Main Water-Loop Pump Design Specifications
Np = 1 centrifugal pump (variable-speed operation)

AHp =60 ft
rhp = 5.72 x 10 Ibm/hr (1,140 GPM)
17p = 83.5 %
np = 1750 RPM
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Table 3.2 Continued.

Pm = 20 BHP
OSF = .966
Dm = 9.37 inches

5. Cooling Tower Design Specifications
N, 1 l =2 induced draft, crossflow cooling tower cells
Nf = 1 propeller fan per cell
R = 12.0'F
A =8.4'F
fihwt = 3.11 x 105i lbm/hr (625 GPM)

Ma~t = 2.44 x 105 lbn/hr (54,300 CFM)
Pm = 10 BHP
OSF = 1.00
Dprop = 72 inches

6. Tower
Np
AHp
,hp
lip

np

Pm
OSF
DiAp

Water-Loop Pump Design Specifications
= 1 centrifugal pump (constant-speed operation)

=30 ft
= 6.23 x 105 lbm/hr (1,250 GPM)
= 84.0 %

= 1150 RPM
= 15 BHP

= 1.34

= 9.50 inches

7. Electric Motor Full-Load Efficiencies

flm,ch = 95.0 %
r7m, ahu = 91.0 %

r/m~t = 87.5 %
r1m,twi = 87.5 %

1m, mw, = 86.5 %
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Table 3.2 Continued.

8. Variable-Speed Drive Full-Load Efficiencies
ld,ahu = 93.0 % (mechanical drive)

r/d, wl= 95.8 % (variable-frequency inverter)

3.3.2 The Partial Ice-Storage System

This section begins by presenting the general design specifications required to begin the

design procedure for the partial ice-storage system. These general specifications are

followed by final detailed specifications for each component of the system.

General Specifications for the Ice-Storage System The preliminary design

specifications required for each component included in the ice-storage system are

presented in Table 3.3. Figure 2.2, which presents the configuration of a series

configuration ice-storage system with chiller upstream , is useful as a visual reference.

Detailed Component Specifications for the Ice-Storage System Once the

preliminary design specifications are established, the design methods presented in

Section 3.2 can be used to select the appropriate components which constitute the ice-

storage system. Section 2.2, which presents detailed descriptions of these

components, is a useful reference.
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Table 3.3 General design specifications for the ice-storage system.

A. Zone
Q., = 440 tons
Q = 3470 ton-hrs on the design day
D =79%
Irl = 8:00 a.m.
"2 = 6:00 p.m.

T'3 = 6:00 p.m.
V4 = 8:00 a.m.
TZ = 750 F
RHz =50%
SHRz = 90 %
FO =5%

B. Ambient Conditions
TO = 99'F (2.5 % design dry-bulb condition)
Towb = 73°F (mean coincident wet-bulb)
Ta,, U, v = 77°F (2.5 % design wet-bulb condition)

C. Cooling Tower
A =8 0 F
R =10'F
Ncnl = 1 cell

D. Chiller
Discharging conditions
Tw,o,e = floating
ATw. mwi = 160F
COPmin = 4
Charging conditions
TWoe = 260F
COPmin = 3
N ch =1 chiller
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Table 3.3 Continued.

E. Storage Tanks
TBO = 44F

= 190 nominal ton-hrs

F. Cooling Coil

Ta,o,c = 55'F

CFVIa = 550 ft/min
Vwc,max= 6 ft/s
Vw, crin = 3 ft/s
Nahu -6 air-handling units

G. Pumps
NpmwI = 1 main water-loop pump
Np~tw = 1 tower water-loop pump

H. Main Water-Loop Transport Fluid
Xegs = 25 % aqueous ethylene glycol solution
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Table 3.4 Detailed design specifications for the ice-storage system.

1. Cooling Coil Design Specifications
Nc = 1 coil per air-handling unit
Nahu = 6 central station air-handling ur
NrOW = 6 rows
Nfm =8 fms/inch (spiral fins)
Ncirc =30 circuits (half)
Ntube =60 tubes per face

rh =1.80 x 1051lbm/hr (40,000 CF
hwc =7.72 x 104 Ibm/hr (149 GPM)

Ta,i,c = 76.20F
T,i ,b = 62.8"F
Ta,o,c = 55.0"F
Tao, , = 53.8 0F
Tw, ipc = 44.0°F

TWoC = 58.9 0F
TZ =750 F
Tz, = 620F
RH. =48 %

= 522 tons
Qv = 39.2 tons

~f - 42.5 tons

0, = 440 tons
SHRC = 88.5 %
SHRv = 66.5 %
SHRz = 90.0 %
Ltube = 144 inches
CFAaCt = 75 ft2

CFVat = 533 ft/min
Vw = 5.85 ft/s

AHw = 29.2 ft

iits

(240,000 CFM all ahu's)
(892 GPM all ahu's)
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Table 3.4 Continued.

2. Cooling-Coil Fan Design Specifications
Nf = 1 centrifugal fan per air-handling unit (variable-speed operation)

AHf = 2.63 inches water
f = 1.80 x 105 ibm/hr (40,000 CFM)
T , 49.4 %

nf = 968 RPM
Pm =30 B HP
OSF = .836
Djp =39 inch (airfoil blade)
7max = .987 maximum relative fan speed

3. Chiller Design Specifications
Nch = 1 reciprocating liquid chiller
Q = 225 nominal tons
COPch = 4.06 (.872 kW/ton @ Tw,o,e = 45"F, Tw,ie - 85"F, AT,. =10 *F, ATw. =10 F)

PM - 250 BHP
OSF = 1.01
Discharging conditions

Qch = 237.2 tons
COPch = 4.30 (.825 kW/ton)

Tw,i,e = 58.9'F
Tw,o,e = 52.3'F at peak load (floats at other loads)
Twyij,c = 84.4F

Twoc = 94.4F

h,e = 4.63 x 105 lbm/hr (892 GPM)
0hc = 3.61 x 105 ibm/hr (725 GPM)

AHe = 30.0 ft

AHc = 16.Oft
Charging conditions

Qech = 146.3 tons
COPch = 3.15 (1.12kW/ton)

Twoe = 25.0"F
mnw, e = 5.02 X 105 ibm/hr (962 GPM)
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Table 3.4 Continued.

4. Storage Tank Design Specifications
Nt = 11 constrained-area-type storage tanks
Qt = 190 nominal ton-hrs

Qlos1 =- 3.35 ton-hrs/day/tank (tanks located outside)
tcit =0.567 inches
tmx --0.932 inches
Discharging conditions
Ti = 51.0 0 F
TBO = 44.00F
Qdischar= 19.4 tons
rh =4.21 x 104 ibm/hr (81.1 GPM)
AHt = 27.0 ft (no flow through the tank bypass loop 480F)
Charging conditions
Ti = 26.6'F
Ti,,, min= 22.40F
ATb = 3.56 0F
at = 12.2 tons
rht =4.56 x 104 Ibm/hr (87.5 GPM)
AHt = 36.0 ft (28"F)

5. Main Water-Loop Pump Design Specifications
Np = 1 centrifugal pump (variable-speed operation)
Discharging conditions
AHp = 120 ft
rhp = 4.63 x 105 IbmIhr (892 GPM)
1ip = 77.0 %
Charging conditions
AHp =119ft
rh ,  = 5.02 x 1i05 lbm/hr (962 GPM)
77p = 79.0 %
np = 1750 RPM
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Table 3.4 Continued.

Pm

OSF
Dimp

=40 BHP
= 1.05
= 11.3 inches

6. Cooling Tower Design Specifications
Nell = 1 induced draft, crossflow cooling tower cell
Nf = 1 propeller fan per cell

R = 10.0 0F
A = 7.4 0F
rnw, = 3.61 x 105 ibm/hr (725 GPM)
rha,t = 2.79 x 105 ibm/hr (62,100 CFM)
Pm = 15 BHP
OSF = 1.00
Dp,,p = 72 inches

7. Tower Water.Loop Pump Design Specifications
Np = 1 centrifugal pump (constant-speed operation)
AH ,  =30ft
rhp = 3.61 x 105 ibm/hr (725 GPM)
17p =75.0%
np = 1750 RPM
Pm = 10 BHP
OSF =1.37
Dimp = 6.85 inches

8. Electric Motor Full-Load Efficiencies
t m,ch = 94.0 %
m, ahu = 91.0 %

?77,mt = 87.5 %

lm, twl = 85.5 %
ilm mw = 92.4 %
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Table 3.4 Continued.

9. Variable-Speed Drive Full-Load Efficiencies
1 lh = 93.0 % (mechanical drive)
l, mwl = 95.8 % (variable-frequency inverter)

Table 3.5 Nomenclature for Chapter Three Tables

Example: Xa,b,c,d

where a denotes a substance; and may be deleted if only one substance.

b denotes a condition; and may be deleted if only one condition.

c denotes a device; and may be deleted if no device exists.

d denotes a restriction; if one exists.

Roman Symbols

Symbol Definition

A cooling-tower approach

CFA cooling coil face area

CFV coil face velocity

COP coefficient of performance

D diameter

Fo fraction of outdoor air

H change in head

L length
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Roman Symbols (continued)

Symbol Definition

rh mass flow

N number

n speed

P power

Q load

Q storage capacity

R cooling-tower range

RH relative humidity

SHR sensible heat ratio

T temperature

V velocity

x mass fraction

Greek Symbols

Symbol Definition

y relative speed

A property change

77 efficiency

Ir period of time
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Subscripts

Symbol Definition

a air

act actual

ahu air handling unit

C cooling coil

C condenser

cell cell

ch chiller

circ circuit

e evaporator

egs ethylene glycol solution

f fan

fin fin

i inlet

imp impeller

M motor

max maximum

mi minimum

mwl main water loop

o outlet

o ambient
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Subscripts (continued)

Symbol Definition

p pump

prop propeller

row row

tank

tube tube

twi tower water loop

V ventilation

w water

wb wet bulb

z zone

Superscripts

Symbol Definition

mean value

rate of change
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3.4 COMPARISON OF DESIGNS

In this section, the designs of the conventional system and the ice-storage system are

compared. Several significant design differences exist between these two systems,

they are discussed for each component. Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10-which show the

rated power, maximum power, and percent of total maximum power for each of

component of each system, respectively-serve as a useful reference for the following

discussion.

450 EJ Conventional system

ED Ice-storage system

180 180

Chiller Air-Handling
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Figure 3.8 Rated motor power for each component of the conventional system and the ice-storage
system.
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Cooling Coils There are three design differences between the cooling coils selected

for the ice-storage system and those selected for the conventional system. First, the

cooling coils of the ice-storage system require the specification of a greater number of

rows in order to achieve the desired air outlet state which is the same for both designs.

This is primarily caused by the larger water temperature difference across the cooling

coil specified for the ice-storage system which decreases the capacity of the cooling

coil. This larger difference is required for this system in order that the chiller-which,

for a series configuration, must accommodate the entire system water flow rate-not

exceed its recommended flow limits.

350 342

0" Conventional system

300 - El Ice-storage system

250 -

200 196

171 177

~ 150

100

50 31

Chiller Air-Handling Tower Fan(s) Tower Pump Main Pump
Units

Figure 3.9 Maximum power consumption for each component of the conventional system and the
ice-storage system.
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Second, the coils of the ice-storage system must employ half circuiting in order to

maintain a relatively high brine velocity through the coils. This is necessary because of

the poor transport properties of brine relative to those of water. As a result the water

head loss through the coil of the ice-storage system is significantly larger than that of

the conventional system. Third, on the air side, since the ice-storage system requires a

greater number of rows, the pressure drop across the air handling unit increases

slightly; however, this effect is small and the required fan power and air flow rate are

only slightly affected (Figure 3.9). Thus, the air side of the cooling coils for these two

systems are approximately the same and hence the fans and the motors selected for the

air-handling units of each of these systems are the same (Figure 3.8).

70

6 ['7Conventional system

60E: Ice-storage system

0 5
o ~O 46

42
o 40

31

0o. 3 3 30
0 2 2 X

Chiller Air-Handling Tower Fan(s) Tower Pump Main Pump

Units

Figure 3.10 Percentage of the total system power consumption for each component of the
conventional system and the ice-storage system.
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Chillers The most significant difference between the chillers of the two systems is

that the rated capacity of the chiller of the ice-storage system is approximately 43

percent of that of the conventional system. Accordingly, under design conditions, the

chiller of the ice-storage system consumes significantly less power than the chiller of

the conventional system (Figure 3.9). Another important difference is that since the

ice-storage system is connected in a series configuration, the entire water flow rate must

pass through the evaporator of the chiller. As a result, the head loss through the

evaporator of the chiller of the ice-storage system is approximately twice that of the

conventional system.

The final important difference, which was chosen by design, is that the ice-storage

system employs a reciprocating chiller, whereas the conventional system uses a

centrifugal chiller. However, a centrifugal chiller with a capacity of 225 tons would

also be applicable for the ice-storage system. An economic analysis to determine if the

operational savings associated with the centrifugal machine are sufficient to recover the

additional capital required to purchase this centrifugal machine.

Pumps Since the cooling coils and the chiller of the ice-storage system develop

considerably more head loss under the design conditions and because the storage tanks

also contribute an additional head loss which is significant, the total head loss for the

main water loop of this system is approximately twice that of the conventional system

(Tables 3.2 and 3.4). Furthermore, during the charging period of the ice-storage

system, the brine is significantly more viscous and the cooling coils are bypassed

which results in a new operating state for the main water-loop pump (Table 3.4). For

this particular system, the operating point shifts to a higher flow rate during the

charging period which, for a constant-speed pumping application, results in an increase
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in the required pump power. The net result is that the power required by the main

water-loop pump of the ice-storage system is nearly twice as much as that required by

the conventional system (Figure 3.9).

Cooling Towers The cooling tower of the conventional system was selected using

the methods described in Example 2.1 of Section 2.2.1, whereas the cooling tower of

the ice-storage system was designed using a standard range of 10'F. Therefore,

although the chiller of the conventional system is over twice that of the ice-storage

system, the cooling tower fan power and pumping power of the conventional system

are only 33 percent and 50 percent greater than those of the ice-storage system,

respectively (Figure 3.9).

3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this chapter was to show that design-day ambient weather

conditions, a design-day space cooling-load profile, and preliminary design

specifications are sufficient to select all of the important components which constitute a

conventional system or an ice-storage system for the purposes of system simulation.

Whereas the conventional system is designed based on the peak design-day space

cooling load, the ice-storage system is designed based on the peak and the integrated

design-day space cooling load. The selection procedure for each component was

given. Then based on these selection procedures, detailed design specifications for the

conventional system and the ice-storage system designed as part of this work were

listed. Lastly, the important design differences between the two systems were

discussed.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

SYSI'EM SIMULATION
AND CONTROL

Chapter One presented the basic strategies for controlling air-conditioning systems

which use either ice or chilled-water storage. Chapter Two presented mathematical

models for each component in an air-conditioning system. These models are useful for

simulating the performance of such a system over time. Chapter Three provided the

means to design an efficient air-conditioning system using manufacturer's performance

data. The current chapter integrates the material presented in each of the foregoing

chapters to define the methodologies for studying system and control behavior using

system simulation.

This chapter begins by briefly describing the procedure for mathematically linking

the component models which constitute a model of an air-conditioning system and for

mathematically solving the resulting system of equations. Next, the manner in which

air conditioning systems are controlled in practice is discussed. The control algorithms
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which allow the implementation of these practical control methods for use with system

simulation are then presented. Next, methods for determining near-optimal control

strategies are demonstrated, and the results of these methods are discussed for the ice-

storage system and the conventional system. Lastly, the significant results of applying

these strategies to near-optimally control each system over a typical cooling season are

discussed.

4.1 INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM SIMULATION

A set of linear and nonlinear equations which describes the operation of a particular

component can be joined with other sets of such equations describing other related

components to form a system of equations that describe the collective behavior of an air

conditioning system. Two methods commonly used to solve such a system of

equations are 1) the successive substitution method and 2) the Newton-Raphson

method. Each of these methods may be used for either steady-state simulation or for

transient simulation.

4.1.1 Steady-State Simulation

A system whose output variables are only a function of its current input variables is

said to be operating under steady-state; that is, for a uniform set of inlet conditions for a

particular device, the outlet conditions remain invariant with respect to time.

The Successive Substitution Method For a steady-state simulation (or transient

simulation) using the successive substitution method, a block diagram of the system to

be modeled is first constructed. The block diagram includes all of the components of
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the system and shows the flow of information (temperatures, mass flow rates,

humidities, etc.) between these components. Such a diagram is shown in Figure 4.1for

the conventional air-conditioning system (whose schematic drawing is shown in

Figure 4.1 Block diagram for the conventional air-conditioning system of Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1). Next, a particular component of the system is selected as the location for

which to begin the solution procedure, and based on an initial estimate of the inlet

conditions of this component, the outlet conditions are determined as outlined in

Chapter 2. The outlet conditions then become the inlet conditions for other components

as indicated by the flow of information on the block diagram, and the process continues

by substituting the outlet conditions of each component into all of its successive

components until all inputs converge to a specified tolerance [ 1, 2].

The Newton-Raphson Method For a steady-state simulation using the Newton-

Raphson method, the system of linear and nonlinear equations are first linearized with

respect to the unknown variables by expanding the residual of each equation in a

Taylor series about an initial set of estimated variables. The series is expanded to

include only first order terms and the value of each of residual at the updated set of

variables is assigned to be zero. The resulting set of linearized equations can then be

expressed concisely in matrix format and subsequently solved for the updated values of

the unknown variables. The solution procedure continues in an iterative fashion until

satisfactory convergence is obtained [1].

The successive substitution method is straightforward, but it sometimes converges very

slowly or even diverges. On the other hand, the Newton-Raphson method is more

complex to implement and requires more computer memory; however, with reasonable

initial estimates, the convergence is quadratic. For these reasons and because of the

significant increase in computing power over the years, the Newton-Raphson method

and other similar techniques are currently gaining ground on the traditionally preferred

successive substitution method [ 1].
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4.1.2 Transient Simulation

A system whose output variables are a function of its current input variables, time, and

the initial conditions of all time dependent variables is said to be operating dynamically;

that is, for a uniform set of inlet conditions to a particular device, the outlet conditions

may change with respect to time. Such a system is modeled using transient simulation

methods.

The two methods previously discussed are suitable for solving the equations that

govern the operation of a system which operates dynamically. The dynamics of such a

system are governed by time dependent differential equations. These differential

equations are converted to piecewise linear functions of time (by first reducing the

order of the differential equation to a system of n first order differential equations

where n is the order of the original differential equation and then choosing a finite

differential in time and solving the resulting system of first order differential equations

to yield n finite differentials in the dependent variables) and then solved directly with

the methods discussed above using appropriate initial conditions for the time dependent

variables. The program used in this work, TRNSYS [3], is designed for transient

simulation using the successive substitution method.

4.2 CONTROL OF A REAL AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM

A real air-conditioning system is controlled in order to maintain a comfortable

environment in the conditioned space. The conditioned space and the ambient weather

conditions impose disturbances on the air conditioning system. In order to maintain

the desired comfort conditions in the conditioned space, the system must respond to
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these disturbances and take corrective action. A disturbance is sensed by the system

when a controlled variable deviates from its desired set-point value, and corrective

action is taken by altering the manipulated variable such that the desired change in the

control variable is achieved [4].

4.2.1 Air-Handling Unit Control

Figure 4.2 shows the necessary equipment required to pneumatically control a

variable-air-volume air-handling unit which serves several zones that all have similar

cooling requirements. In this figure the controlled variables are

1. The zone temperature,

2. The supply-air temperature, and

3. The chilled-water supply temperature,

and the manipulated variables that serve to maintain these controlled variables at their

desired set-point values are

1. The supply-air mass flow rate,

2. The chilled-water mass flow rate, and

3. The refrigerant mass flow rate,

respectively.

Two very important air-handling-unit control processes occur in Figure 4.2: a)

controlling the zone temperature and b) controlling the temperature of the air leaving the

air-handling unit. Since both of these real processes will serve as a basis for their

numerical counterpart, they are important to understand.
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Zone Temperature Control The zone temperature is controlled by the following

process: The zone thermostat (the disturbance sensing element) senses any deviation

from the zone set-point temperature and issues an error signal to the temperature

averaging relay which in turn issues a speed signal to the variable frequency inverter in

accordance with the mean error signal obtained from the zones. The inverter adjusts the

frequency (and voltage) of the current transmitted to the induction motor which in turn

alters the speed of the fan. If the temperature of the zone is above (below) its set-point

value, the supply-air mass flow rate is increased (decreased) in proportion to the

magnitude of the error signal. More complex control systems make use of integral

control (which eliminates sustained deviations from the set-point value) and derivative

control (which eliminates rapid fluctuations in the operation of the system) in addition

to proportional control.

Coil Air-Outlet-Temperature Control The temperature of the air leaving the air-

handling unit is controlled by the following process: The temperature transmitter senses

any deviation from the set-point temperature and issues an error signal to the receiver

controller which in turn issues a position signal to the two-way valve which controls

the flow of chilled water through the cooling coil. If the sensed temperature is above

(below) its set-point value, the chilled-water flow rate is increased (decreased) in

proportion to the magnitude of the error signal.

The two important points of this discussion are that the temperature of the air within the

zone is controlled by manipulating the mass flow rate of supply air and that the

temperature of the air leaving the air-handling unit is controlled by manipulating the

mass flow rate of chilled water through the cooling coils.
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4.2.2 Main Water-Loop Pump Control

Figure 4.3 shows the necessary equipment required to pneumatically control a variable-

speed main water-loop pump which serves several cooling coils which are each located

within their own respective air handling unit. In this figure the controlled variable is the

pressure drop across the cooling coils and the manipulated variable that serves to

maintain this controlled variable at its desired set-point value is the mass flow rate of

chilled water.

The pressure drop across the cooling coils is controlled by the following process: A

pressure transmitter senses any deviation from the set-point pressure and issues an

error signal to the receiver controller which in turn issues a speed signal to the variable

frequency inverter which controls the speed of the main water-loop pump which in turn

controls the flow of chilled water through the cooling coil. The pressure drop across

the coils is altered by the two-way valves of the cooling coils which are adjusted by the

local loop control of the air outlet temperature of the coil as previously discussed. If the

sensed pressure is above (below) its set-point value, the chilled-water flow rate is

decreased (increased) in proportion to the magnitude of the error signal.

The important point of this discussion is that for cooling coils served by a variable-

speed pump, the pressure drop across the cooling coils is controlled by manipulating

the mass flow rate of chilled water through the cooling coils. (The same is generally

true for coils served by a constant-speed pump; however, a bypass line is used for

manipulating the mass flow rate of chilled water through the cooling coils.)
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4.3 CONTROL OF A MODEL OF AN AIR-CONDITIONING
SYSTEM

Like a real air-conditioning system, a model of an air-conditioning system is controlled

in order to satisfy the sensible and latent loads of the conditioned space subject to

ambient weather conditions. Moreover, the model is controlled in the same manner as

its real counterpart: by determining the appropriate values of the manipulated variables

to maintain the desired set-point values of the controlled variables. The controlled and

manipulated variables of the model are the same as those of the real system (Section

4.2.1). For purposes of this work, the control of each component is assumed to be

ideal: the value of a controlled variable is exactly equal to its set-point value over each

time step (once the simulation converges for the current time step), and it does not

deviate from this value as it would in a real air-conditioning system.

4.3.1 A Model of an Air-Conditioning System

Figure 4.4 shows the block diagram required to model the conventional air conditioning

system using the successive substitution method. The numerical air conditioning

system comprises the controller, the cooling tower, the chiller, the cooling coil, and the

pumps and fans, and its purpose is to respond to disturbances imposed by the zone and

the ambient weather. These disturbances are called forcing functions and drive the
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Figure 4.4 Block diagram for the conventional air-conditioning system of Figure 2.1 with
an additional control block and its associated control and feedback signals.
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system to a new operating state. The forcing functions for any air conditioning system

are

1. The sensible load of the zone,

2. The latent load of the zone,

3. The ambient dry-bulb temperature, and

4. The ambient wet-bulb temperature [5].

Since the cooling tower is only mildly affected by the ambient dry-bulb temperature

(Section 2.2.1) and if the zone has a relatively constant sensible heat ratio, then the

primary forcing functions are A) the total load of the zone, and B) the ambient wet-bulb

temperature.

Since the components of the conventional air conditioning system are modeled as

steady-state devices for the purposes of this work, for a given set of forcing functions

and a specified set of controlled variables, the operating state of the system is

determined. This is, however, not the case for the ice-storage system, since the storage

tanks of this system are modeled dynamically and, therefore, the operating state of the

system is a function of time and the initial conditions, in addition to the given set of

forcing functions. A distinction should be made here between a series of steady-state

simulations over time and a strictly transient simulation; the former results in a series of

discrete system operating points that are dependent on only a series of discrete forcing

functions and a corresponding series of discrete control states, both of which may or

may not be correlated with time; the latter results in a series of discrete system operating

points that are dependent on a series of discrete forcing functions, a series of discrete

control states, initial conditions for the time dependent variables, and time.
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The controller shown in Figure 4.4 uses either open-loop control or afeedback

control in order that appropriate values of the manipulated variables are obtained. For

open-loop control, the controller issues a signal to the controlled component based on

only the current set of forcing functions. For feedback control, the controller issues a

signal like that of the open-loop control, but based on the status of the controlled

variable, it updates the signal until the controlled variable achieves the designated set-

Figure 4.5 Block diagram of the air-conditioning control system indicating the information
flows necessary to make control decisions.
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point temperature. For purposes of this work the following components use open-loop

control:

A) The fan(s) of the cooling tower,

B) The pump of the tower water loop, and

C) The compressor of the chiller,

and the following components use feedback control:

A) The pump of the main water loop and

B) The fan of the air-handling units.

Figure 4.5 shows the flows of information necessary to make control decisions for the

two components using feedback control. The control signals are the relative pump

speed and the relative fan speed, and their respective controlled variables are the air

outlet temperature from the cooling coil and the zone temperature. The forcing

"M Tap Coil

JF
it Fan ilh,

Zone
Tz Qzen,

Figure 4.6 Block diagram of the fan control system indicating the information flows

necessary to make control decisions.
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functions affecting control decisions are the latent and sensible zone loads and the

ventilation load (the ambient wet-bulb temperature).

4.3.2 Air-Handling Unit Control

The mass flow rate of air through the air-handling unit is controlled to maintain the

desired set-point temperature within the zone. The steady-state zone temperature is

given by

Tz = Ta,o, c+ _ sns + .(4.1)
lk Cp a

The fan load is of the form

f = CO+ Ci4.2)

where co and Cl are constants for a particular fan, and ^A is the relative fan speed:

7f a k(4.3)

where rh,.. is the maximum mass flow rate of air through the fan. Using the

feedback control loop shown in Figure 4.6, the required air flow rate is found as

follows: The controller issues an estimated speed signal If to the fan, and the fan issues

the corresponding mass flow rate of air mia through the cooling coil and the zone. The

fan load is then computed (from the electric motor model not shown for clarity) using

Equation 4.2, and subsequently the zone temperature is determined using Equation 4.1.
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Based on the deviation of this temperature from the desired zone set-point temperature,

the controller computes an updated estimate of the speed signal and issues it to the fan.

The process repeats until satisfactory convergence has been obtained.

Numerical instabilities arise if the temperature of the air exiting the cooling coil has

not previously converged to its specified set-point value. Thus, the overall

convergence of the system to the desired set-point values is obtained using an iterative

process which comprises two parts: A) the local control loop and B) the system

control loop. The local control loop determines the appropriate chilled water flow rate

through the cooling coil that satisfies the total load on the cooling coil and achieves the

required temperature of air exiting the coil. The system control loop determines the

appropriate mass flow rate of air through the cooling coil in order to satisfy the sensible

load on the cooling coil, and it also determines the proper zone humidity to satisfy the

latent load on the cooling coil. The system control loop is driven by the controller

component shown in Figure 4.4, whereas the local control loop is driven by a local

controller within the cooling coil component. These two loops work interactively to

assure that both the latent and sensible loads of the zone are met.

4.3.3 Main Water-Loop Pump Control

The mass flow rate of water through the main water loop is controlled to maintain the

desired set-point temperature of the air leaving the air-handling unit. The steady-state

temperature of the air leaving the cooling coil is a function of the inlet conditions to the

cooling coil (air and water temperatures, air humidity, air flow rate, etc.) and the mass
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flow rate of chilled water through the coil:

Ta,o,c =f (coil inlet conditions, rhO). (4.4)

Because the latent and sensible loads of the zone must be satisfied by the cooling coil,

the coil inlet conditions are a function of the coil outlet conditions:

coil inlet conditions =f (coil outlet conditions). (4.5)

The relative pump speed is given by

Shw (4.6)

where ,hwmx is the maximum mass flow rate of water through the pump. The

required water flow rate is found by stepwise convergence of the system control loop

and the local control loop.

System control loop With reference to the feedback control loop shown in Figure

4.7, the system control loop operates as follows: The system controller issues an

estimated speed signal Yp to the pump, and the pump issues a corresponding mass flow

rate of water rhw through the cooling coil and the chiller. Based on this water flow rate

and other inlet conditions, the chiller component calculates its outlet states and issues

this information to the coil. Likewise, the zone issues information to the coil. At this

point, the local control loop takes over.
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Figure 4.7 Block diagram of the main water-loop pump control system indicating the
information flows necessary to make control decisions.

Local control loop The local control loop operates as follows: The cooling coil

component uses its current inlet conditions to iteratively determine the required mass

flow rate of water necessary to achieve the desired temperature of air leaving the coil.

Since the coil inlet conditions are temporarily fixed by the local control loop, the air

outlet temperature is only a function of the flow rate of water through the coil (Equation

4.4). Therefore, iterative methods, such as the secant method [6], can be used to

determine the appropriate water flow rate. Based on the deviation of the air-outlet

temperature from the desired set-point value, the local control loop determines an

updated estimate of the water flow rate and issues it to the cooling coil. With the same

inlet conditions, except for the altered water flow rate, the cooling coil component

computes its corresponding outlet conditions. Again, the local control loop determines

an updated estimate of the water flow rate. The process repeats until satisfactory
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convergence has been obtained in the local control loop, and then the resulting new

estimate of the appropriate speed signal is issued to the system controller and control is

returned to the system control loop.

The system controller then issues the updated speed signal to the main water-loop

pump, and the successive substitution process is resumed until new coil inlet conditions

are determined. At this time the local controller again intercedes. The process repeats

until satisfactory convergence has been obtained in the system loop.

When convergence is attained, the numerical air conditioning system has been

balanced: The operating state of the system is fixed such that the three desired set-point

temperatures, Tchw,set, Ta,o,c, and Tz, are all maintained under the current set of forcing

functions, Q and To,wb. In other words, for a given set of forcing functions, an

operating state (defined by the values of the manipulated variables) can be defined such

that the control state (defined by the values of the controlled variables) is satisfied.

The operating state is subject to the constraints imposed by the physical nature of the

system; that is, the operating state must be tenable. The control state corresponding to

a tenable operating state is defined as afeasible control state.

4.4 OPTIMAL CONTROL STRATEGIES

The previous section presented methods for determining an operating state which

satisfies a specified control state for a given set of forcing functions. Many different

feasible control states can be specified. However, only one of these feasible control

states results in the system consuming the least amount of power at any instant in time:

the optimal feasible control state. The objective of a static optimization procedure is to
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determine these control states for each instant in time. Such an optimization procedure

is applicable for minimizing the operational cost of air-conditioning systems without

storage. In contrast, for air-conditioning systems with storage, only one sequence of

feasible control states-where any constituent of the sequence is not necessarily

optimal-results in the minimum operating cost: the optimal sequence of feasible

control states. The objective of a dynamic optimization [7] procedure is to determine

this sequence of control states over a specific period of time. This section presents

methods to determine the optimal feasible control states for the conventional system and

the optimal sequence of feasible control states for the ice storage system.

4.4.1 Optimal Control of the Ice-Storage System During the Discharge

Period: The Partial Storage Strategy

For an ice-storage air-conditioning system, the goal of a dynamic optimization

procedure is to find the sequence of feasible control states which results in a sequence

of operating states which satisfies the corresponding sequence of forcing functions and

minimizes the total cost of operating the system over a specified period of time.

System performance maps enable the optimal sequence of feasible control states to be

determined for a particular storage strategy. The dynamic optimization procedure is

then reduced to selecting the storage strategy with the lowest operating cost over the

period of interest. This section discusses the methods for developing the performance

maps of the ice-storage system operating during the discharge period under the partial

storage strategy: chiller priority, where the chiller operates to meet the cooling load

directly up to its maximum capacity, and the remainder of the load is met by storage.

The phrase chiller priority is omitted henceforth, but is nonetheless implied.
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Performance Maps for the Ice-Storage System A performance map is a

representation of the total power consumed by the system as a function of the control

state and a specific set of forcing functions. The forcing functions driving the ice-

storage system while operated under a given storage strategy are the total space cooling

load and the ambient wet-bulb temperature (Section 4.3.1). The control state is

completely defined by the following controlled variables for an ice-storage system with

a single variable speed main water-loop pump, a single chiller, and variable-air-volume

air-handling units:

1. The temperature of the water entering the cooling coil(s),

2. The temperature of the air leaving the cooling coil(s),

3. The temperature of the conditioned space, and

4. The temperature of the water leaving the cooling tower sump(s).

However, because the chiller of a partial ice-storage system rarely operates below two-

thirds of its maximum capacity, the cooling tower fan can be operated at full speed

without a significant system performance penalty (Section 2.2.1). Under this strategy,

the temperature of the water leaving the cooling tower sump is allowed to float. In

addition, the temperature of the conditioned space is maintained at a fixed value.

Moreover, Reference 5 shows that for systems employing multiple air-handling units,

the temperature of the air leaving each of these units should be the same in order to

minimize the system power consumption. Hence, the only free controlled variables

which significantly affect the total power consumption of this ice storage system are A)

the coil water-inlet temperature and B) the coil air-outlet temperature.

Systems that include multiple chillers are capable of maintaining the desired chilled-

water set temperature by operating in one of several possible modes; for example, three

possible modes exist for a system with two chillers A and B: A alone, B alone, and
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both A and B. Similarly, systems that include multiple pumps are capable of

maintaining the desired air-outlet temperature from the cooling coil by operating in one

of several modes. In such cases, each mode must be checked separately, and the mode

with the lowest overall system power consumption is then selected [5]. Fortunately,

the available chiller modes and the available pumping modes are only weakly

interdependent because of the head loss through the evaporator. For systems with

multiple chillers, a supplemental performance map of the power consumed by the

chiller subsystem under the various available modes as a function of the load on this

subsystem at various values of thermal lift facilitates the chiller-mode selection process.

Similarly, for systems with multiple pumps, a supplemental performance map of the

power consumed by the pumping subsystem as a function of the mass flow rate

through this subsystem facilitates the pump-mode selection process. Using these

supplemental performance maps, the methods described below are readily extendable to

multiple chiller and multiple pump systems.

In accordance with the above discussion, the total power consumption of the ice

storage system during the discharging period takes the following form:

Psys = Psys (Ta,o,c, Tw, oi~cQZ, To,wb) (4.7)

where Tao,c = air outlet temperature from the cooling coil,

TW,,i, C= water inlet temperature to the cooling coil,

Qz= sensible and latent space cooling load, and

To,wb = ambient wet-bulb temperature.

Thus, for a given set of forcing functions Qz and T0 ,wb and a given storage strategy, the
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Figure 4.8 Ice-storage system performance map for a high space-cooling load.
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total system power is solely a function of the control state, defined by Ta,o,c and T,, i,,

and can be represented by a 3-dimensional surface in Ta,, T, ic, Psy space. Such a

surface for the ice storage system for a high space cooling load and a high ambient wet-

bulb temperature is shown in Figure 4.8. Located directly above this 3-dimensional

surface are the corresponding system-power contours which are of considerable utility

for determining constrained optima.

Three-dimensional performance maps Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show the

progression of the ice-storage system performance as a function of the space cooling

load at a fixed wet-bulb temperature. The system power consumption predicted by

these maps is accurate only in regions that constitute a feasible control state. Such

regions are generally restricted to areas proximate to the nadir of the 3-dimensional

surface.

At high loads (Figure 4.8), the surface forms a steep-walled trough which slants

diagonally across the T, ,ic, Tac plane and slopes downward toward low values of

Tw, i,c and Ta,c. At high values of coil water-inlet temperature, slight deviations from

the nadir of the trough lead to relatively large increases in the total system power

consumption. This is caused by the cubic nature of fan and pump performance curves.

Movement in the Pv, Taoc plane from the nadir of the trough toward higher values of

the coil air-outlet temperature necessitate higher air mass flow rates and as a result lead

to an increase in the amount of power consumed by the air-handling unit fans.

Similarly, movement toward lower values of the coil air-outlet temperature necessitate

higher water flow rates and as a result lead to an increase in the amount of power

consumed by the main water-loop pump. On the other hand, at low values of coil

water-inlet temperature, deviations from the nadir of the trough can be relatively large
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Figure 4.9 Ice-storage system performance map for a medium space-cooling load.
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without a significant increase in the system power consumption, since both the main

water-loop pump and the air-handling unit fans operate on the flatter section of their

cubic performance curve.

At medium loads (Figure 4.9), the system power surface flattens significantly, but

is still trough-like in form. The orientation and the slope of the medium-load surface

are similar to those of the high-load surface. That is, the system power consumption is

lowest at low values of coil water-inlet and air-outlet temperatures.

At low loads (Figure 4.10), an interesting change occurs. Because the loads

considered in the previous performance maps were greater than the maximum capacity

of the chiller, the chiller remained fully loaded and consumed approximately the same

amount of power regardless of the control state defined by T, i,, and T,.,.

Accordingly, the chiller played little role in determining the shape of the 3-dimensional

surface: the shape of the surface was determined primarily by the characteristics of the

main water-loop pump and the air-handling unit fans. On the other hand, once the load

becomes sufficiently low, the chiller performance characteristics become a significant

factor in determining the shape of the 3-dimensional surface.

Figure 4.10 shows this influence. At this low load, the chiller meets the space

cooling load directly (without the aid of storage) and the coil water-inlet temperature is

equal to the chilled-water set temperature. Hence, the minimum power consumption

shifts toward high values of the chilled water set temperature and the coil air-outlet

temperature. The shift toward higher chilled-water set temperatures reduces the thermal

lift within the chiller which increases its efficiency and reduces its power consumption.

The shift toward higher coil air-outlet temperatures reduces the latent and sensible loads
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Figure 4.10 Ice-storage system performance map for a low space-cooling load.
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on the cooling coil by raising the humidity level of the conditioned space, which results

in a reduction of the ventilation load.

Two-dimensional performance maps Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 show the

system-power contours of the ice-storage system for three space cooling loads at a

fixed wet-bulb temperature. From the previous discussion and Figures 4.11 and 4.12,

it is clear that at high space cooling loads, the minimum system power consumption

occurs at low values of coil water-inlet and air-outlet temperatures. However, as

discussed in Chapter 2, the minimum obtainable blended outlet temperature from the

temperature-modulating valve downstream of the storage tanks is a function of the

required discharge rate, the tank inlet temperature, and the discharge period (Section

I.
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Figure 4.11 Ice-storage system power contours for a high space-cooling load.
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Figure 4.12 Ice-storage system power contours for a medium space-cooling load.

2.2.4, Figure 2.53). Hence, the solution space is constrained at high loads by the

performance characteristics of the ice-storage tanks.

Also from the previous discussion and Figures 4.12 and 4.13, it is clear that the

optimal control state makes a rapid transition from low coil air-outlet and water-inlet

temperatures toward high air-outlet and water-inlet temperatures as the chiller of the ice-

storage system begins to meet the load directly. For this particular system and an

ambient wet-bulb temperature of 770F, this transition occurs at a relative space cooling

load of approximately 0.38 which is defined as the transitional space cooling load; at

this load the valley of the trough becomes parallel to the T i,,, To. plane. At loads

less than the transitional space cooling load, the minimum system power consumption

occurs at high values of coil water-inlet and air-outlet temperatures. However, the
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Figure 4.13 Ice-storage system power contours for a low space-cooling load.

maximum permissible coil air-outlet temperature is a function of the maximum

allowable humidity level within the conditioned space. Hence the solution space is

constrained at low loads by the restrictions on the humidity level within the conditioned

space.

Solution-Space Constraints For low space cooling loads, the coil air-outlet

temperature constraint can be determined by two possible methods. The firstmethod to

determine this temperature constraint is to compute the coil air-outlet temperature which

yields the maximum allowable humidity level within the conditioned space based on the

current set of forcing functions. The computation can be performed in two ways: A) by

simulating the entire ice storage system under progressively higher coil air-outlet

temperatures until the humidity level within the room reaches its maximum permissible
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level or B) by noting that at these low-load conditions the air flow through the cooling

coil is greatly reduced and therefore exits the coil virtually saturated at the coil air-outlet

temperature and employing the steady-state energy equation on the conditioned space

(Equation 2.78).

The second method is to observe that the optimum is very broad in the region of

low loads (Figure 4.13) and to select a reasonable maximum coil water-inlet

temperature which satisfies the humidity restrictions of the conditioned space and also

results in system power consumption proximate (less than 4 percent of the design

system power consumption, Figure 4.13) to that consumption at the actual constrained

minimum. The rigorous form of the first method can lead to optimal control of the

system, whereas the second method can lead to near-optimal control of the system.

The second method for determining the coil water-inlet temperature constraint was used

in this work.

For high space cooling loads, the coil water-inlet temperature constraint can be

determined from manufacturer's performance data and an estimate of the cooling

requirements for the day of interest. The discharging performance of a constrained-area

ice-storage tank can be predicted by expressing the average daily discharge rate

Qt,dichr as a quadratic function of the blended outlet temperature TBO , the tank inlet

temperature Tijt and the discharge period rdiha, "

Qtdischar = aOJ+alTBO + a2Ti, t + a3 dischar+ TBO+ T t + a schar

+ a7 TBO Ti, +a8 TBOTdischar + a9 Ti9t Tdischar (4.8)

where a0 through a9 are constants to be fit using manufacturer's performance data. For
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a known discharge period, an estimate of the daily cooling requirements, and an

estimate of the tank inlet temperature, the above equation is quadratic in the blended

outlet temperature and can be readily solved.

Static Optimization Procedure Since the solution space is constrained, the

optimal control state for a given space cooling load and ambient wet-bulb temperature

must be determined as follows: The overall system power P. is the objective function

to be minimized subject to the coil water-inlet temperature T, i,c constraint imposed by

the ice storage tanks at high loads and by the conditioned space at low loads and the

operating constraints imposed on the pumps and fans of the system. This is stated

mathematically as

mino [P, (T,,,o, , r,,,. 9 Q , 0.,,ToWb)] (4.9)

subject to

rw, i9c < rw, cma= (Ainax ,2..asens ,v Qo~at , raoxc),(4.10)

Tw, i, c TBO,min (at,dischar , Ti,t, T dischar), (4.11)

C)Z = QZ (r:)')(4.12)

Towb = To,wb (T), (4.13)

7f<1, (4.14)

(4.15)
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Because the optimal control state is defined by relatively low coil air-outlet and water-

inlet temperatures for high space cooling loads, the last two constraints are always

maintained when the system is operated under the optimal control state and at loads not

exceeding the design space cooling load. Thus, only the temperature constraints need

to be considered in the minimization process.

The constrained minimum is defined by the pair of coil water-inlet and air-outlet

temperatures that result in the objective function and the constraint sharing a common

normal; this condition is given by

[ aPy 1 =0. (4.16)
L aTa,o,c JT,.j ., Q,. T.,,

The locus of constrained power minima is determined by connecting all points of the

system-power contours where the above condition is met. Figure 4.11 shows such a

locus, which is essentially a straight line. A similar locus can be defined for each space

cooling load and wet-bulb temperature of interest. Each of these loci define a line with

a characteristic slope and intercept in the Ta,o,c and T, i,c plane.

Locus of Constrained Power Minima at High Loads Figures 4.14 and 4.15

show several constrained power-minima loci for three relative space cooling loads (the

ratio of the actual space cooling load to the design space cooling load) and two ambient

wet-bulb temperatures. Since the loads shown in the figures are greater than the

transitional space cooling load, these figures are used in conjunction with the

temperature constraint on the blended outlet temperature (Equation 4.11) to determine
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Figure 4.14 Power-minima locus of the ice-storage system for three relative space-cooling loads and
a high ambient wet-bulb temperature.

the value of the coil air-outlet temperature which results in the minimum system power

consumption for a given load and ambient wet-bulb temperature.

With regard to these figures, the higher the relative space cooling load, the higher

the constrained optimal temperature difference between the air-outlet temperature and

the water inlet temperature. Since the fans of the air-handling units consume

significantly more power than the main water-loop pump (approximately four times as

much for the ice storage system), they dictate the movement of the optimum as a

function of the load for a given coil water-inlet temperature. As the load decreases, the

constrained optimum moves toward lower coil air-outlet temperatures, which reduces
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the power consumed by the air-handling unit fans and increases the power consumed

by the main water-loop pump. This behavior is clearly indicated in Figure 4.14.

Furthermore, as the ambient wet-bulb temperature decreases, the fans become more

dominant in determining the direction of movement of the constrained optimum.

Because the operation of the air-handling unit fans is solely a function of the

temperature of the conditioned space, the sensible portion of the space cooling load,

and the coil air-outlet temperature, the ambient wet-bulb temperature does not effect the

performance of these fans. However, the ambient wet-bulb temperature does have a

significant effect on the main water-loop pump. Since the ventilation load decreases
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Figure 4.15 Power-minima locus for the ice-storage system for three relative space-cooling loads
and a low ambient wet-bulb temperature.
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markedly with a decrease in the ambient wet-bulb temperature, the relative magnitude of

the power consumed by the pump compared to that consumed by the fans also

decreases with decreasing wet-bulb temperature. Hence, in this case, the fans are able

to drive the constrained optimum toward even lower values of coil air-outlet

temperatures for a given coil water-inlet temperature and space cooling load. This

behavior is clearly indicated in Figure 4.15.

A final point of interest depicted in Figure 4.15 is the significant change in slope of

the locus of constrained optima for a relative space cooling load of 0.5. At this load

and wet-bulb temperature, the chiller has sufficient capacity to meet the load directly for

the higher values of coil water-inlet temperature (chilled-water set temperature at low

loads). Accordingly, for a given load and coil air-outlet temperature, the chiller drives

the constrained optimum toward higher values of chilled-water set temperature.

Locus of Constrained Power Minima at Low Loads Figure 4.16 shows the

loci of constrained power minima for two ambient wet-bulb temperatures. Since the

loads shown in the figures are less than the transitional space cooling load and because

the temperature constraint on the coil water-inlet temperature imposed by the restrictions

on the humidity level within the conditioned space (Equation 4.10) is specified at a

fixed value, the value of the coil air-outlet temperature which results in the minimum

system power consumption is solely a function of the space cooling load and the

ambient wet-bulb temperature.

Referring to this figure, as the space cooling load decreases at a fixed chilled-water

set temperature, the optimum coil air-outlet temperature increases. Since the optimal

temperature difference between the coil air-outlet and water-inlet states is relatively large

for low space cooling loads (which can be inferred from Figure 4.16), the main water-
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loop pump does not play a significant role in determining the location of the constrained

optimum. Rather, the chiller and the fans determine its location. For a given space

cooling load below the transitional space cooling load and a given ambient wet-bulb

temperature, an increase in coil air-outlet temperature results in an increase in fan power

consumption, whereas a decrease in coil air-outlet temperature results in an increase

chiller power consumption. Since the ventilation load increases as the absolute

humidity level within the conditioned space is decreased (for a fixed ambient wet-bulb

temperature and a constant ventilation air flow rate), low coil air-outlet temperatures

(which result in low humidity levels within the conditioned space, Equation 2.83)

increase the load on the chiller and thus increase its power consumption.
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Furthermore, the locus of constrained power minima shifts downward toward

lower coil air-outlet temperatures as the ambient wet-bulb temperature decreases. This

shift is directly analogous to the shift that occurs at high loads. As the ambient wet-

bulb temperature decreases, the fans become more dominant than the chiller in

determining the location of the constrained optimum; hence, lower coil air-outlet

temperatures are favored as the ambient wet-bulb temperature decreases.

In summary, the total system power consumption of the ice-storage system while

operating under the partial storage strategy during the discharging period is minimized

at high loads when the lowest allowable blended outlet temperature from the ice-storage

tanks is issued to the cooling coils, and it is minimized at low loads when the highest

allowable water temperature is issued to the cooling coils. The lowest blended outlet

temperature is a function of the discharging characteristics of the ice-storage tank. The

highest water temperature is a function of the maximum permissible humidity level

within the conditioned space. High and low loads are defined as those loads above and

below the transitional space cooling load, respectively. The transitional space cooling

load is that load where the trough of the three-dimensional power surface becomes

parallel to the coil water-inlet and water-outlet temperature plane.

4.4.2 Optimal Control of the Ice-Storage System During the Discharge

Period: The Other Three Fundamental Storage Strategies

In the previous section, performance maps of the ice-storage system operating during

the discharge period under the partial storage strategy were shown, and the loci of

constrained power minima were determined as a function of the relative space cooling
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load and the ambient wet-bulb temperature. If the system were to operate under the

partial storage strategy for the entire cooling season, then the loci of constrained power

minima could be used to control the system in a near optimal fashion. However,

because the space cooling load for an arbitrary day of the cooling season may be

significantly less than the design-day space cooling load, the system operating cost may

be reduced by employing one of the other fundamental storage strategies.

Full Storage Strategy The full storage strategy-where the cooling load is met

entirely by storage-may be advantageous when the daily space cooling load is low and

when either or both of the following economic conditions are in effect:

1. High on-peak, high shoulder-period, and low off-peak energy charges,

2. High demand charge, a low demand ratchet, and high on-peak and low off-peak

energy charges.

Demand-Limited Storage Strategy The demand-limited storage strategy: storage

priority-where the power consumption of the chiller is limited in order that the total

power demand does not exceed the demand datum set by the noncooling load, and the

chiller operates to supply only that portion of the cooling load not met by storage;

storage priority is omitted henceforth-may be advantageous when the daily space

cooling load is low to moderate and when either or both of the following economic

conditions are in effect:

1. High on-peak, high shoulder-period, and low off-peak energy charges,

2. High demand charge and a low demand ratchet.
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Modified Demand-Limited Storage Strategy The modified demand-limited

storage strategy: storage priority-where the power consumption of the chiller is

limited only during the on-peak hours in order that the total power demand does not

exceed the demand datum set by the noncooling load, and the chiller operates to supply

only that portion of the cooling load not met by storage; storage priority is omitted

henceforth-may be advantageous when the daily space cooling load is low to

moderately high and when either or both of the following economic conditions are in

effect:

1. High on-peak and low off-peak energy charges,

2. High demand charge only during the on-peak period and a low demand ratchet.

Partial Storage Strategy The partial storage strategy: chiller priority-where the

chiller operates to meet the cooling load directly up to its maximum capacity, and the

remainder of the load is met by storage; chiller priority is omitted henceforth-is

required when the daily space cooling load is high. At low or moderate loads, it may

be advantageous when either or both of the following economic conditions are in effect:

1. Small difference between on- and off-peak energy charges,

2. Low demand charge, or a high demand ratchet.

A very important finding is that regardless of which of the four fundamental

storage strategies is selected, the loci of constrained power minima are the same for

loads greater than the transitional space cooling load. Since an additive constant in the

objective function P. does not alter the values of the independent controlled variables

at which the minimum system power consumption occurs and because for a given load

and wet-bulb temperature the chiller consumes approximately a constant amount of
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power independent of the value of the controlled variables for loads greater than the

transitional space cooling load, the values of the independent control-state variables at

which the minimum system power consumption occurs are independent of the storage

strategy selected for loads greater than the transitional space cooling load. This is

mathematically stated as

min [constant + Py (Ta,o,c, Ti,)] = constant + min [Psys (Ta,o,c, T, ic)] (4.17)

and is applicable to all of the fundamental storage strategies for a given ambient wet-

bulb temperature and a given space cooling load which is greater than the transitional

space cooling load where the power consumed by the chiller is independent of the

controlled variables T, o,c and Twic. However, the temperature constraint on the coil

water-inlet temperature may be significantly different for each of these storage

strategies.

For purposes of this work, shoulder periods were not considered and the demand

charge was taken to be zero for the off-peak period. Under these conditions, the above

storage-strategy selection criteria indicate that the minimum system operating cost is

determined by selecting one of two fundamental storage strategies (or slight

modifications thereof):

A. The modified demand-limited storage strategy or

B. The partial storage strategy.

The selection is based on the prevailing economic conditions, the daily variation in the

ambient weather conditions, the performance characteristics of the system, and an

estimate of the daily space cooling requirements.
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The optimization procedure is still dynamic at this stage: Minimizing the system

power consumption during the discharging period does not guarantee a minimum

operating cost over both the discharging and charging periods, since the rate at which

storage is discharged is a function of the control state. However, by specifying a

particular charging strategy, the discharge rate can be fixed, thereby fixing the control

state and supplanting the dynamic optimization procedure. Specifying a particular

charging strategy is the topic of the following section.

4.4.3 Optimal Control of the Ice-Storage System During the Charging
Period

The amount of charge required to meet the cooling requirements of the following day is

a function of the sequence of forcing functions and control states of the following day

and the storage strategy of the following day. Hence, for a given storage strategy and a

given sequence of forcing functions, once the charging strategy is specified, the

sequence of optimal feasible control states for the discharging period is defined. The

charging strategy which results in the minimum operational cost over the both the

charging and discharging periods is then selected for each particular storage strategy of

interest. In this manner, the dynamic optimization process is transformed into a series

of static optimization processes which are each based on a particular storage strategy

and a particular charging strategy.

Performance maps for the ice-storage system operating in the charge mode can be

developed in a similar manner to those developed for the discharging mode. However,

the controlled variables and the forcing functions which collectively determine the

operating state of the system must be altered and a new objective function must be

defined.
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Static Optimization For the static optimization process, the objective function

governing the charging period of the ice-storage system is the average overall system

coefficient of performance:

COPSQS-. (4.18)

where Q is the rate at which the subsystem of storage tanks is charged, Pys is the

total system power consumption, and 'r' and Tr2 designate the beginning and end of the

discharge period whose length is Tc,, respectively. The the objective function is itself

a function of a set of controlled variables, a single forcing function, and a single state

variable. For this particular system, the set of controlled variables comprises

1. The tank inlet temperature Ti,t, and

2. The charging rate Qr,

the forcing function is the ambient wet-bulb temperature To,wb, and the state variable is

the thickness of ice, t, formed on the tubes within the storage tank. However, the

performance of a constrained-area ice storage system is not significantly affected by ice

thickness that is less than the critical ice thickness tit (Section 2.2.4). Since the air

handling unit is not an operating constituent of the system during this period, the coil

air-outlet temperature and the space cooling load are not included in the above set of

forcing functions. Unlike the space cooling load, the charging rate 0 i is designated

as a controlled variable for the charging period because it is free to assume any value at

any time during the charging period subject to the temporal and operational constraints

imposed on the charging period.
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In accordance with the above discussion, the overall system coefficient of

performance of the ice-storage system during the portion of the charging period where

the ice thickness is less than the critical ice thickness takes the following form:

COPsys = COPsys (Ti,t , Qchar, Towb) (4.19)

where Tit = inlet temperature to the ice-storage tanks,

Ochar= charging rate of the ice-storage tanks, and

To,wb = ambient wet-bulb temperature.

Thus, for a given forcing function To,wb, the system coefficient of performance is

solely a function of the control state, defined by Ti, and h&. and can be represented

by a 3-dimensional surface in Tij, Qcr, COPsys space or, more practicably, as a 2-

dimensional contour plot.

Two Dimensional Performance Maps for the Charging Period Figures 4.17

and 4.18 show the system coefficient-of-performance contours of the ice-storage

system operating in the charging mode for two ambient wet-bulb temperatures. These

figures demonstrate a very important point: the rate at which the storage tanks should be

charged in order to obtain maximum charging efficiency is less than the maximum

charging rate. Since the main water-loop pump is relatively large and consumes power

approximately as the cube of the water flow rate, part load operation of this device

enhances the system coefficient of performance for moderate reduction in the charging

rate. In addition, as the water flow rate through the storage tanks is reduced, their

effectiveness is augmented. Furthermore, since the reciprocating chiller used in this
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Figure 4.17 Ice-storage system coefficient-of-performance contours for a high ambient wet-bulb
temperature.

system maintains an approximately constant coefficient of performance under part load

operation (Section 2.2.3), it alone does not penalize the system coefficient of

performance.

Moreover, although the cooling tower fan is operated at full speed during the

charging period, it enhances the performance of the chiller by reducing the temperature

of the water supplied to the condenser as the load on the chiller decreases. Albeit some

savings may be realized by operating the fan at a reduced speed in this condition, the

savings are typically small if the cooling tower and chiller are appropriately sized and
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Figure 4.18 Ice-storage system coefficient-of-performance contours for a low ambient wet-bulb
temperature.

the chiller load is not much less than the design chiller load (Section 2.2.1). In contrast

however, because the tower water-loop pump operates at constant speed, it

significantly penalizes the system coefficient of performance when the system operates

at reduced loads.

Hence, the location of the tank inlet temperature and system charging rate which

maximize the system coefficient of performance is determined primarily by the

operating characteristics of the main water-loop pump, the chiller, and the ice-storage

tanks. Movement from the optimum toward higher system charging rates results in the

main water-loop pump decreasing the system coefficient of performance, whereas

movement toward lower rates results in the tower water-loop pump decreasing the

system coefficient of performance. On the other hand, movement from the optimum
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toward higher tank inlet temperatures results again in the main water-loop pump

decreasing the system coefficient of performance, whereas movement toward lower

temperatures results in the chiller decreasing the system coefficient of performance.

The location of the optimum lies in a region which is not fettered by the physical

constraints imposed by the constituents the system; however, since the amount of

storage required for the ensuing discharge period must be stored during the temporal

length of the charging period, the solution space during the charging period is

constrained, and the constrained controlled variable is the system charging rate.

Solution-Space Constraints For uniform charging, the minimum system-

charging-rate constraint QCha&rin can be determined from an estimate of the cooling

requirements for the day of interest, an estimate of the daily storage losses, and the

maximum permissible length of the charging period:

Qcharmin : --- - +jfo dr (4.20)
Tchar

where Qt = total load (zone, fan, ventilation, and pump loads; Section 3.2.3),

Qch = chiller load,

Qtobs= storage losses,

and T is the period of the day. The maximum system-charging-rate constraint Qcharmax

is primarily a function of the leaving evaporator and condenser water temperatures and

can be correlated using manufacturer's performance data as outlined in Section 2.2.3.
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Dynamic Optimization Since the solution space is constrained, the optimal

sequence of control states for a given sequence of ambient wet-bulb temperatures must

be determined as follows: The effective overall system coefficient of performance,

COPSs, is the objective function to be maximized subject to the charging constraint

imposed by the temporal duration of the charging period and the operating constraints

imposed by the chiller and the main water-loop pump. This is mathematically stated as

JQhrdr T
max C = ! J COPs Y (TQchar, Towb) dr (4.20)

subject to

Qchar -Qcharmin (Tcw), (4.21)

Qchar - Qcharmax (Tit, Towb), (4.22)

To,wb = To,wb ( ), (4.23)

p< 1. (4.24)

When the system power is constant over the charging period, the effective system

coefficient of performance equals the average system coefficient of performance, and

the approximation symbol in Equation 4.20 becomes an equality. The optimal

sequence of control states is defined by relatively low tank inlet temperatures (not low
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enough, however, that freezing is a concern) ; therefore, the last constraint is always

maintained when the system is operated in accordance with these control states.

At any insant in time, the constrained maximum is defined by the tank inlet

temperature and the system charging rate that result in the system coefficient of

performance and the constraint sharing a common normal; this condition is given by

aCOPsys] = 0. (4.25)
[ Tiot -I 6ch To.wb

The locus of constrained coefficient-of-performance maxima is determined by

connecting all points of the system coefficient-of-performance contours where the

above condition is met. Figure 4.19 shows such a locus, which is essentially a straight

line. A similar locus can be defined for each wet-bulb temperature of interest. Each of

these loci define a line with a characteristic slope and intercept in the Tijt and Qcha

plane.

Locus of Constrained Coefficient-of-Performance Maxima Figure 4.19

shows two constrained coefficient-of-performance maxima loci for two ambient wet-

bulb temperatures. This figure is used in conjunction with the constraints on the

system charging rate (Equations 4.21 and 4.22) to determine the value of the chilled-

water set temperature which results in the maximum system coefficient of performance

for a given ambient wet-bulb temperature.

With regard to this figure, as the ambient wet-bulb temperature decreases, the main

water-loop pump drives the constrained optimum toward lower chilled-water set

temperatures. Because the operation of the main water-loop pump is solely a function
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Figure 4.19 Loci of coefficient of performance maxima for the ice-storage system
operating in the charging mode.

of the chilled-water set temperature and the system charging rate, the ambient wet-bulb

temperature does not effect its performance. However, the ambient wet-bulb

temperature does have a significant effect on the chiller. Since the power consumed by

the chiller decreases markedly with a decrease in the ambient wet-bulb temperature, the

chiller becomes less dominant in determining the location of the constrained optimum.

Hence, the main water-loop pump is able to drive the constrained optimum toward even

lower values of chilled-water set temperature for a given system charging rate. This

behavior is clearly indicated in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.20 Optimal coefficient of performance as a function of the system
charging rate and the ambient wet-bulb temperature.

For this particular system, the savings associated with operating the system at

reduced charging rates relative to the maximum charging rate are very small indeed (1.4

and 1.0 percent at 77 and 67'F ambient wet-bulb temperatures, respectively), as

indicated by Figures 4.17 and 4.18. However, this system uses a reciprocating

compressor which has an approximately linear part-load performance characteristic. On

the other hand, for other systems that employ screw or centrifugal chillers which have a

non-linear part-load performance characteristic, the savings may be substantially larger,

since these devices operate most efficiently in the neighborhood of 60 percent of their

rated load (Section 2.2.3). Moreover, in general, chillers may have difficulty operating
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too hot; for centrifugal chillers, surge becomes a problem; and for screw compressors,

lubrication becomes a problem [8].

The savings associated with operating the system during periods of low ambient

wet-bulb temperature are also quite small (0.81 percent savings per degree Fahrenheit

reduction in the ambient wet-bulb temperature), as indicated by Figure 4.20. The

information contrained within this figure can be used in conjunction with Equation 4.20

to estimate the optimal sequence of feasible control states for the charging period of a

given day. The diurnal ambient wet-bulb temperature profile is also needed.

The abient wet-bulb temperature varies very little during a typical charging period,

as indicated in Figure 2.67. Accordingly, for this particualr ice storage system and for

uniform charging, the effective coefficient of performance, COPsys, is maximized when

the system is charged during the portion of the charging period where the ambient wet-

builb temperature is lowest and the system coefficient of performance, COPys, is

maximized at each intant during this period. However, the savings associated with this

strategy are less than 1 percent at high loads and less than 2 percent at low loads as

compared to operating the system at maximum charging capacity during the portion of

the charging period where the ambient wet-bulb temperatures are lowest, which has the

advanteage of being simpler to implement.

System Operation at Maximum Charging Capacity The maximum chiller

capacity is primarily a function of the chilled-water set temperature and the condenser

water-outlet temperature (Section 2.2.3). The condenser water-outlet temperature is

solely a function of the ambient wet-bulb temperature under maximum capacity

conditions (Section 2.2.1). Because the chiller capacity is only moderately effected by

the condenser water-outlet temperature (the volumetric efficiency of a reciprocating
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compressor decreases with increasing thermal lift) and strongly effected by the chilled-

water set temperature (the density of the refrigerant vapor increases markedly as the

temperature within the evaporator shell increases, Section 2.2.3), the maximum system

charging rate is primarily a function of the chilled-water set temperature.

Figure 4.21 shows this interesting functional relationship between the system

charging rate and the chilled-water set temperature. Although the chiller capacity

increases linearly with the chilled-water set temperature, the system charging rate

passes through a maximum. Movement from the maximum toward higher chilled-

water set temperatures results in the main water-loop pump placing a load on the chiller

at a rate greater than the increase in the chiller's capacity with respect to the chilled-

water set temperature.
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Figure 4.21 Chiller capacity and storage-system charging rate as a function of the
chilled-water set temperature.
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4.4.4 Optimal Control of the Conventional System

For a conventional air conditioning system which is modeled using steady-state

simulation methods, the goal of an optimization procedure is to find the control state

that results in an operating state which satisfies the current set of forcing functions and

minimizes the total power consumed by the system.

Performance Maps for the Conventional System Similar to the ice-storage

system, performance maps can be developed to represent the total power consumed by

the conventional system as a function of the control state for a specific set of forcing

functions. The forcing functions driving the conventional system are the same as those

driving the ice-storage system: the total space cooling load and the ambient wet-bulb

temperature (Section 4.3.1). However, the control state may be different depending on

the manner in which the cooling tower is selected and controlled.

Unlike the ice-storage system, the chiller of the conventional system operates under

a wide range of loads; therefore, the speed of cooling tower fan(s) should be reduced in

accordance with the load such that the power consumed by the chiller and cooling tower

subsystem is minimized. By conducting a one-dimensional search for the temperature

of the water leaving the cooling tower that results in the chiller and cooling tower

subsystem collectively consuming the least amount of power for a given set of forcing

functions and coil air-outlet and water-inlet temperatures (Section 2.2.1, Figure 2.17),

the optimal fan speed can be determined. However, since the primary concern of this

work is ice-storage systems, a suitable alternative was sought: in the design phase, the

cooling tower was selected to minimized both the operating cost at the design load and

the first cost (Section 2.2.1 and Section 3.2.7); this selection procedure results in a
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cooling tower which is smaller, consumes less power, and operates with lower water

flow rates than a typical cooling tower of a conventional air conditioning system.

Hence, this cooling tower selection permits the chiller to operate under conditions of

relatively low load at full speed without adversely effecting the overall system

performance significantly.

In accordance with the previous discussion (and the discussion regarding the

control-state of the ice-storage system, Section 4.4.1), the control state of the

conventional system is defined by the same two variables as that of the ice-storage

system: A) the coil water-inlet temperature and B) the coil air-outlet temperature. In

addition, supplemental performance maps can be developed, as discussed for the ice-

storage system (Section 4.4.1), to extend the methods described below to multiple

chiller and multiple pump systems (and multiple cooling-tower-fan systems if the

temperature of the water leaving the cooling tower is not removed from the set of

variables defining the control state).

The total power consumption of the conventional system, therefore, takes the same

form as that of the ice-storage system operating during the discharging period:

PSYS = Psys (Ta,o,c, Tw, iqc, azvTowb) (4.26)

Thus, the total system power can be represented by a 3-dimensional surface in Ta,oc,

T, i,c, Psys space for a given set of forcing functions. Such a surface for the

conventional system for a high space cooling load and a high ambient wet-bulb

temperature is shown in Figure 4.22. (Like the maps of the ice-storage system, the
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Figure 4.22 Conventional-system performance map for a high space-cooling load.
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system power consumption predicted by this map is accurate only in regions that

constitute a feasible control state, such regions are generally restricted to areas

proximate to the valley of the 3-dimensional surface.) The high space-cooling load

surface of the conventional system is very similar in appearance to that of the ice-

storage system: it forms a steep-walled trough which slants diagonally across the Tw.i,,

Ta,, plane and slopes downward toward low values of T, i,, and T,,,,. However, the

walls of the trough are significantly steeper than those of the ice-storage system because

increases in fan or pumping power are compounded by an associated increase in the

chiller power consumption, which was not the case for the ice storage system since the

storage tanks absorb all loads which are greater than the capacity of the chiller.

Two-dimensional performance maps Figures 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 show the

system-power contours of the conventional system for three space cooling loads and a

high ambient wet-bulb temperature. Figures 4.26, and 4.27 show the system-power

contours of the conventional system for three space cooling loads and a low ambient

wet-bulb temperature. From the previous discussion and Figure 4.23, it is clear that at

high space cooling loads, the minimum system power consumption occurs at low

values of coil water-inlet and air-outlet temperatures. However, the chilled-water set

temperature is commonly not allowed to fall below 40'F in order to avoid freezing in

the evaporator bundle. In addition, at high space cooling loads, the minimum

obtainable chilled-water set temperature is a function of the capacity of the chiller and

the ambient wet-bulb temperature. Hence, the solution space is constrained at high

loads by the performance characteristics of the chiller.
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Figure 4.23 Conventional-system power contours for a high space-cooling load.

In contrast to the optimal control state of the ice-storage system (which makes a

rapid transition from low coil air-outlet and water-inlet temperatures toward high air-

outlet and water-inlet temperatures as the chiller of the ice-storage system begins to

meet the load directly), the optimal control state of the conventional system makes a

slow transition toward higher temperatures, as indicated by the progression of the

optimum within the solution space of Figures 4.23 through 4.25. Like the ice-storage

system, the maximum permissible coil air-outlet temperature is a function of the

maximum allowable humidity level within the conditioned space. Hence the solution

space is constrained at low loads by the restrictions on the humidity level within the

conditioned space.
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Figure 4.24 Conventional-system power contours for a medium space-cooling load.
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Figure 4.26 Conventional-system power contours for a high space-cooling load and a low ambient
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Solution-Space Constraints For high space cooling loads, since the chiller of the

conventional system used in this work is slightly oversized (Section 3.3.1), it is

capable of producing chilled water at the 40OF temperature constraint under full-load

conditions. (If the chiller were not capable of this operation, a chiller capacity function

would have to be correlated as a function of the chilled-water set temperature and the

condenser leaving water temperature, as outlined in Section 2.2.3.) For, low space

cooling loads, a reasonable maximum coil water-inlet temperature (55 0 F) which

satisfies the humidity restrictions of the conditioned space and also results in near-

optimal control was selected.

Optimization Procedure The optimal control state for a given space cooling load

and ambient wet-bulb temperature is determined in the same manner as for the ice-

storage system operating in the discharge mode:

min [Psys(Ta,o,c, Tw, i1cZ, To,wb)] (4.27)

subject to

Tw, i :5< Tw, i'cmx , (4.28)

Tw, i,c >- Tw ~ixmin, (4.29)

Q)Z =Q0Z (T), (4.30)

To,wb = To,wb (v),( (4.31)
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y < 1, (4.32)

< 1.< (4.33)

In contrast to the ice-storage system, the last two constraints are not always maintained

when the system is operated under the optimal control state and at loads not exceeding

the design space cooling load; thus, the all of the constraints need to be considered in

this minimization process.

For a given space cooling load and ambient wet-bulb temperature the unconstrained

minimum is defined by the pair of coil water-inlet and air-outlet temperatures that result

in the gradient of the objective function being equal to zero; this condition is maintained

when

=Psys 0, and (4.34)DTa,o~c r,,,i.,. , Tomb

[ ]Psys = 0. (4.35)L Twi,c JTp. 9_.,,To.,b

On the other hand, for a given set of forcing functions, the constrained minimum is

defined by the pair of coil water-inlet and air-outlet temperatures that result in the

objective function and the constraint sharing a common normal; this condition is given

by

[ aPsys 1 =0. (4.36)

D T a,o,c Te, lo u , To. w eibrr t c n a s m
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plotting the points of the system-power contours where either of the above conditions

are met as a function of the space of space cooling load at a fixed ambient wet-bulb

temperature.

Locus of Constrained Power Minima for the Conventional System

Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show two constrained power-minima loci for two ambient wet-

bulb temperatures. These figures are used to determine the value of the coil air-outlet

temperature and coil water-inlet temperature which result in the minimum system power

consumption for a given load and ambient wet-bulb temperature based on the coil

water-inlet temperature constraints imposed by the chiller at high loads and by the

conditioned space at low loads.
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Figure 4.28 Power-minima locus of the conventional system for a high ambient wet-bulb
temperature.
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Figure 4.29 Power-minima locus of the conventional system for a low ambient wet-bulb
temperature.

Referring to Figure 4.28, the optimal control states for a given space cooling load

are indicated by circles and squares (strictly speaking, the control state associated with a

design space cooling load of 25 percent is not an optimal control state, but a near-

optimal control state, as discussed in Section 4.4.1), whereas the lines joining these

points are near-optimal control states. Since the optimum is relatively broad at all loads

except for those near the maximum load, these near-optimal control states are indeed a

very accurate approximation to the optimal control state.

Figure 4.29 shows the optimal control states for a relatively low ambient wet-bulb

temperature. Comparing Figures 4.28 and 4.29, indicates that the loci of constrained

power minima are not greatly effected by variations in the ambient wet-bulb temperature
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(as long as these loci are correlated as a function of the space cooling load, in contrast

to the overall chilled-water load which includes the effect of the ventilation load). This

can also be seen by comparing Figure 4.26 with Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.27 with

Figure 4.25. Although the constrained optima in these figures are not greatly disparate,

the power consumption at these optima is significantly different, which indicates the

benefits associated with operating the system during periods of low ambient wet-bulb

temperatures.

4.5 ICE-STORAGE SYSTEM OPERATION:
THE NON-DESIGN DAY

In Section 4.4, it was shown that for the ice-storage system operating during the

discharging period and for space cooling loads greater than the transitional space

cooling load, the loci of constrained power minima are independent of the storage

strategy selected. These loci were shown to represent the coil air-outlet and water-inlet

temperatures which result in the instantaneous constrained-minimum system power

consumption for given space cooling loads and ambient wet-bulb temperatures. In

addition, it was shown that this particular ice-storage system could be charged at its

maximum charging rate (which was shown to be primarily a function of the tank inlet

temperature for ice thicknesses less than the critical ice thickness) during periods of the

charging cycle where the ambient wet-bulb temperature is lowest with little penalty.

Furthermore, the storage-strategy selection criteria presented in Section 4.4.2 for

each of the four fundamental storage strategies indicated that either A) the partial storage

strategy or B) the modified demand-limited storage strategy is always preferable to the

remaining strategies when shoulder periods are not considered and when the demand
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charge is limited to the on-peak period. This section is designed to demonstrate the

manner in which either the partial storage strategy or the modified demand-limited

storage strategy is selected based on the following information:

1. The prevailing economic conditions:

A. The on- and off-peak energy charges,

B. The on-peak demand charge, and

C. The demand ratchet.

2. The prevailing climatic conditions:

A. The daily variation in the ambient wet-bulb temperature
(forcing function), and

B. The daily variation in the ambient dry-bulb temperature
(simplified space cooling load calculations; Section 2.2.8).

3. The performance characteristics of the system:

A. The system coefficient of performance during the discharge period, and

B. The system coefficient of performance during the charging period.

4.5.1 Non-Design Day Operation Under the Partial Storage Strategy

In accordance with the demand charge, the partial storage strategy takes two forms: 1)

the partial storage strategy for low demand charges (or equivalently high demand

charges and high demand ratchets) or 2) the partial storage strategy for high demand

charges. For each of these strategies, the storage tanks are charged during the portion

of the charging period where the ambient wet-bulb temperatures are lowest with the

chiller operating at maximum capacity. The performance maps developed in Section
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4.4.1 can be used directly to control the ice-storage system while it is operated under

either of these strategies.

The Partial Storage Strategy for Low Demand Charges

Figures 4.30 through 4.33 demonstrate the operation of the ice-storage system under

the partial storage strategy for various loads and a low demand charge. Figure 4.30

shows the system operation for a low space cooling load. In this case, the chiller has

sufficient capacity to meet the cooling load directly (without the aid of storage). The

small chiller load appearing at 5:00 a.m. represents the amount of storage losses during

the day as well as the pumping load associated with charging the storage tanks.
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Figure 4.30 Partial storage strategy: low space cooling load, low demand charge.
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Figure 4.31 Partial storage strategy: low-medium space cooling load, low demand
charge.
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Figure 4.32 Partial storage strategy: medium space cooling load, low demand
charge.
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Figure 4.33 Partial storage strategy: high space cooling load, low demand charge.

Figure 4.31 shows the system operation for a medium-to-low space cooling load.

In this case, the chiller has insufficient capacity to meet the total directly from 11:00 to

4:00 a.m.; the load not met by the chiller is met by storage. The storage tanks are

charged during the portion of the charging period where the ambient wet-bulb

temperature is the lowest. Table 4.1 shows the preferred hourly charging order; it is

based on the typical diurnal variation in the ambient wet-bulb temperature [7].

Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show the system operation for medium and high space

cooling loads, respectively. In both of these cases, the chiller operates at its maximum

capacity during most of the discharge period, and a significant portion of the cooling

load is met by storage.
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Hence, for system operation under the partial storage* strategy with low demand

charges, the chiller operates either to meet the total load directly or at maximum capacity

during the discharge period. The ice-storage tanks supply the load not met by the

chiller.

The Partial Storage Strategy for High Demand Charges

Figures 4.34 and 4.35 demonstrate the operation of the ice-storage system under the

partial storage strategy for two loads and a high demand charge. Figure 4.34 shows

the system operation for a medium-to-low space cooling load. In this case, the chiller
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Fraction of design-day load = 0.6
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Figure 4.34 Partial storage strategy: medium-low space cooling load, high demand
charge.
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operates to meet the cooling load directly during the off-peak portion of the discharge

period. However, during the on-peak portion of the discharge period, the chiller is

demand limited such that the sum of the non-cooling load and the power consumed by

the cooling system does not exceed a specified fraction of the maximum power

consumed during the cooling season where the fraction is defined by the demand

ratchet. The non-cooling load (Chapter 1) is shown in Figure 1.13 and is assumed to

be approximately constant over all days of operation during the cooling season.

Because the chiller is demand limited, a significant portion of the total load must be

supplied from storage, as indicated by comparing Figure 4.31 with Figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.35 Partial storage strategy: medium space cooling load, high demand
charge.
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Figure 4.35 shows the system operation for a medium space cooling load. In this

case, the chiller has insufficient capacity to store the amount of charge necessary to

meet the cooling load with the demand limit based on a demand ratchet of 80 percent.

Hence, the demand ratchet must be adjusted to 82.3 percent in order to meet the cooling

load.

Hence, for system operation under the partial storage strategy with high demand

charges, the chiller is demand limited during the on-peak portion of the discharge

period, and it operates either to meet the load directly or at its maximum capacity during

the off-peak portion of the discharge period. The ice storage-tanks supply the load not

met by the chiller.
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Figure 4.36 Modified demand-limited storage strategy: low space cooling load,
low demand charge, maximum chiller discharge.
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4.5.2 Non-Design Day Operation Under the Modified Demand-Limited
Storage Strategy

Like the partial storage strategy, the modified demand-limited storage strategy has two

forms which are distinguished by the demand charge: 1) the modified demand-limited

storage strategy for low demand charges and 2) the modified demand-limited storage

strategy for high demand charges. Also like the partial storage strategy, the storage

tanks are charged during the portion of the charging period where the ambient wet-bulb

temperatures are lowest with the chiller operating at maximum capacity. The

performance maps developed in Section 4.4.1 can be used directly to control the ice-

storage system while it is operated under either of these strategies.

The Modified Demand-Limited Storage Strategy for Low Demand
Charges

Figures 4.36 and 4.37 demonstrate the operation of the ice-storage system under the

modified demand-limited storage strategy for two cooling loads and a low demand

charge. Figure 4.36 shows the system operation for a low space cooling load. In this

case, the chiller meets the cooling load directly during the off-peak portion of the

discharge period (8:00 to 11:00 a.m.), and the ice-storage tanks meet the entire cooling

load for the remaining hours of the discharge period. Like the partial storage strategy,

storage is replenished during the portion of the charging period where the ambient wet-

bulb temperature is the lowest. In addition, although the daily cooling load is relatively

low in this case, a significant fraction of the maximum storage capacity is used during

the discharging period, as indicated by Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.37 Modified demand-limited storage strategy: medium space cooling
load, low demand charge, maximum chiller discharge.

Figure 4.37 shows the system operation for a medium space cooling load and a high

demand ratchet. In this case, the chiller operates either to meet the cooling load directly

or at maximum capacity during the discharging period, and the ice-storage tanks supply

the cooling load not met by the chiller. Charging occurs during all hours of the

discharge period, where the chiller operates at maximum capacity in the ice-making

mode.

Hence, for system operation under the modified demand-limited storage strategy

with low demand charges, the chiller either operates to meet the total load directly, or it

operates at its maximum capacity during the discharge period. The chiller supplies the

load not met by the ice-storage tanks.
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The Modified Demand-Limited Storage Strategy for High Demand

Charges

Figures 4.38 and 4.39 show the operation of the ice-storage system under the

modified demand-limited storage strategy for medium and high space cooling loads,

respectively, and a high demand charge. Figure 4.38 shows the system operation for a

medium-to-low space cooling load. In this case, like the partial storage strategy for

high demand charges, the chiller operates to meet the cooling load directly during the

off-peak portion of the discharging period and is demand limited during the on-peak

portion of the discharge period. In contrast to the partial storage strategy for high
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Figure 4.38 Modified demand-limited storage strategy: low-medium space cooling
load, high demand charge, maximum chiller discharge.
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Figure 4.39 Modified demand-limited storage strategy: medium space cooling
load, high demand charge, maximum chiller discharge.

demand, the ice-storage tanks supply the remaining cooling load not met by the chiller.

Charging occurs for all available discharge hours, where the chiller operates at

maximum capacity in the ice-making mode.

Figure 4.39 shows the system operation for a medium cooling load and a high

demand ratchet. The system operation is the same as that described for the previous

case except that in order to meet the daily cooling load, it is necessary to raised the

demand limit, as indicated in Figure 4.39 where the demand ratchet (which sets the

demand limit) was raised from 80 percent to 82.2 percent.

Hence, for system operation under the partial storage strategy with high demand

charges, the chiller is demand limited during the on-peak period, and it either operates
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to meet the load directly or it operates at its maximum capacity during the off-peak

portion of the discharging period. The chiller supplies the load not met by the ice-

storage tanks.

4.6 SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the results of the seasonal simulations conducted for the two

systems evaluated as part of this work (Chapter 3): the ice-storage system and the

conventional system. For purposes of this work, the cooling season comprises five

months: May, June, July, August, and September. Each month is represented by a

typical day. A simulation over a typical day is conducted using a one-hour time step.

The forcing functions driving the simulations are the space cooling load and the ambient

wet-bulb temperature. Figure 2.70 shows the space cooling load profile for each

month of the cooling season. Figure 2.67 shows the ambient wet-bulb temperature

profile for July (similar profiles were developed for the other months).

4.6.1 The Ice-Storage System

This section presents the results of simulating the ice-storage system while operating

under the partial storage strategy (chiller priority) and while operating under the

modified demand-limited storage strategy (storage priority). Demand limiting the

operation of the chiller is not considered for either strategy. Two cases are examined

for each storage strategy. The two cases for the partial storage strategy are A) system

operation during the discharge period under the optimal control functions developed in

Section 4.4.1 and B) system operation during the discharge period under the constant

design set-point conditions (Ta1,0,c- 55°F, Tw ~ = 44°F, Chapter 3). The two cases for
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the modified demand-limited storage strategy are A) operation under the maximum

charging strategy, where the storage tanks are fully charged and performance penalties

associated with intersecting ice formations (Section 2.2.4) are encountered and B)

system operation under the critical charging strategy, where the storage tanks are

charged only to the point where the ice formations first intersect. A summary of the

important control issues regarding the ice-storage system is presented first.

Control Summary for the Ice-Storage System The controlled variables for the

ice storage system during the discharging period are A) the temperature of the air

exiting from the cooling coil and B) the temperature of the water entering the cooling

coil. During the charging period the controlled variables are A) the temperature of the

* Modified demand-limited storage strategy under
near-optimal control

* Partial storage strategy under near-optimal control

O Partial storage strategy at design set points /
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Figure 4.40 Seasonal operating costs of the ice-storage system under three
operating strategies. Low demand charge.
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water entering the storage tanks and B) the system charging rate. On the non-design

day, the rate at which storage is discharged is a function of the storage strategy (partial

storage strategy (chiller priority) or modified demand-limited storage strategy (storage

priority)), whereas the rate at which storage is charged is a function of the charging

strategy. A charging strategy specifies the time at which charging begins and ends and

the rate at which storage is charged over this period. The charging strategy affects the

manner in which the system operates during the discharging period. Specifying both

the charging strategy and the storage strategy supplants the dynamic optimization

process. Several combinations of storage strategies and charging strategies can be

simulated. The combination with the lowest operating cost over a period of interest

(day, month, season) is selected.

Fixed Set-Point Control vs. Near-Optimal Control Figures 4.40 and 4.41

show the seasonal operating costs associated with operating the ice-storage system

under three different operating strategies at low and high demand charges, respectively.

With regard to the partial storage strategy, Figure 4.40 indicates that significant savings

(approximately 12 percent) can be realized by operating the system in accordance with

the near-optimal control functions developed in Section 4.4.1 as compared to operating

the system using fixed set-point control. Figure 4.41 indicates that this savings is even

more substantial for higher demand charges (approximately 15 percent).

Partial Storage Strategy vs. Modified Demand-Limited Storage Strategy

Figure 4.40 demonstrates that the partial storage strategy is most economical at low on-

peak energy charges (less than $0.06), whereas the modified demand-limited storage

strategy is most economical a high on-peak energy charges (greater than $0.10). The
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Figure 4.41 Seasonal operating costs of the ice-storage system under three
operating strategies. High demand charge.

maximum saving obtainable by switching storage strategies over the indicated range of

on-peak energy charges is approximately 9 percent. The switch point occurs when the

on-peak energy charge is approximately double that of the off-peak energy charge

($0.076).

Figure 4.41 shows that this switch point moves toward higher on-peak energy

charges as the demand charge increases. This is caused by the temperature constraint

imposed by the ice storage tanks. The partial storage strategy demands less charge

from storage during the discharge period. Accordingly, the minimum blended outlet

temperature obtainable under the partial storage strategy is lower than that obtainable
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Figure 4.42 Effect of charge level on the seasonal operating costs of the ice-storage
system under the modified demand-limited storage strategy.

under the modified demand-limited storage strategy. Hence, the maximum power

consumption during the on-peak period is significantly less for the partial storage

strategy, since the air-handling unit fans, the main water-loop pump, and the chiller all

demand less power at lower blended outlet temperatures.

The Effect of Charge Level Figure 4.42 shows the seasonal operating costs of

the ice-storage system operated under the modified demand-limited storage strategy and

three different charging strategies. Each charging strategy is distinguished by the level

to which the ice storage tanks are charged: 100, 92, and 83 percent of the maximum

charge level. This figure indicates that it is not advantageous to over-charge the ice

storage tanks over a wide range of on-peak energy charges. This occurs for two
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reasons: 1) charging the storage tanks past the critical ice thickness results in significant

performance penalties and 2) the rate at which storage is discharged during the

discharge period affects the minimum obtainable blended outlet temperature, as

discussed in the previous paragraph. The maximum savings indicated in this figure is

approximately 2.6 percent.

Combined Strategies Figure 4.43 shows the seasonal operating costs associated

with operating the ice-storage system under the partial storage strategy, the modified

demand-limited storage strategy, and the optimal combination of both of these

strategies. The maximum savings obtainable by switching from a fixed strategy to a

combinatorial strategy indicated in this figure is approximately 2.7 percent. It is most

economical to operate under the partial storage strategy during periods of high load; as a

result, the combinatorial strategy offers savings at high on-peak energy charges.

52 13 Modified demand-limited storage strategy under

near-optimal control

48 - Partial storage strategy under near-optimal control
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Figure 4.43 Minimum seasonal operating costs of the ice-storage system.
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4.6.2 The Conventional System

The section presents the results of simulating the conventional system while operating

under optimal control and while operating under fixed set-point control. The design

condition was selected for the fixed set-point control (T,,o = 55"F, Twi, = 450 F,

Chapter 3). The controlled variables for the conventional system are A) the chilled-

water set temperature and B) the temperature of the air exiting the cooling coil.

Fixed Set-Point Control vs. Optimal Control Figure 4.44 shows the seasonal

operating costs associated with operating the conventional system under two different

operating strategies at a high demand charge. This figure indicates that significant

savings (approximately 10 percent) can be realized by operating the system in

accordance with the near-optimal control functions developed in Section 4.4.4 as

compared to operating the system using fixed set-point control.
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On-Peak Energy Charge ($/kW-hr)

Figure 4.44 Seasonal operating costs of the conventional system under two
operating strategies.
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4.6.3 Comparison of System Operating Costs

The section compares the seasonal operating costs of the conventional system to those

of the ice-storage system under a variety of economic conditions. Both systems are

controlled in accordance with the near optimal control function developed in Section

4.4. For the ice-storage system, the storage strategy selected is an optimal combination

of the partial storage strategy and the modified demand-limited storage strategy. The

charging strategy selected is based on maximum charging during the portion of the

charging period where the ambient wet-bulb temperature is lowest, and the tanks are

charged only to 92 percent of their maximum charging level.
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Figure 4.45 Seasonal operating cost comparison: the ice-storage system vs. the
conventional system. Near-optimal control. No demand charge.
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Figure 4.46 Seasonal operating cost comparison: the ice-storage system vs. the
conventional system. Near-optimal control. Low demand charge.

Figure 4.45 indicates that the conventional system is the more economical for low

on-peak energy charges and no demand charges. In fact, the ice-storage system is less

economical than the conventional system until the the on-peak energy charge is

approximately 2.5 times that of the off-peak energy charge ($0.10). This occurs

primarily because the chiller of the ice-storage system is much less efficient and must

operate at a much lower suction temperature than its conventional counterpart and

because the main water-loop pump is much larger and must operate much longer than

its conventional counterpart (Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.47 Seasonal operating cost comparison: the ice-storage system vs. the
conventional system. Near-optimal control. High demand charge.

However, the ice-storage system begins to be more economical at modest demand

charges, as indicated in Figure 4.46. This occurs primarily because the ice-storage

system consumes substantially less power than the conventional system during the on-

peak hours (Chapter 3). As the on-peak energy charges increase the relative

inefficiencies between the two systems are overshadowed by the disparity in on-peak

energy consumption. The trend continues as the demand charge increases, as indicated

in Figure 4.47. For high demand charges the ice-storage system is clearly more

economical than the conventional system for all values of on-peak energy charges (up

to 18 percent over the indicated range).
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4.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

The purposes of this chapter were to present the algorithms necessary to control a

model of an air-conditioning system, to develop near-optimal control strategies for both

the ice-storage system and the conventional system, and to investigate the behavior of

these systems using system simulation.

The models of the ice-storage and conventional air-conditioning systems are

controlled in the same manner as their real counterparts: The temperature of the air

within the zone is controlled by manipulating the mass flow rate of air supplied to the

zone. The temperature of the air leaving the air-handling unit is controlled by

manipulating the mass flow rate of chilled water through the cooling coils. The

pressure drop across the cooling coils is controlled by manipulating the mass flow rate

of chilled water through the cooling coils.

The near-optimal control strategies developed for the conventional system are based

on static optimization methods. In contrast, the near-optimal control strategies

developed for the ice-storage system are based on dynamic optimization methods. The

goal of the dynamic optimization procedure is to find the sequence of feasible control

states which results in a sequence of operating states which satisfies the corresponding

sequence of forcing functions and minimizes the total cost of operating the system over

a specified period of time. System performance maps enable the optimal sequence of

feasible control states to be determined for a particular storage strategy. The dynamic

optimization procedure is then reduced to selecting the storage strategy with the lowest

operating cost over the period of interest.
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System performance maps of the ice-storage system operating in the discharge

mode under the partial storage strategy illustrate that the total system power

consumption of the system is minimized at high loads when the lowest allowable

blended outlet temperature from the ice-storage tanks is issued to the cooling coils and

that it is mini.mized at low loads when the highest allowable water temperature is issued

to the cooling coils. High and low loads are defined as those loads above and below

the transitional space cooling load, respectively. The transitional space cooling load is

that load where the trough of the three-dimensional power surface becomes parallel to

the coil water-inlet and water-outlet temperature plane.

The lowest blended outlet temperature is a function of the discharging

characteristics of the ice-storage tank. The highest water temperature is a function of

the maximum permissible humidity level within the conditioned space. The coil air-

outlet temperature associated with the minimum blended outlet temperature that results

in the minimum system power consumption during the discharging period is defined

for a given set of forcing functions by the locus of power minima. Regardless of

which of the four fundamental storage strategies is selected, the loci of constrained

power minima are the same for loads greater than the transitional space cooling load.

System performance maps of the ice-storage system operating in the charging mode

can be used to determine the sequence of control states which minimizes the objective

function governing the dynamic optimization of the charging period. The results of

such an optimization indicate that for uniform charging, the system is charged most

efficiently during the portion of the charging period where the ambient wet-bulb

temperature is lowest and the system coefficient of performance, COPsys, is maximized

at each instant during this period. The savings associated with this strategy are small
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relative to operating the system at maximum charging capacity during the portion of the

charging period where the ambient wet-bulb temperatures are lowest.

System performance maps for the conventional system indicate that the total system

power consumption is minimized at high space cooling loads when the control state is

defined by relatively low temperatures. As the space cooling load decreases, the

control state makes a slow transition toward higher temperatures. In contrast, the

control state which minimizes the system power consumption of the ice-storage system

during the discharging period makes a rapid transition toward higher air-outlet and

water-inlet temperatures as the the space cooling load decreases below the transitional

space cooling load.

For the ice-storage system operated under the partial storage strategy, significant

savings can be realized by operating the system in accordance with near-optimal control

functions as compared to operating the system using fixed set-point control. The partial

storage strategy (chiller priority) is most economical at low on-peak energy charges,

whereas the modified demand-limited storage strategy (storage priority) is most

economical a high on-peak energy charges. It is not advantageous to over-charge the

ice storage tanks over a wide range of economic conditions. Further savings are

obtainable over a typical cooling season by switching from a strategy based solely on

one storage strategy to a strategy which combines the best of each.

For the conventional system, significant savings can be realized by operating the

system in accordance with near-optimal control functions as compared to operating the

system using fixed set-point control. The conventional system is clearly more
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economical than the ice-storage system when time-of-use rate structures are not in

effect. On the other hand, with moderate time-of-use rate structures in effect, the ice-

storage system is clearly more economical than the conventional system.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND
RE COMMNATIIONS

In this chapter the significant findings and the resulting conclusions of this work are

presented. The presentation is grouped into four sections: Modelling, Design, Control,

and Simulation. Recommendations for future work are also cited.

5.1 MODELING

The significant findings and resulting conclusions for the modelling portion of this

work are these:

1. The performance of a constrained-area ice-storage tank is not significantly
penalized by ice thickness which is less than the critical ice thickness.

2. The performance of a constrained-area ice-storage tank is penalized
considerably by ice thickness which is significantly greater than the critical ice
thickness.

336
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3. The amount of liquid remaining in the particular constrained-area ice-storage
tank modeled in this work when the ice thickness is equal to the critical ice
thickness is approximately 25 percent.

4. The capacity limits for reciprocating liquid chillers can be correlated as a
biquadratic function of the condenser water-outlet temperature and the
evaporator water-inlet temperature over the wide rang of chilled-water set
temperatures encountered by ice-storage systems.

5. The effectiveness model for a crossflow cooling tower agrees well with
manufacturer's performance data when the model calculates it own values of the
number of transfer units.

6. The finite-difference model for chilled-water cooling coils agrees well with
manufacturer's performance data when the coil has six or more rows; agreement
is not as good for four rows.

7. The efficiency of a squirrel-cage induction motor can be correlated as a
nonlinear function of the load on the motor.

8. The efficiency of an adjustable-frequency inverter can also be correlated as a
nonlinear function of the load on the motor if the characteristics of the particular
application of interest are known.

9. For air-conditioning systems using variable speed equipment, motor efficiencies
and inverter efficiencies should be accounted for in system simulations.

5.2 DESIGN

The significant findings and resulting conclusions for the design portion of this work

are these:

1. The capacity of the chiller of the partial ice-storage system is approximately 43
percent of that of the conventional system.
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2. The maximum power consumed by the main water-loop pump of the ice-storage

system is approximately 172 percent of that of the conventional system.

3. The number of rows for the cooling coil of the ice-storage system (6 rows) is
greater than that for the conventional system (4 rows).

4. The air-side equipment is essentially identical for both systems except for the
cooling coils.

5. The chiller of the ice-storage system encounters relatively high water flow rates
through its evaporator, especially during the charging period.

6. With regard to pumping, the system-head curve should account for temperature
effects, since brine is significantly more viscous during the charging period than
during the discharging period.

5.3 CONTROL

The significant findings and resulting conclusions for the control portion of this work

are these:

1. The controlled variables which significantly affect the performance of the ice-
storage system during the discharging period while operating under a particular
storage strategy and the conventional system are A) the temperature of the water
entering the cooling coil and B) the temperature of the air leaving the cooling
coil.

2. The temperature of the water leaving the cooling tower is not a significant
controlled variable for the ice-storage system, since the chiller typically operates
near its design condition.

3. The controlled variables which significantly affect the performance of the ice-
storage system during the charging period are A) the temperature of the water
entering the storage tank and B) the system charging rate.
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4. The forcing functions which significantly affect the performance of the ice-

storage system during the discharging period and the conventional system are
A) the space cooling load and B) the ambient wet-bulb temperature.

5. The forcing function which affects the performance of the ice-storage system
during the charging period is the ambient wet-bulb temperature.

6. The state variable which affects the performance of the ice-storage system
during the charging period is the ice thickness; however, its effect is not
significant unless the ice thickness is greater than the critical ice thickness.

7. System performance maps allow near-optimal control strategies to be developed
for the conventional system.

8. System performance maps and a series of simulations based on several storage
strategies and charging strategies allow near-optimal control strategies to be
developed for the ice-storage system.

9. For the conventional system, system performance maps enable the coil air-outlet
and water inlet-temperatures which minimize the total system power to be
determined for a given ambient wet-bulb temperature and a given space cooling
load. These maps indicate that the pair of coil air-outlet and water inlet-
temperatures which minimize the total system power consumption at high loads
are relatively low. As the space cooling load decreases, these temperatures
progressively increase.

10. For the ice-storage system opening in the discharging mode under a specific
storage strategy, system performance maps enable the coil air-outlet and water
inlet-temperatures which minimize the total system power to be determined for a
given ambient wet-bulb temperature and a given space cooling load. These
maps indicate that the total system power is minimized at high loads when the
lowest available blended outlet temperature form the storage tanks is issued to
the cooling coils regardless of the storage strategy selected.
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11. For the ice-storage system operating in the charging mode, system performance
maps enable the tank inlet temperature and the system charging rate which
maximize the system coefficient of performance to be determined for a given
ambient wet-bulb temperature. Furthermore, such maps can be used to
determine the sequence of control states which minimizes the objective function
governing the dynamic optimization of the charging period.

12. The ice-storage system is charged most efficiently during the portion of the
charging period where the ambient wet-bulb temperature is lowest and the
system coefficient of performance is maximized at each instant during this
period.

5.4 SIMULATION

The significant findings and resulting conclusions for the simulation portion of this

work are these:

1. Significant savings (up to 15 percent) can be realized by operating the ice
storage system in accordance with near-optimal control functions as compared
to fixed set-point control.

2. The partial storage strategy (chiller priority) is most economical for low on-peak
energy charges, whereas the modified demand limited storage strategy (storage
priority) is most economical. The on-peak energy charge at which a change in
storage strategy occurs is a function of the demand charge, as well as the
forcing functions and the characteristics of the system.

3. Over a wide range of economic conditions, it is not advantageous to charge the
storage tanks up to their maximum capacity.

4 Storage strategy selection for system operation during non-design periods
should be based on a daily or monthly basis rather than a seasonal basis in order
to obtain maximum savings.
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5. The conventional system is clearly more economical than the ice-storage system
when time-of-use rate structures are not in effect.

6. The ice-storage system is clearly more economical than the conventional system
when moderate time-of-use rate structures are in effect.

5.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The significant recommendations for future work involving the modelling, design,

control, and simulation of ice-storage air-conditioning systems are these:

1. Extend the capability of the constrained-area ice-storage model to include the
discharging period.

2. Validate the ice-storage model using real data.

3. Make the general HVAC controller (Appendix A) available as a TRNSYS
component for controlling the operation of air-conditioning systems with or
without storage.

4. Design and evaluate the other common ice-storage systems-the full storage
system, the demand-limited storage system, and the modified demand limited
storage system-using the design procedures outlined in this work.

5. Examine the benefits associated with optimal component selection during the
design phase.

6. Evaluate alternative ice-storage system configurations, such as those discussed
in Section 2.1.

7. Examine the operation of the ice-storage system under a variety of space cooling
load profiles, and investigate the effects of different time-of-use rate structures.
Develop near-optimal control strategies for each of these cases using the
methodologies presented in this work.
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8. Simulate the performance of the ice-storage system under actual control
strategies used in practice, and compare the results with those obtained by
simulating the system under near-optimal control strategies.

9. Study the effects of demand limiting the operation of the chiller during a non-
design month where the demand charges are high and the demand ratchet is
low.

10. Examine the differences between seasonal simulations conducted using a typical
day in each month versus seasonal simulations conducted using all days of the
month.

11. Validate the ice-storage system simulation using data obtained from a real ice-
storage system.
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Appendix A

A SUPERVISORY CONTROLLER FOR
AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

WITH OR WITHOUT ICE STORAGE

C This component is capable of controlling the operation of a model of an air- *
C conditioning system with or without storage. The controlled variables are the *
C temperature of the water leaving the chiller(s), the temperature of the air leaving *
C the air-handling unit(s), the temperature of the water leaving the storage tank(s) *
C (discharging), and the charging rate of the storage tank(s). These variables are *
C controlled by manipulating the speed of the corresponding pumps or fans as *
C outlined in "Modeling, Design, and Control of Partial Ice-Storage Air- *
C Conditioning Systems" by Cummings, 1989. *

SUBROUTINE
CHARACTER* 14
COMMON
DIMENSION
INTEGER
LOGICAL
PARAMETER
REAL

TYPE75(TIMEXINOUT,T,DTDT,PARINFO)
MODE,SUBMODE,CONTROL,CHILLER, STRATEGY
/SIM/TIMEO,TFINAL,DELT
XIN(24),OUT(14),PAR(31),INFO(1O)
ROUND,UNITS,CHARGEMODE
MAXCHAR,MAXDISCHAR
(WRSET=.O ,TOL=.0001)
MAOMINMACMAXMWCMAX,MAC,MWC,MWCHMAX,
MASSSTORAGE,MWCH,MACMIN

343
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C*** STATEMENT FUNCTIONS
ROUND(R =NINTW4UM
TSI(TEMPUNITS)=(TEMP-32)/1.8*(UNITS-I)+TENIP*(2-UNITS)
TENGCMNPUNITS)=(1.8*TEMP+32)*(2-UNITS)+TEUP*(UNITS-1)
TABS(UNITS)--459.67* (UNITS -1)+273.15*(2-UNITS)
BFG(UNITS)=1050.*((UNITS-I)+(2-UNITS)/.42995)
CPA(UNITS)=.244*((UNITS-I)+(2-UNITS)/.23886)
QCH-MAX(TCHWtTWOCONIUNITS)=225./200.*(81.95+3.891
,*TENG(TCHWUNITS)-.0126*TENG(TCHW,,UNITS)*TENG(TWOCON,,UNITS)
.-.00243*TENG(TWOCONUNITS)**2+.0058*TENG(TCHWUNITS)**2)
.*((UNITS- 1)* 12000.+(2-UNITS)* 12000J.94787)

C*** CHECK SIMULATION CONTROL DECK
IFWO(7).EQ.-I)THEN

NI =24
INFO(6) -14
ND =0
NP =31
INFO(9) =1
CALL TYPECK(I.,INFONINPJqD)

ENDIF

C*** SAME UNIT: PROCEED TO INPUT SECTION
I1F(lUNIT.EQ. INFO(1))GO TO 100
IUNIT=INFO(l)

C*** SET PARAMETERS
UNITS =ROUND(PAR(l))
TR-SET =PAR(2)
TAOC-SET =PAR(3)
TCHW SET CF[W =PAR(4)
TCHW-SET-ICE =PAR(5)
FAO =PAR(6)
MAO MIN =PAR(7)
MAC-MAX =PAR(8)
MWC-MAX =PAR(9)
MWCH-MAX =PAR(10)
CPW =PAR(Il)
TIME-START-CHAR =PAR(12)
TIME-START-DISCHAR =PAR(13)
CHARGEMODE =ROUND(PAR(14))
NCOILS =ROUND(PAR(15))
WANKS =ROUND(PAR(16))
TAU-D =PAR(17)
TOT-MIN =PAR(18)
STORE-0 =PAR(19)
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CHARMAX =PAR(22)
QDISAVG =PAR(23)
MACMIN =PAR(24)
TBOMAX =PAR(25)
TITAVG =PAR(26)
TAOCMAX =PAR(27)
OPT =PAR(28)
STRAT =PAR(29)
T_ONPEAK =PAR(30)
F_CAP =PAR(31)

C*** SET CONSTANTS ********************************************************
C8 =-5800.2206
C9 =1.3914993
CIO =-.04860239
Cll =.41764768E-4
C12 =-.14452093E-7
C13 =6.5459673
CONST =-2.000
CTBO =1.170
CQ =14.467
CQQ =1.333
CTBQ.Q =-0.280

C*** SET CONTROL MODE **************************************************
IF(OPT.EQ. 1.0)THEN

CONTROL='OPTIMAL'
ELSE

CONTROL='FIXED'
ENDIF
IF(STRAT.EQ. 1.0)THEN

STRATEGY=PARTIAL'
ELSE

STRATEGY='MODIFIED'
ENDIF

C*** SET INITIAL CONDITIONS ********************************************
IF(INFO(7).EQ.-1)THEN

MODE ='SHUTDOWN'
STORE =STORE_0
CHARGE =STORE_0
CHILLER =tom

HOUROFDAY --0.0
RETURN

ENDIF
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C*** ENTER SYSTEM VARIABLES
100 TAU =XN(1)

TWB =XN(2)
TDB =XN(3)
Q =XN(4)
SHR =XIN(5)
TAOC =3CN(6)
MAC =XIN(7)
w0c ='XN(8)
TWOC =XN(9)
TWIC =XN(10)
TWOCON =XIN(II)
QFC =XIN(12)
QPMWL =MN(13)
MWCH =XN(14)
TIT =XIN(15)
TOT =XIN(16)
QT-GAIN =XN(17)
QT =XIN(18)
QC =X]N(19)
QC-SENS =XIN(20)
MWC =XIN(21)
FDRY =XN(22)
TCHW-SET-ICE =X]N(23)
F _QMAXJCE =XIN(24)

C*** DETERMINE OPERATING MODE
IF(1NF0(7).EQ.0)THEN
HOUR_0FDAY=H0UR_0FDAY+DELT
IF(MOD(HOUR-OF-DAY,25.).EQ.O)HOUR-OF-DAY=1.0
IF(HOUR-OF-DAY.EQ.TIME-START-CHAR)THEN

MODE='CHARGE
CHARGE=0.0 '.only for one-day simulations

ENDIF
IIF(HOUROF _DAY.EQ.TIME-START-DISCHAR)THEN

MODE='DISCHARGE'
SUMDISCHARGE=STORE-CHARGE
SUBMODE=TULLTANKS'

ENDIF
I1F(STRATEGY.EQ.'M0DIF1ED')THEN

IF(HOUR-OF-DAY.EQ.T-ON - PEAK)CHIILLER='OFF
IF(HOUR-OF-DAY.EQ.24.0)THEN

CHELLER - AID=MAX(0.0,((STORE-CHARGE)-F-CAP*CHAR-MAX)*NTANKS)
CHARGE--CHAR-MAX
STORE--CHAR-MAX
SUMDISCHARGE--O.O
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IF(HOUROFDAY.EQ.TONPEAK+24.0)THEN
IF(CHILLERAID.GT.O.O)THEN

CHILLER='ON'
ELSE

CHILLER='OFF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF

c*** DISCHARGING MODE ******************************************

IF(MODE.EQ.'DISCHARGE)THEN

C*** NO LOAD: SHUTDOWN SYSTEM *************************************
IF(Q.EQ.0.0)GOTO 99

C*** NO FLOW, BUT LOAD: ACTIVATE SYSTEM ************************
IF(MWC.EQ.0.0 .OR. MAC.EQ.0.0)THEN

PiG =1.0
P2G =1.0
P3G =0.0
FiG =1.0
F2G =1.0
NCH =1.0
WR =WRSET
WIC =WR_SET
TAIC =TRSET
TBO =TCHWSETCHW
TWIEV =TWOC
TCHWSET =TCHWSETCHW
MAXDISCHAR =.TRUE.
F_.QMAX_CHW =1.0
SUMDISCHARGEOLD =SUMDISCHARGE
CHILLERDISCHAROLD --CHILLERDISCHAR
GOTO 101

ENDIF

C*** SET CONTROLLED VARIABLES **************************************
NCH =1.0
TROOM =TRSET

IF(CONTROL.EQ.'OPTIMAL')THEN
IF(Q/QZMAX.GT.0.40)THEN

AA=-.0301*TAU_D
BB=.0293*TAU_D**2+7.84+ 1.85*TAU_D
CC=-342-2.15*TAU_D** 2+ 1.35*TlT_AVG-. 105*TITAVG*TAU_D
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-QDlSAVG*TAUp/12000
TBO=MAX((-BB+SQRT(BB**2-4*AA*CC))/(2*AA),35.0)
TBQMN=TBO
IF(Q/QZ-MAX.LT.O.5)TBO-TBO-M[N+10.0*UBO MAX-TB0_ *(0.5-Q/QZMAX)

ELSE
TBO--TBO-MAX

ENDEF

IOF(Q/QZ MAX.GT.O.S)THEN
TAOC-SET-CONST+CTBO*TBO+CQ*Q/QZ-MAX+CQ-Q*(Q/QZ- MAX)**2

+CTBO-Q*TBO*Q/QZ-MAXELSE lF(Q/QZLMAX.GT.0.4)TBEN
TAOC-SET-CONST+CTBO*TBO-MIN+CQ*0.5+CQ-Q*0.5**2

+CTBQQ*TBO - MIN*0.5
TAOC-SET=TAOC-SET+10.0*(TAOC-MAX-TAOC-SET)*(0.5-Q/QZ-MAX)

ELSE
TAOC-SET=TAOC-MAX

ENDIF
ELSE
TBO=TCHW SET CHW
TACO-SET=TAOC-SET

ENDIF

TWIEV=TWOC+QPMWL/(MWCH*CPW)
IF(STRATEGY.EQ.'MODIFIED' AND. CHIILLER.EQ.'OFF)TBEN

NCH=0.0
TCE[W-SET=TWIEV

ELSE IF(MAX-DISCHAR.EQ..TRUE.)THEN
QCH--QC*NCOILS+QPMWL
IF(QCH.LT.QCH-MAX(TCHW-SETITWOCONgUNITS))THEN

TCHW-SET=TBO
ELSE
TCHW-SET=TWIEV-QCH-MAX(TCHW-SET.tTWOCONIUNITS)/(MWCH*CPW)
ENDIF

ENDEF

C*** PART-LOAD CHILLER OPERATION
lF(STRAT EGY.EQ.'M0Dl1FlED'.AND. HOUR_0FDAY.GE.T_0NPEAK+24.0
AND. CFMLER.EQ.'0N')TMEN

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)THEN
CHILLER-DISCHAR-OLD--CHILLER-DISCHAR
MAXDlSCHAR=.TRUE.
I1F(FQMAXCHW.EQ..FALSE.)THEN
F -QMAX-CHW=(CHILLER-AID-CHILLER-DISCHARGE)/QCH-MAX(45.0195.012)

ELSE
F _QMAX-CHW=1.0
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CH]ILLER-DISCHAR-CHELLER-DISCHAR-OLD+MWCH*CPW*(TWIEV-TCHW-SET)
IF(MAX. DISCHARXQ.YALSE.)THEN

F -QMAX CHW=F QN4AX CHW+ AID-CHILLERDISCHAR)
/QCH - MAX(45-0995.0,,2)/2.0

TCHW-SET=TWIEV-F -QMAX-CHW*QCH-MAX(45.01,95.012)/(MWCH*CPW)
ENDIF
IF(CHIILLER-DISCHAR.GT.CHIILLER-AID.AND.MAX-DISCHAR.EQ..TRUE.)THEN

MAX-DISCHAR=.FALSE.
F -QMAX-CHW=(CHHIER-AID-CEMLER-DISCHAR - OLD)/QCH-MAX(45.0j,95.0t2)
TCHW-SET=TWIEV-F -QMAX CHW*QCH-MAX(45.01,95.Ot2)/(MWCH*CPW)

ENDIF
10F(F QMAX-CHW.LE..05)CHILLER='0FF

ENDIF

C*** CALCULATE COIL INLET CONDITIONS
17=TSI(TWBUNITS)+273.I5
PSAT=EXP(C8fI7+C9+ClO*TT+CII*TT**2+CI2*7'r**3+Cl3*LOG(T"T))
P=.101325E6
PV=PSAT-(P-PSAT)*(TDB--IWB)/(2800.0-TWB)
WAMIB=.622*PV/(P-PV)

QLAT=(l-SHR)*Q
WR=WOC+QLAT/(MAC*NCOILS*HFG(UNITS))

IF(FA0*MAC.GT.MA0-MlN)THEN
F=FAO

ELSE
F=MAO-MIN/MAC

ENDIF

WIC=F*WAMIB+(l-F)*V;R
TAIC=F*TDB+(l-F)*TROOM

C*** SET PUMP AND FAN SPEEDS
QSENS =SHR*Q+QFC*NCOILS
MAC --QSENS/NCOELS/(CPA(UNITS)*(TROOM-TAOC-SET))
PIG =1.0
P2G =MWC/MWC-MAX
P3G --0.0
FIG =NIACAlAC-MAX
F2G =1.0
EF(STRATEGY.EQ.tMODI]FIED' AND. CHIILLER.EQ.'OFF)THEN

PIG=0.0
F2G=0.0

ENDIF
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C*** TRACK STORAGE-TANK CHARGE LEVEL **************************
IF(INFO(7).EQ.0 .AND. SUBMODE.NE.'EMPTYTANKS')SUMDISCHARGEOLD
=SUMDISCHARGE
SUMDISCHARGE=SUMDISCHARGEOLD+(QT+QTGAIN)*DELT
CHARGE=STORE-SUMDISCHARGE

C*** NO CHARGE: ASSIGN LOAD TO CHILLER *
IF(CHARGE.LE.0.0 .AND. INFO(7).NE.0)THEN

TBO =TCHWSET
SUBMODE ='EMPTYTANKS'

ENDIF
ENDIF

c*** CHARGING MODE ***********************************************

IF(MODE.EQ.'CHARGE')THEN

C*** DETERMINE CHARGING SUBMODE **********************************
IF(2-CHARGEMODE)3,2,1

3 SUBMODEf'CHARMAX'
GOTO 4

2 SUBMODE='CHAR_Q_T_CONST'
GOTO 4

1 SUBMODE='CHARTCONST'
4 CONTINUE

C*** NO FLOW: ACTIVATE SYSTEM **********
IF(MWCH.EQ.0.0)THEN

PIG =1.0
P2G =0.0
P3G =1.0
FIG -0.0
F2G =1.0
WR =WR_SET
WIC =WRSET
TAlC =TRSET
TAOCSET =TRSET
TCHWSET =TCHWSETICE
TBO =-100.0
TWIEV =TOT
NCH =1.0
CHARGEOLD =CHARGE
MAXCHAR =.TRUE.
GOTO 101

ENDIF
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C*** SET CONTROLLED VARIABLES
NCH =1.0
TBO =-100.0
TAOC-SET =TR -SET

lF(lNF0(7).EQ.0)TBEN
IF(MAXSHAR.EQ..FALSE.)THEN

F -QMAX-ICE=(SUMDISCHARGE-CHARGE)*NTANKS/QCH-MAX(25.01)
95.0,,UNITS)

ENDIF
MAX-CHAR=.TRUE.

ENDIF
I1F(MAXCHAR.EQ..FALSE.)TBEN

CHARGE=CHARGEOLD+((-QT)-QT-GAIN)*DELT
F -QMAX NEW=F OMAX NEW-(CHARGE-SUMDISCHARGE)*NTANKS/
QCH - MAX(25.0,95.0,,UNITS)/4.0
F-QMAX-ICE-F-.QMAX NEW
SUBMODE='CHAR-Q-T -CONST

ENDIF
IF(CHARGE.GT.SUMDISCHARGE.AND.MAX-CHAR.EQ..TRUE.)THEN

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)CHARGEOLD--CHARGE
F -QMAX NEW=(SUMDISCHARGE-CHARGEOLD)*NTANKS/QCH-MAX(25.OIP
95.0,,UNITS)
MAX - CHAR=.FALSE.
F -QMAX-lCE=F-.QMAX NEW
SUBMODE=tCHAR-Q-T-CONST"

ENDIF
IF(F-QMAX-ICE.LT.O.05)MODE='SHUTDOWN'

IF(SUBMODE.EQ.'CHAR - T - CONST)THEN
TCHW-SET=TCHW-SET-ICE
MWCH=MWCH-MAX

ENDIF

IF(SUBMODE.EQ.'CHAR,.-Q-T-CONST)THEN
QCONST=F -QMAX-ICE*QCH-MAX(25.0995.OIUNITS)/NTANKS
IIF((QCONST*NTANKS+QPMWL).LE.QCH-MAX(TCHW-SET-ICE,
TWOCONUNITS))THEN

IF(MWCH.GT.1.05*MWCH-MAX)THEN
TCHW-SET=TCHW-SET-1.0*((UNITS-I)+(2-UNITS)/1.8)
MWCH--WONST*NTANKS/(CPW*(rWIEV-TCHW-SET))

ELSE IF(TCHW-SET.LT.TCHW-SET-ICE)THEN
MWCH=QCONST*NTANKS/(CPW*(TWIEV-TCHW-SEI))

ELSE
TCHW-SET=TCHW-SET ICE
MWCH--WONST*NTANKS/(CPW*MVIEV-TCHW-SET))
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SUBMODE='CHAR-MAX'
ENDIF

ENDIF

IF(SUBMODE.EQ.'CHAR-MAX)TBEN
IF(MWCH.GT.I.05*MWCH - THEN

TCHW._SET=TCHWSET-1.0*((UNITS- 1)+(2-UNITS)/1.8)
MWCH--QCH MAX(TCHW-SETTWOCONUNITS)/(CPW*gWIEV-TCHW-SET))

ELSE IF(TCIIW-SET.LT.TCHW-SET-ICE)THEN
MWCH--QCH MAX(TCHW-SETTWOCONUNITS)/(CPW*(TWMV-TCHW-SEI))

ELSE
TCHW-SET=TCHW-SET ICE
MWCH--QCH MAX(TCHW-SETTWOCONUNITS)/(CPW*(TWMV-TCHW-SET))

ENDIF
ENDIF

TWIEV=TOT+QPMWL/(MWCH*CPW)

C*** FIX COIL INLET CONDITIONS
WR=WR-SET
WIC=WR-SET
TAIC=TR-SET

C*** SET PUMP AND FAN SPEEDS
PIG=1.0
P2G-.O.O
P3G=MWCH/MWCHMAX
FlG=0.0
F2G=1.0

C*** TRACK STORAGE-TANK CHARGE LEVEL
IIF(MODE.NE.'SHUTDOWN)TIHEN

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)CHARGEOLD--CHARGE
CHARGE--CHARGEOLD+((-Ql)-QT-GAIN)*DELT
STORE--CHARGE
I1F(TOT.LE.TOTNlIN.OR. CHARGE.GT.CHAR-MAX)MODE='SHUTDOV N'

ENDIF
ENDIF

c*** SHUTDOWN MODE

EF(MODE.EQ.'SHUTDOWN)TBEN
9 9 PIG _-0.0

P2G _-0.0
P3G _-0.0
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WR =WR-SET
wic =WR-SET
TAIC -TR SET
TCHW-SET=TCHW-SEl _CHW
TBO =TCHW-SET CHW
TWIEV' =TCHW-SET-CHW
IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)TlHEN
CHARGE --CHARGE-QT-GAlN*DELT

SUMDISCHARGE=SUMDISCHARGE+QT -GAIN*DELT
ENDIF
NCH=O

ENDEF

C*** WRITE MESSAGES
101 IF(MODE.EQ.'DISCHARGEt)THEN

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)THEN
WRITE(*,*)MODEHOUR-OF-DAY

ELSE
WRITE(*,*)MODE

ENDIF
WRITE(* *)SUBMODE
IF(STRATEGY.EQ.tMODIFIED')THEN

IF(MAX-DISCHAR.EQ..FALSE. AND. CHIILLER.EQ.'ONt)TliEN
WRITE(* q*)CFlILLERjF-QMAX-CHW

ELSE
WRITE(* *)CHILLER

ENDIF
IF(FIOUR-OF-DAY.EQ.24-O)WRITE(*l*)CHILLER-AID/12000.0,,TON-HRS1

ENDIF
WRITE(* 9*)Q/QZ-MAX
WRITE(*,*)TBO
WRITE(*.,*)TAOC

ENDIF
IF(MODE.EQ.tCHARGE')THEN

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)THEN
WRITE(* ,*)MODE,,HOUR-OF-DAY

ELSE
WRITE(*,*)MODE

ENDIF
WRITE(*,,*)SUBMODE
IF(MAX-CHAR.EQ..FALSE.)WRITE(*,*)F -QMAX-ICE
WRITE(* *)TCHW-SET

ENDIF
IF(MODE.EQ.'SHUTDOWN)WRITE(*7*)MODE
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C*** SET OUTPUTS ***********************************************************
OUT(1) =P1G
OUT(2) =P2G
OUT(3) =F1G
OUT(4) =F2G
OUT(5) =TCHWSET
OUT(6) =NCH
OUT(7) =TAIC
OUT(8) =WIC
OUT(9) =TBO
OUT(10) =CHARGE
OUT(1 1) =TWIEV
OUT(12) =TAOCSET
OUT(13) =P3G
OUT(14) =WR
RETURN
END
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Appendix B

A LOCAL-LOOP CONTROLLER FOR
AN AIR-HANDLING UNIT

C This component iteratively determines the mass flow rate of water through a *
C cooling coil of an air-handling unit necessary to maintain the temperature of *
C the air leaving the coil at its set-point value. The control algorithms implemented *
C in this model are presented in "Modeling, Design, and Control of Partial Ice- *
C Storage Air-Conditioning Systems" by Cummings, 1989. TYPE 50 called by *
C this subroutine is the effectiveness cooling coil model in the TRNSYS library. *

SUBROUTINE TYPE52(rIME,XINOUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO)
DIMENSION XIN(6),OUT(9),PAR(20),INFO(10)
REAL MWC,MWC_MAX,MWCOLDMAC

C*** FIRST CALL OF THE SIMULATION **********************************

IF(INFO(7)EQ.-E1)THEN
NI =6
NP =20
ND =0
INFO(6) -9
INFO(9) =1
CALL TYPECK(1 ,INFO.,NINPID)

ENDIF

C*** SET PARAMETERS ******************************************************
MWC_MAX=PAR(17)

C*** ENTER SYSTEM VARIABLES *****************************************
MWC =XIN(5)
TAOSET =XIN(6)
MAC =XIN(3)

C*** NO FLOW: SET OUTPUT VARIABLES, RETURN *
IF(MWC.EQ.0.0 .OR. MAC.EQ.0.0)THEN
OUT(1)=XIN(1)
OUT(2)=XIN(2)
OUT(3)=XIN(3)
OUT(4)=XIN(4)
oUT(5)=XIN(5)
OUT(6)=0.0
OUT(7)=0.0
OUT(8)=0.0
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OUT(9)--0.0
RETURN

ENDIF

C*** SET INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR CURRENT TIME STEP **********

IF(INFO(7).EQ.0)ITERSECANT=0
TAO-0.0

C*** DETERMINE COOLING-COIL WATER FLOW RATE *
DO WHILE(ABS((TAOSET-TAO)/TAOSET).GT..001)

CALL TYPE50(TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDTPARINFO)
TAO=OUT(1)

IF(ITESECANT.GT.O)THEN
EI=TAOSET-TAOOLD
E2=TAOSET-TAO
SLOPE=(E2-E1)/(MWC-MWCOLD)
IF(SLOPE.EQ.0.0)GOTO 150
TAO_OLD=TAO
MWCOLD=MWC
MWC=MWC-E2/SLOPE

ELSE
150 TAOOLD=TAO

MWC_OLD=-MWC
MWC=MWC+.05*MWCMAX
ENDIF

XIN(5)=MWC

ITERSECANT=ITERSECANT+1
END DO

RETURN
END
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Appendix C

A MODEL OF A CONSTRAINED-AREA
ICE-STORAGE TANK

C This subroutine models the performance of a constrained-area ice-storage tank. *
C The governing equations and the solution procedure for this model are presented *
C in "Modeling, Design, and Control of Partial Ice-Storage Air-Conditioning *
C Systems" by Cummings, 1989. *

SUBROUTINE TYPE70(TIME,XINOUT,T,DTDTPARINFO)
CHARACTER* 14 ANALYSISMODEENTRY,GUIDEAREA
COMMON /SIM/TIME0,TFINALDELT
DIMENSION XIN(4),OUT(6),T(2),DTDT(2),PAR(25),INFO(1O)
INTEGER ROUND,UNITS,NPNCALLS
PARAMETER (EE=.75, PI=3.14159)
REAL MFLTUBE,CC(8),CD(1 1),KVBKVW,KB,MTUBE,NUBNUW,NTU,

K23,K34,KTUBE,KW,KICE,TSI,TENG,ALPHA,BW,PRW,RHOW,
RHOICE,HFUSICE,G,TABSHOLD

C*** STATEMENT FUNCTIONS **********************************************
ROUND(RNUM)=NINT(RNUM)
TSI(TEMP,UNITS)=(TEMP-32)/1.8*(UNITS-1)+TEMP*(2-UNITS)
TENG(TEMP,UNITS)=(1.8*TEMP+32)*(2-UNITS)+TEMP*(UNITS- 1)
KVB(TEMP,UNITS)=(. 1416-.005158*TSI(TEMP,UNITS)+.0001097*

TSI(TEMPUNITS)**2)*((UNITS-1)+(2-UNITS)/10.764)
ALPHA(UNITS)=.0O489*((UNITS- 1)+(2-UNITS)/10.764)
KB(UNITS)=.303*((UNITS-1)+(2-UNITS)/.57782)
KVW(TEMP,UNITS)=((12.24-.2047*TENG(TEMP,UNITS)+.001223*

TENG(TEMP,UNITS)**2)/100.)*((UNITS-1)+(2-UNITS)/10.764)
BW(TEMP,UNITS)=(ABS((-.279+.00854*TENG(TEMP,UNITS)-.000041 1*

TENG(TEMP,UNITS)**2)/1000.))*((UNITS-1)+(2-UNITS)* 1.8)
PRW(TEMP,UNITS)=25.17-.4577*TENG(TEMP,UNITS)+.002843*

TENG(TEMP,UNITS)**2
RHOW(UNITS)=62.4* ((UNITS -1)+(2-UNITS)/.062428)
RHOICE(UNITS)=57.5*((UNITS- 1)+(2-UNITS)/.062428)
KICE(UNITS)=1.09*((UNITS-1)+(2-UNITS)/.57782)
HFUSICE(UNITS)= 144.0* ((UNITS- 1)+(2-UNITS)/.42995)
G(UNITS)=32.17*(UNITS-1)+9.807*(2-UNITS)
TAB S(uNITS)=459.67*(UNITS- 1)+273.15* (2-UNITS)
F34(A)=-0.334*A+1.320*SQRT(A)
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C*** FIRST CALL OF THE SIMULATION **********************************
IF(INFO(7).EQ.-1)THEN

NI =4
NP =INFO(4)
ND =2
INFO(6) =6
INFO(9) =1
CALL TYPECK(1,INFONINPIND)

ENDIF

C*** SAME UNIT: PROCEED TO INPUT SECTION *
IF(IUNIT.EQ.INFO(1))GO TO 100
IUNIT=INFO(1)

C*** SET PARAMETERS ******************************************************
UNITS =ROUND(PAR(l))
AMODE =PAR(2)
QMAX =PAR(3)
UAT =PAR(4)
TAMB =PAR(5)
MF =PAR(6)
CPF =PAR(7)
CVF =PAR(8)
CPS =PAR(9)
TFZ =PAR(10)
TMAX =PAR(11)
TMIN =PAR(12)
NTUBE =ROUND(PAR(13))
LTUBE =ROUND(PAR(14))
DO =PAR(15)
DI =PAR(16)
KTUBE =PAR(17)
RHOB =PAR(18)
CPB =PAR(19)
TTANKO =PAR(20)
E =PAR(21)
CHGMAX =PAR(22)
CHGCRIT =PAR(23)
THKCRIT =PAR(24)
THKMAX =PAR(25)

C*** SET ANALYSIS MODE **************************************************
ANALYSIS='DETAILED'
IF(AMODE.EQ. 1.0)ANALYSIS='S IMPLIFIED'
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C*** EFFECT PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS ***************************
ACS=PI*DI**2/4
R2=DI/2
R3=DO/2
A4_MAX=2*PI*(R3+THKCRIT)*LTUBE

C*** SET INITIAL CONDITIONS ********************************************
IF(INFO(7).EQ.-1)THEN

ENTRY='YES'
AREA='CONSTRAINED'
RETURN

ENDIF

C*** ENTER SYSTEM VARIABLES *****************************************
100 TI =XIN(1)

FLOW =XIN(2)
TBO =XIN(3)
CHARGE =XIN(4)

C*** DETERMINE OPERATING MODE **************************************
MODE='CHARGE'
IF(TBO.GE.TFZ)MODE='DISCHARGE'

C*** NO FLOW: SET OUTPUT VARIABLES, RETURN *
IF(FLOW.EQ.0)THEN

IF(MODE.EQ.'DISCHARGE')THEN
IF(CHARGE.GE.0.0)T(1)=TITANKO-CHARGE/(MF*CVF)
IF(T(1).LT.T)T(1)=TPZ
DTDT(I)=O.0

ENDIF
TO=TI
TTANK=T(1)
THICK=T(2)
QGAIN=UAT*(TAMB-T(1))

OUT(l) =TO
OUT(2) =0.0
OUT(3) =0.0
OUT(4) =QGAIN
OUT(5) =THICK
OUT(6).=TTANK
RETURN

ENDIF



c*** CHARGING MODE

IF(MODE.EQ.'CHARGE)THEN

C*** DETERMINE AREA CONSTRAINTS
IIF(GUIDE.EQ.'FROMDISCHARGE')THEN

RCF--CHARGE/CHGMAX
IF(RCF.GT.(CHGMAX-CHGCRM/CHGMAX)THEN
AREA=UNCONSTRAINED'

ELSE
AREA='CONSTRAINED'

ENDIF
IF(CHARGE.GE.O.O)THEN
T(1)=TTANKO-CHARGE/(MF*CVF)
DTDT(l)--O.O

ENDIF
T(2)=O.O
IF(T(l).LT.TFZ)T(I)=TFZ
GUIDE--TODISCHARGEI
ENTRWInst

ENDIF

C*** SIMPLIFIED CHARGING ANALYSIS

IF(ANALYSIS.EQ.'SINLMffiD)TBEN
EFMl).LE.TT-Z)THEN

DTDT(l)--O.O
DT=E* -Ti)
Q--FLOW*CPB*DT
TO--TI+DT
Q=-Q

0 UT(l)--To
OUT(2)=FLOW
OUT(3)--Q
OUT(4)--O.O
OUT(5)=O.O
OUT(6)=. I
RETURN

ELSE
Q--E*FLOW*CPB*Ml)-TI)
DTDT(I)=-Q/(MF*CVF)
TrANK=T(l)
TO=TI+E*(TTANK-TI)

360
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OUT(1)=TO
OUT(2)-MOW
OUr(3)=Q
OUT(4)=0.0
OuT(5)=o-o
OUT(6)--TTANK
RETURN

ENDIF
ENDIF

C*** DETAILED CHARGING ANALYSIS

N4TUBE--FLOW/NTUBE/3600
V=V[TUBE/(RHOB*ACS)

C*** SET INITIAL ESTIMATES
IF(INF0(7).EQ.0)TBEN

TO--TI+EE*(T(l)-Tl)
TSAVG=T(l)-(T(l)-(TO+Tl)/2)/2

ENDIF

C*** DETERMINE TANK OUTLET TEMPERATURE
TOOLD---20.0
TSAVGOLD=-20.0
DO WHME(ABS((TO-TOOLD)/(TO+TABS(UNITS))).GE..00002.AND.

ABS((TSAVG-TSAVGOLD)/(TSAVG+TABS(UNITS))).GE..00002)
TBAR=(TO+TI)/2
RE=V*DI/(KVB(TBARUNITS)/3600)
WRITE(*,*)REV
PRB=KVB(TBAR.,UNITS)/ALPHA(UNITS)
NUB=.023*RE**.8*PRB**.4
H12-.NUB*KB(UNITS)/Dl

TMEAN=(TSAVG+T(l))/2
DT=ABSMI)-TSAVG)
GR--G(UNITS)*DO**3*BWUMEANUNITS)*DT/(KVWCIvIEANUNITS)

/3600)**2
RA=GR*PRW(TMEAN,,UNITS)
NUW=(.6+.387*RA**(1.0/6)*(I+(.559/PRW(TNEANUNITS))

**(9.0/16))**(-8.0/27))**2
KW=KVWMvIEAN.,UNITS)*RHOW(UNITS)*CPF/PRW(TUEANUNITS)
H45=NUW*KW/DO

K23=KTLJBE
K34--KICEMNITS)
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10F(AREAXQX0NSTRAlNED' AND. TFHCK.GT.THKCRMTBEN
]OF(THICKLE.THKMAX)TIHEN

A4=R4*(2*PI-8*ACOS((R3+THKCRM/R4))*LTUBE
U4=1.0/(A4/(Hl2*2*PI*R2*LTUBE)+A4*LOG(R3/R2)/(2*PI*K23*LTUBE)+

A4*LOG(R4/R3)/(2*PI*F34(A4/A4-MAX)*K34*LTUBE)+I/H45)
ELSE

A4=0.0
ENDIF

ELSE
A4=2*PI*R4*LTUBE
U4=1/(R4/(Hl2*R2)+R4*LOG(R3/R2)/K23+RICEA4+1/FI45)

ENDIF
UA=U4*A4

NTU=UA/(NlTUBE*3600*CPB)
TOOLD--TO
TO=T(l)-(T(l)-TI)*EXP(-NT"
DTLM=(Ml)-TI)-(T(l)-TO))AOG(Ml)-TI)/(T(l)-TO))
QTUBE--UA*DTLM
TSAVGOLD--TSAVG
TSAVG--T(l)-QTUBE/(H45*A4)

END DO

C*** DETERMINE TANK TEMPERATURE AND ICE THICKNESS
Q--QTUBE*NTUBE
QGAlN=UAT*(TAMB-T(l))
IF(T(l).GT.-I AND. ENTRY.EQ.'YES)THEN

DTDT(1)=-(Q-QGAIN)/(W*CVF)
ELSE

T(1)=TFZ
DTDT(l)--0.0
ENTRY=NO'

ENDIF
IF(T(l).LE.TFZ)THEN

DTDT(2)=(Q-QGAIN)/(RHOICEMNITS)*A4*NTUBE*BFUSICEaNUS))
ENDIF
Q=-Q
TI-HCK=T(2)
TTANK=T(l)

C*** SET OUTPUTS
OUT(l)--To
OLJT(2)--FLOW
OUT(3)=Q
OUT(4)=QGAIN
OLJT(5)=TMCK



OUT(6)=-ITANK
RETURN
ENDIF

c*** DISCHARGING MODE

TO-TBO
Q=FLOW*CPB*M-TBO)
IF(CHARGE.GE.O.O)THEN
T(1)=TTANK0-CHARGE/(MF*CVF)
DTDT(1)=O.O

ENDIF
IF(T(l).LT.TFZ)T(I)=TFZ
TTANK=T(l)
QGAIN=UAT*(TAMB-TTANK)
GUIDE='FROMDISCHARGE'

C*** SET OUTPUTS
OUT(l)--To
OUT(2).-FLOW
OUT(3)=Q
OUT(4)=QGAIN
OUT(5)=O.O
OUT(6)=-17ANK
RETURN
END
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